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About this
report
This integrated
annual report presents
the operational and
financial performance
of Transcend Residential
Property Fund Limited
(“Transcend” or “the
company”) for the year
from 1 January 2018
to 31 December 2018.

It includes a range of financial and
non-financial disclosures, performance
measures and reviews over the period,
providing a concise insight into the
business and growth, its strategy, as well
as the risks facing the company and the
steps taken to mitigate those risks.
The purpose of this report is to provide all
stakeholders with relevant information in
order to enable them to objectively assess
Transcend’s ability to create and sustain
value in the future, and further allows for
informed decision making by users.
This report also provides information on the
company’s corporate governance principles,
as well as its commitment to social,
environmental and economic objectives.

FRAMEWORK APPLIED
The framework applied in this report is in
accordance with best practice and applies
the principles of the following:
>> King IV Report on Corporate Governance
for South Africa 2016 (“King IV”);
>> JSE Listings Requirements; and
>> Companies Act 71 of 2008, as amended
(“Companies Act”).
The financial information provided in
the annual financial statements set out
on pages 51 to 98 has been prepared in
accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards (“IFRS”), SAICA’s
Financial Reporting Guidelines as issued
by the Accounting Practices Committee,
the requirements of the Companies Act
and the JSE Listings Requirements.

FORWARD-LOOKING
STATEMENTS
This integrated annual report may contain
certain forward-looking statements
concerning Transcend’s operations
and future financial performance. While
these statements reflect best estimates
of management and its Board of Directors
(“the Board”), such views inherently
contain uncertainties around known and
unknown risks facing the company. As
such, no assurance can be given and no
representation or warranty expressed as
to the accuracy or completeness of such
views or statements. Forward-looking
information has not been reviewed or
reported on by the external auditors.

ASSURANCE
The Board is responsible for preparing the
annual financial statements in accordance
with IFRS, the JSE Listings Requirements
and the Companies Act. Over and above
its regulatory reporting obligations, the
company strives to present disclosures that
are useful and informative to stakeholders.
The financial statements set out on pages
51 to 98 were independently audited by the
company’s external auditors, KPMG Inc.

BOARD RESPONSIBILITY
STATEMENT
The Board acknowledges its responsibility
to ensure the integrity of this integrated
annual report for the 2018 financial year.
The Board has accordingly applied its
judgment and in its opinion, this integrated
annual report addresses all material
matters, and offers a holistic view of the
performance of Transcend. The Board is
working towards full compliance with
the International Integrated Reporting
Council’s International <IR> Framework.
The Board authorised the integrated annual
report for publication on 17 April 2019.

Robert Emslie
Chairman
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Company
profile
Transcend listed
on the Alternative
Exchange (“AltX”)
of the JSE Limited
(“JSE”) on 1 December
2016 in the Financial
Services — Real
Estate Investment
Trust (Residential REITs)
sector. Transcend’s
country of operation
is the Republic of
South Africa.

VISION
Transcend’s vision is to grow
the existing portfolio through
its investment in stabilised
and high demand open
market rental properties
across South Africa.
The company will acquire high demand
quality assets that attract best rate rentals.
Transcend will also focus on customer
segments where the payment profiles are
above national averages and are located
in growth orientated geographic markets.
The combination of superior property
management and advanced product
investment in relevant locations will
continue to give the company an
additional competitive edge.
Part of this vision has been achieved
during the 2018 financial year, which saw the
acquisition of a significant portfolio of over
2 000 units. Transcend will continue to build
its pipeline of stabilised rental properties
and has identified over 2 000 units with a
total value of approximately R1.1 billion,
demonstrating the immediate opportunities
available for portfolio expansion.

MISSION
Transcend’s mission is to
drive the performance of its
portfolio and establish a stable
and consistent track record of
dividend growth by investing
in accretive properties and
leveraging off the experience
and expertise of its property
and asset management
service providers.
Transcend intends to pursue a migration of
its listing to the Main Board of the JSE in the
short term, in order to benefit from access
to capital and improved liquidity and secure
a diverse and broader shareholder spread.
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COMPANY PROFILE

The company’s primary business activities
are the acquisition and management of
income-generating residential properties —
focusing on housing opportunities that are
affordable, lifestyle enhancing and located
in established urban areas. Transcend
currently holds a portfolio of 22 properties
valued at R2.72 billion, comprising 4 691
units, located in Gauteng, as well as the
Western Cape and Mpumalanga in South
Africa. In line with its strategy, Transcend
acquired nine properties during 2018,
comprising an additional 2 219 units.

22

PROPERTIES

4 691

HOUSING UNITS

R2.72bn
PROPERTY
PORTFOLIO
VALUE

Unlike conventional inner-city residential
housing, the company’s properties are
predominantly two- and three-storey
walk-up apartments, strategically
located in desirable neighbourhoods,
and equipped with lifestyle-enhancing
amenities. On average our properties are
in the region of six years old, and because
of their location, quality, specification
and management they tend to have a
high underlying capital value. As a result,
performance is at lower rental yields than
inner-city properties, and in the view of the
Board and management, attracts a better
profile of tenant and has greater potential

for capital appreciation. The company
has majority ownership of units on all
properties and outright owns 18 of its 22
properties. The international residential
REIT market is fairly sophisticated, as
residential assets have the ability to be
less volatile over time than other classes
of real estate, making them more defensive
than other segments of the market.
Transcend’s strategy is to keep investing
in the affordable housing market — one of
the few market segments where demand
continues to exceed supply and where this
gap continues to grow. Urbanisation is still
rapidly increasing in South Africa and it
follows that Transcend will offer investors
exposure to a defensive and resilient asset
class, that delivers housing to a heavily underserviced portion of the real estate market.
Through the property cycle and in a difficult
market and economy Transcend aims to
achieve consistent growth in dividends by
optimising the performance of its property
portfolio through inflation-linked rental
escalations, and efficiencies in property
and asset management.

INVESTMENT THESIS
Transcend provides investors with exposure to a geographically diverse, well-managed
and well-maintained portfolio of properties which are expected to return inflation-linked
rental escalations over the long term, while also providing investors with the security of
well-located, quality underlying capital assets which are expected to appreciate in value over
time. Residential housing is a unique defensive investment which has the potential to act
as an inflation hedge over the long term, returning real growth in distributions.
Transcend is focused on “value add” initiatives to improve performance of the portfolio:
>> Attracting and retaining quality tenants
>> Providing well-managed, secure and controlled properties to tenants
>> Reducing vacancies and improving recoveries on properties
>> Strategic capital investment for better long-term performance and to maintain asset quality
>> Effective cost management
>> Underpinned by a strong and established corporate governance structure which ensures
good risk management of the business and compliance with laws and regulations
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Related
parties
During 2018,
Transcend acquired
2 219 units from
related parties.

IHS BACKGROUND

INTRODUCTION

IHS has successfully managed residential
property investments since 2007. The role
of IHS includes seeking new investment
opportunities for the company through
its strong network and deal-making
capabilities. IHS has a proven track record
of sourcing and stabilising properties,
which will be utilised for the benefit of
Transcend. IHS also currently provides
asset management services to:

During 2018 Transcend issued 64.59 million
shares to partially fund the acquisition
of 9 new properties. These properties were
acquired from three related parties being:
>> International Housing Solutions
Residential Partners 1 (RF) Proprietary
Limited (“IHS Res 1”)
>> Sunnyshore Trade and Invest 105
Proprietary Limited (“Sunnyshore”); and
>> SAWHF SA Rental 4 Trust (“Rental 4 Trust”)

Transcend’s asset management
function is externally managed by
IHS Asset Management (Pty) Ltd (“IHS
AM”). IHS AM is a subsidiary of IHS and
manages Transcend in terms of an asset
management agreement entered into
by the parties.

>> SAWHF;
>> IHS Fund II SA sleeve;
>> IHS Fund II SSA sleeve; and

The new properties consist of 2 219 units
located in Gauteng and the Western Cape.

>> IHS Res 1.

Transcend secured a strategic investor
in Emira Property Fund Limited (“Emira”)
who acquired a 34.9% shareholding in the
company by way of a vendor placement of
ordinary shares. South African Workforce
Housing Fund PVE (SA) (“SAWHF”), a South
African en commandite partnership (“the
Partnership”) still holds a significant stake
at 45.1% of the shares and International
Housing Solutions (RF) (Pty) Ltd (“IHS” or
“IHS RF (Pty) Ltd”) also took up shares in
Transcend and now holds an 11.5% stake
in the company.

TRANSCEND
SUPPLIERS AND
PROPERTY MANAGERS

Transcend does not have any subsidiaries.

IHS AM
IHS AM manages Transcend in terms of
an asset management agreement which
became effective on 1 October 2016.
Based on the size of the portfolio, this
is a more cost-effective approach than
performing this function internally. IHS AM
is a subsidiary of IHS, and in turn, IHS AM
outsources its main asset management
functions to IHS in terms of a service level
agreement. Transcend pays IHS AM an
annual asset management fee, calculated
as a percentage (excluding VAT) of the
enterprise value of the company. Historically
this fee has been 0.4% (excluding VAT) of the
enterprise value and was increased to 0.5%
(excluding VAT) from April 2018.
IHS AM charged Transcend asset
management fees of R5.75 million
(2017: R4.47 million) during the year in
accordance with the asset management
agreement. This is a 10-year agreement
and will remain in force for 2019.
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RELATED PARTIES

IHS PM

SAWHF

Sunnyshore

The property management function of the
company is outsourced on market related
terms to IHS Property Management (Pty)
Ltd (“IHS PM”).

Transcend is 45.1% owned by SAWHF, a
South African en commandite partnership
duly represented by its general partner,
the South African Workforce Housing
Fund SA GP (RF) Pty Ltd (“SAWHF GP (RF)”
or the “Partnership”). The Partnership is
comprised of three partners being the
South African Workforce Housing Fund
(Cayman) I Ltd, South African Workforce
Housing Fund (Cayman) II Ltd and South
African Workforce Housing Fund (SA) II.
The relationship between the Partnership
and IHS (RF) (Pty) Ltd is governed by a
signed investment advisory agreement.

Sunnyshore is a limited liability private
company duly registered and incorporated in
the Republic of South Africa and effectively
wholly owned by SAWHF. On 4 October 2018
Transcend and Sunnyshore entered into a
sale agreement where Transcend acquired
176 sectional title units in the scheme known
as Protea Glen, a property situated on erven
8487 and 8488 Protea Glen Extension 11
Township, Soweto, for an aggregate purchase
consideration of R60 million. Similar to the
IHS Res 1 portfolio sales agreements, this
was also an effective date contract with
an effective date of 1 December 2018.

A property management agreement was
entered into by Transcend and IHS PM
on 16 October 2016. IHS PM’s functions
as property manager include, inter alia,
managing, letting and lease agreements,
collection of income, credit control
(including vetting of tenants), electricity
and water accounts, all repairs and
maintenance, security, cleaning services,
as well as instigating legal proceedings
(subject to prior written consent of
Transcend), preparing draft budgets,
financial reporting and dealing with
local authorities.
Transcend pays IHS PM property
management fees, calculated at between
6% to 7% of the gross cash collected from
tenants on a monthly basis, including
rent and recoveries. IHS PM charged
Transcend property management fees of
R12.4 million (2017: R11.12 million) during
the year in accordance with the property
management agreement.

SHAREHOLDERS
Emira
Emira is a limited liability public company
registered and incorporated in South
Africa and a REIT listed on the Main Board
of the JSE. Emira first subscribed to shares
in Transcend in October 2018 from which
it previously held 9.9% or 7.3 million of
Transcend shares. On 14 December 2018
Emira took up a further 38.38 million
shares on private placement to now
hold a total of 34.9% or 45.68 million
of Transcend shares.
A shareholder loan of R143.46 million from
Emira was secured during the year. This
loan was also used to finance Transcend’s
investment in 8 of the new properties.
The loan is subordinated against all other
interest-bearing borrowings and interest is
payable to Emira quarterly at an effective
rate of JIBAR plus 3.5%.

RELATED PARTY
TRANSACTIONS
Acquisitions
IHS Res 1
IHS Res 1 is a limited liability private
company incorporated in South Africa
which is managed by IHS. During 2018
Transcend acquired 1 983 units across 7
properties from IHS Res 1 for an aggregate
purchase consideration of R1.21 billion.
This was agreed by way of several sale
agreements between the parties and
as effective date transactions, which
collectively included the acquisition of:

Sunnyshore is a subsidiary of Picture Perfect
Trading 203 Proprietary Limited, a subsidiary
of SAWHF GP (RF), a partner in SAWHF.

SAWHF SA Rental 4 Trust
(“Rental 4 Trust”)
Transcend acquired Vanguard Village,
a property consisting of 60 units, which
registered and transferred in the name
of Transcend during August 2018. These
units were acquired from Rental 4 Trust,
a subsidiary of SAWHF.

IHS 2018 HIGHLIGHTS
R8.1bn
INVESTOR COMMITMENTS

>> Birchwood Village;

R4.9bn

>> De Velde;

ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT

>> Midrand Village;
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>> Southgate Ridge;
>> Urban Ridge East;
>> Urban Ridge South; and
>> Urban Ridge West.
Although these agreements were
unconditional on 30 November 2018 with an
effective date of 1 December 2018 (“effective
date”), the units are only due to register
and transfer to Transcend during the first
half of 2019. However, the risks and rewards
of ownership passed to Transcend on the
effective date and these units are included
in the portfolio reported at year-end.
IHS Res 1 is a 95% subsidiary of PSP – the
Public Sector Pension Investment Board,
a Canadian crown corporation located in
Ottawa, Ontario — and is managed by IHS.

FUNDED INVESTMENTS
IN REAL ESTATE PROJECTS

35 572
UNITS/STANDS COMPLETED

20 188
UNITS/STANDS SOLD

10 320
UNITS IN THE IHS
RENTAL PORTFOLIO

>10 000
UNITS APPROVED AND
UNDER CONSTRUCTION
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Our
milestones
2017
2016
Transcend was incorporated on
8 July 2016 and listed as a REIT on the
AltX of the JSE on 1 December 2016.
On listing Transcend raised
R48.6 million in capital during
the initial public offering, with
10.95% of the total share capital
of Transcend being sold to public
shareholders.
Valued at R1.19 billion, Transcend’s
portfolio of 13 properties, located
in Gauteng, the Western Cape
and Mpumalanga, comprised
2 472 affordable, lifestyleenhancing units.

2018
Transcend acquired 2 219 welllocated residential units spread
across nine properties, with 83.3%
of the units located in Gauteng
and 16.7% in the Western Cape.
This included a landmark
transaction for the business,
a portfolio of 1 983 high-quality
units with a related party IHS Res 1.

Transcend outperformed its
forecast guidance by R0.32 million
and declared a full year dividend
of 64.04 cents per share.

The company’s portfolio grew
significantly to 4 691 housing units,
with the total GLA expanding to
265 087m2 and more than doubled
in value, growing to R2.72 billion.

The portfolio was effectively
managed, with an average
occupancy of 92.72% and
increasing profits to
R41.77 million.

To fund growth the company
issued 64.59 million shares by
private placement, raising over
R415 million of new equity for
the business.

The existing portfolio increased
in value by 2% to R1.22 billion.

Transcend’s shareholder spread
increased by issuing shares to
three new shareholders including
Emira, another JSE-listed REIT,
which strategically invested in
Transcend when it acquired a 34.9%
shareholding in the company.
The company secured over
R820 million of financial institution
debt, primarily with Standard Bank
and by securing a second debt
provider to the company, Nedbank.
Transcend grew its distribution and
performed better than the revised
forecast guidance by declaring a
total dividend of 64.68 cents per
share for the year.
New Board members
were appointed to bolster the
capabilities of Transcend’s team
of dedicated residential experts.
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Group
structure
SAWHF
SA 1

100%

PUBLIC SHAREHOLDERS
AND DIRECTORS

IHS (RF)
(PTY) LTD

EMIRA
PROPERTY
FUND

SAWHF
PVE (SA)

8.5%

11.5%

34.9%

45.1%

MEAGO
CAPITAL
(PTY) LTD
100% *

IHS PM

PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
AGREEMENT

74.9%

TRANSCEND RESIDENTIAL
PROPERTY FUND LIMITED

ASSET
MANAGEMENT
AGREEMENT

PORTFOLIO OF 22 PROPERTIES
VALUED AT R2.72bn

* IHS PM became a wholly-owned subsidiary of IHS (RF) (Pty) Ltd dated effective 1 January 2019.

25.1%

IHS AM
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Strategic
priorities
Transcend’s strategic
objectives outline the
company’s plans for
ongoing and future
success. The company
creates sustainable
stakeholder value by
focusing its efforts on
achieving these goal
and effectively executing
its business activities
with excellence.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
FINANCIAL

Create sustainable income growth
by optimising portfolio net income.
Grow distributions to shareholders.

Increased value of our investment
properties.
Maintain a stable capital structure and target
a long-term loan-to-value (“LTV”) range of
30% to 40% of investment property value.

PORTFOLIO

Have a balanced geographical exposure
with well-located properties.

Identify and dispose of non-core or
non-performing properties.
Reduce vacancies and arrears.
Manage lease expiry profile.

The degree to which the company achieves
its main objectives during each year,
determines the quality of its performance,
which is measured against the targets set
by management. Transcend has identified
three key areas of strategic focus, which
are described in the following table.

Grow the residential portfolio.

STAKEHOLDER

Increase market capitalisation, liquidity
and spread of investors through selective
acquisitions and capital raising.
Migrate to the Main Board of the JSE to
improve liquidity.
Improve transformation credentials.

Continued leveraging of our established
network through relationships with IHS,
IHS AM and IHS PM.
Attract and retain key staff and personnel.
Secure an additional financier/financial
institution.
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STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

2018 PERFORMANCE

2019 TARGETS

ACHIEVED
Profit from continuing operations of R35.2 million (excluding R8.67 million
from discontinued operations, a fair value gain on investment property of
R160.63 million, transaction fees of R9.56 million and an unrealised gain on
revaluation of interest-rate swaps of R2.16 million).

Further value creation and portfolio efficiency through effective asset
and cost management.
Forecast similar growth in distribution and portfolio performance for 2019.

Positive growth of 1% on both forecast distribution and 2017 distribution.
Dividend of 64.68 cents per share.

ACHIEVED
Investment properties were valued at R2.59 billion at year-end, an increase
in fair value of 6.2% on the portfolio.

Maintain the quality of our properties and preserve future value of our
portfolio to attract a strong tenant base.

NOT ACHIEVED
Increased LTV of 47% (2017: 41.8%) due to new debt secured for the
acquisition of nine new properties.

Reduce LTV to below 45% within the short term.

PARTIALLY ACHIEVED
4 691 units spread across three provinces: Gauteng 76%, Western Cape 16%,
Mpumalanga 8%.

Increase exposure to other geographical areas and in the long-term expand
the portfolio to at least five provinces in total.

Nine new properties (over 2 000 units) were acquired 2018, located in
Gauteng and the Western Cape.

Increase our exposure to the Western Cape by acquiring accretive properties
in the region.

ACHIEVED
Sold Acacia Place in Mpumalanga to a social housing developer.

Continually assess the market and our portfolio to identify non-core assets or
non-performing properties and leverage off our existing network to establish
opportunities for disposal.

ACHIEVED
Portfolio vacancies (excluding Acacia Place) of 5.4%.

Maintain vacancy levels of between 3% to 7.5%.
Maintain portfolio arrears at a range of 1% to 2%.

Portfolio arrears of 1.6% of revenue.
Average lease/tenancy term of 19 months across the properties.

ACHIEVED
More than doubled the existing portfolio with acquisition of 9 new
properties (2 219 units) at an aggregate cost of R1.3 billion.

Ongoing
Identified an actionable pipeline of over 2 000 units at a cost of approximately
R1.1 billion.
Continue to source yield-enhancing opportunities to grow the portfolio.

ACHIEVED
Issued 64.59 million shares during 2018, which included three new shareholders.

Transcend will aim to issue more equity in 2019 for new acquisitions.
Shares issued will aim to increase the current shareholder spread.

Increased market capitalisation by 81% to R733 million (2017: R404.46 million).

NOT ACHIEVED
Minimum shareholder spread not achieved to migrate to the Main Board.

Achieve the minimum shareholder spread of 20% public shareholding and
immediately migrate to the Main Board.

NOT ACHIEVED
Currently rated as non-compliant for B-BBEE.

Appointed a consultant to assess and recommend mechanisms for improving the
current B-BBEE rating with specific focus on ownership and control, procurement,
enterprise development and supplier development.

ACHIEVED
The portfolio was efficiently and effectively managed from a property
and asset management perspective.

Ongoing relationship and access to residential experts.

Implemented a significant transaction with various related parties
and stakeholders.
Secured a buyer for Acacia Place.
Focused resources for the business with dedicated CEO, COO and CFO.

ACHIEVED
R370 million debt secured with Nedbank.

Broaden funding base for the company.
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Business
model
INPUTS

PORTFOLIO

FINANCIAL
CAPITAL
› Defensive and resilient asset
› Strong monthly rentals: consistent
distribution growth
› Balanced capital structure

MANUFACTURED
CAPITAL
› Well located, secure, lifestyle estates
› Continuous maintenance and
improvement

HUMAN AND
INTELLECTUAL
CAPITAL
› Experienced teams: IHS AM and
IHS PM
› People are strategic assets

TRANSCEND PROPERTY PORTFOLIO
A DEFENSIVE PORTFOLIO OF WELL-LOCATED QUALITY
AFFORDABLE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES THAT ARE
EFFECTIVELY AND EFFICIENTLY MANAGED

SOCIAL AND
RELATIONSHIP
CAPITAL
› Stakeholder management
› Sustainability and social awareness

REGULATORY AND GOVERNANCE
UNDERPINNED BY
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BUSINESS MODEL

OUTPUTS

OUTCOMES

SHAREHOLDERS

› OPTIMISING PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE

› Equity capital
› Distribution

BANKS

› GROWING OUR ASSET BASE

› Debt
› Interest

› GROWING DISTRIBUTIONS

ASSET MANAGERS

› SECURITY OVER A QUALITY
UNDERLYING ASSET

› IHS AM (IHS staff — residential specialists)
› Asset management fee

› IHS PM

› DELIVERING QUALITY HOUSING
TO THE AFFORDABLE MARKET

› Property management fee

› IMPROVED AND SAFE COMMUNITY LIVING

TENANTS AND COMMUNITIES

› ACCESS TO AN AGILE TEAM OF
ON-THE-GROUND PROPERTY EXPERTS

PROPERTY MANAGERS

› Quality tenant profile
› Attracting tenants with good standing and propensity
to pay

SECURE, QUALITY HOUSING
› Maintaining our quality

› BOARD AND COMMITTEES
› JSE LTD AND KPMG
› COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
› DEFENSIVE AND RESILIENT ASSET
› CREATING STAKEHOLDER VALUE
› COMMITTED AND DEDICATED TEAM
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What matters
to us
Transcend recognises
key issues that
impact stakeholders
and the business,
the risks that these
issues may carry and
the way in which this
is communicated
to stakeholders are
interrelated. It is
management and the
Board’s responsibility
to proactively identify
those issues and
implement processes
and safeguards to
address these risks.

STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT
Transcend develops meaningful and lasting
relationships with all of its key stakeholders.
This is done through continuous engagement
with each stakeholder group to establish
their requirements and needs from
the company.
Core to its business is the tenant base
and the people who live in the Transcend
homes. The company ensures that it
is always accessible to its tenants by
using easy and effective methods of
communication. This includes, among
others, SMS, e-mail and an on-the-ground
presence at its properties as a point of
contact for tenants, as well as developing
digital applications that will benefit both
Transcend and its tenants in future.
Transcend frequently meets with its
shareholders to discuss its performance, with
emphasis given to its strategic focus areas
as well as trending market conditions. The
company managed to grow its investor base
during 2018, which included the securing
of a strategic investor through Emira. The
company endeavours to keep growing its
shareholder spread during 2019 and aims
to migrate from the AltX to the Main Board
of the JSE to improve liquidity.

The company’s ongoing interaction
with its financiers strengthens the
relationships already built over time with
these institutions. By doing so, 2019 will
see the inclusion of a second lender to the
business, Nedbank, by providing a portion
of the R780 million debt funding required
for the implementation of a significant
acquisition executed during the year.
Transcend keeps engaging its network of
financiers and as a result retains access
to the financial services it needs to do
business in the listed property market.
IHS has operated for over 10 years and
performs the respective management
services for Transcend via its IHS AM and
IHS PM companies. This relationship is
critical to the success of the business
and the consistent performance of the
portfolio. These service providers and
their extended network are vital to the
company’s daily business activities.
Maintaining the quality of the portfolio
is key to Transcend’s sustainability. The
company has a track record of trusted
and reputable suppliers, from repairs
and maintenance work to the security
companies that keep tenants safe.
Part of the company’s future focus is
to help develop these suppliers through
various social initiatives and enterprise
development opportunities.
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WHAT MATTERS TO US

STAKEHOLDER

METHOD OF ENGAGEMENT

OUTCOMES

EMPLOYEES
(including service providers)

Daily, face-to-face interaction between staff
and management, and indirectly/electronically
via e-mail and social media applications. Staff
performance appraisals are carried out at least
annually. Other methods of engagement include
ongoing staff training and development.

Retain high-quality, residential experts and
develop a superior team to keep growing
the business.

FINANCIERS

Monthly contact between the company and its
financiers, with regular meetings to assess both
parties’ respective needs, requirements and
contractual obligations. Financiers have access
to the company’s website, integrated annual
report, SENS announcements and press releases.

Gain access to future funding opportunities and
achieve competitive debt terms and pricing from
funders who understand the business’ needs.

SHAREHOLDERS, ANALYSTS
AND INVESTORS

Transparent disclosure of Transcend’s annual
and interim financial results. Post-results
discussions held between the company and its
shareholders. Roadshows to shareholders and
strategic investors to communicate performance
and business strategy. Frequent and direct contact
with investors, with access to the company’s
website, SENS announcements and press releases.

Provide existing shareholders with excellent
asset performance and consistent investor
returns; and attract new shareholders to a
diversified and defensive portfolio, allowing
Transcend to gain greater access to capital and
broaden its shareholder spread whilst growing
its asset base.

INDUSTRY AND
PROFESSIONAL BODIES

The company is an active participant in the
property industry, featuring at national and
international conferences, and is a member
of key industry bodies.

Grow the Transcend brand with industry-wide
exposure.

TENANTS

Transcend’s dedicated building managers stay
onsite to be most effective. Tenants are able to
contact them directly, or via the company call
centre. All queries are systematically logged,
attended to and followed up on. Property
managers and asset managers perform site
visits and resolve any tenant queries.

Create a happy, safe and sustainable living
environment for tenants that attracts a strong
tenant base that would see higher occupancies,
reduced arrears and longer tenure.

SUPPLIERS AND
PROPERTY MANAGERS

Service level agreements are in place with security
and maintenance providers, and regular meetings
ensure quality service is provided consistently.

Develop and contract with quality suppliers
and property managers which provide superior
and reliable services. Maintain a quality portfolio
of properties.

COMMUNITIES

The company is involved in body corporates
where it has joint ownership. Monthly trustee
meetings and annual AGMs are held for all
properties in the portfolio for relevant parties
to attend and participate.

Engage the impacted communities and
understand their needs to ensure that
Transcend is contributing positively
to its surrounding environments.

GOVERNMENT AND
PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS

Interactions between Transcend and local
government take place regarding property
level requirements such as municipal rates.

Ensure that all rates are timeously paid and
municipal requirements are considered and
appropriately addressed.
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MANAGING RISK
Our risk policy
and approach
With the assistance of the executive
directors, the Audit and Risk Committee
(“the committee”) considers material
matters of Transcend and then monitors
and assesses material matters and the
significant risks that the company is
exposed to on an ongoing basis. It also
ensures that risks are taken within a
reasonable appetite and that sufficient
safeguards are put in place to mitigate such
risks, whilst still allowing the business to
meet its strategic objectives. The committee
has overseen the continuous development
of a risk policy and risk management plan as
reviewed and approved from time-to-time
by the Board.
This risk management policy is in
accordance with industry best practice
and specifically prohibits Transcend from
entering into any derivative transactions
that are not in the normal course of the
company’s business and the committee
ensures compliance therewith.
The committee monitors the
implementation of this policy and
plan which takes place by means of risk
management systems and processes and
has widely disseminated them throughout
the company and integrated them into the
day-to-day activities of the company. The risk
management framework and methodologies
that have been implemented have increased
the possibility of identifying, analysing and
responding to risks accordingly.
The committee has satisfied itself that
the processes and procedures followed
in terms of identifying, managing and
reporting on risk are adequate and that
the following areas, among other strategic,
operational, financial and compliance risks,
have been appropriately addressed:
>> Investment and property-related risks,
including loss of income, changes in
property values and property damage risk;
>> Business continuity risk, including IT and
human capital risks;
>> Internal control risks, including fraud and
error as it relates to financial reporting;
>> Treasury, interest rate and tax risk;
>> Economic and political risk; and
>> Regulatory, legal and compliance risk.

Key risks to the business which have been
identified, are included in a summarised
matrix, which identifies and prioritises
issues and risk factors, and the impact
thereof (occurrence) on the business and
its stakeholders, as well as assessing the
degree to which they impact the business
and the mitigating responses by the
company. This matrix has been assessed
by the committee and presented to the
Board for its consideration.

MATERIAL MATTERS
Transcend’s material matters are matters
which are seen to be material to stakeholders
and the company. These are both strategic
and risk-related, as well as being operational
and financial considerations.
Management reports on items it believes
are of importance to stakeholders. These are
issues that are identified and assessed as
either having or that potentially could have
a material effect on the short-, medium- and
long-term value of Transcend. Additionally,
we also consider those issues that do or
could impact stakeholders as themselves
being material.
The company also considers matters
that stakeholders wish to be reported on
during the preparation of this integrated
annual report. This process takes place
simultaneously and continuously to ensure
that all inputs received are converted
into strategy, communicated throughout
the business and implemented
at an operational level.
The items above and others are included in
the company’s risk matrix, which lists the
significant risk categories. The risk matrix
provides a framework to illustrate how
Transcend’s risk factors are identified, the
degree to which they impact stakeholders
and the business, and the mitigating
responses by the company.
Material matters are also forward
looking, and management is committed
to proactively identifying items that
could either be installed or avoided
by the business, and be a response to
Transcend’s sustainability, profitability,
opportunities and challenges.
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Operational
Compliance
and governance
People

Regulatory
Property
portfolio

MATTERS OF
STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE
Reputational
Information
Financial

Economic and
political landscape

Environmental
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RISK

STAKEHOLDER AFFECTED

Investments:
Properties are acquired which do not fit investment
criteria.

Shareholders and investors

Property damage or destruction:
Damage to properties by fire or other causes could
result in a loss of income. Properties acquired are
not insured.

Shareholders and investors

Property values:
The value of properties reduces as a result of
deterioration of income or a rise in capitalisation
rates due to forces outside of the company’s control.

Shareholders and investors

Loss of income (including vacancies):
Increased vacancies, inability to increase rentals,
lease expiries (concentration) and bad debts could
all have a negative impact on the company’s ability
to meets its forecast distributions and growth.

Shareholders and investors

Rentals:
Difficult economic conditions, as well as
competition in the area could lead to pressure
on rentals and escalations.

Shareholders and investors

Bad debts:
Difficult economic conditions could lead to nonpayment of rent and reduced property income.

Shareholders and investors

Concentration of rental escalations:
Could result in a loss in rental revenue, with
premises being let at below market rentals,
vacancies and increased holding costs.

Shareholders and investors

Municipal and other services:
Material increase in electricity costs which
could place downward pressure on rentals.
Drought resulting in water crisis and insufficient
availability by council. Disruption of supply.

Shareholders and investors

Operational risk:
Loss of earnings due to poor processes
and controls.

Shareholders and investors

Business continuity:
Loss of company data.

All stakeholders

IT controls:
Unauthorised users gain access to the systems;
failure of the systems or information is
compromised.

All stakeholders

Fraud and error:
Errors are made, or fraud committed either by
an employee of the company or its property
manager.

Shareholders and investors

Human capital risk:
Due to the scarcity of residential asset
management skills in South Africa and the
growing institutional market, the demand
for these specialist skills is increasing.

Employees

Interest rate risk:
Interest rates rise increasing the cost of debt funding
which may have an adverse impact on distributions.

Financiers

Regulatory and compliance:
Possible changes to existing legislation and noncompliance with regulatory requirements could
result in reputational damage and financial loss.

Industry and professional bodies

Inability to refinance debt:
Risk that when debt tranches expire that we
are not able to re-finance on favourable terms.

Financiers

Institutional shareholder support:
The size of Transcend, its listing on the AltX, its
external management structure and the current
illiquidity of the shares could all prove to be
challenges when raising capital.

Shareholders and investors

Tenants
Financiers

Communities
Government and public institutions

Shareholders and investors
Tenants

Shareholders and investors

Government and public institutions
Shareholders and investors

Shareholders and investors

Employees
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MATERIAL MATTER

LEVEL

MITIGATING FACTOR

› OPERATIONAL
› FINANCIAL

Low

The business has a clear investment strategy. The Investment Committee approves all
property acquisitions after a detailed due diligence is performed. All decisions made by
the Investment Committee must be approved by a majority vote.

› OPERATIONAL
› FINANCIAL
› REPUTATIONAL

Low

All properties are insured with A rated insurers at replacement value; and for loss of
income as well as personal liability. Before transfer the properties are insured by the
developer/seller.

› OPERATIONAL
› FINANCIAL

Moderate

A diversified portfolio, strong market demand, and an intense focus on asset and property
management ensures the protection of income and control of expenses. Rising cap rates
(yields) as a result of unforeseen market forces would impact the property market as a
whole and would not necessarily be specific to Transcend.

› OPERATIONAL
› FINANCIAL

Low to
moderate

A diversified portfolio, established marketing policies and incentives, strict tenant
vetting criteria, hands on property management function, tenant deposits and
continuous monitoring of occupancy and rent levels ensures that Transcend’s portfolio
remains well tenanted and stable, with a strong tenant profile. Property performance
is actively managed monthly to ensure that we are quick to react to any losses.

› OPERATIONAL
› FINANCIAL

Moderate

Rentals are market related and thus tend to track demand and affordability. Hands on
property and asset management ensure that we are quick to react to competition.

› OPERATIONAL
› FINANCIAL

Moderate

Good credit control policy and vigilant credit control is maintained by the property
managers. All new tenants are vetted prior to leases being signed. Management
monitors arrears regularly.

› OPERATIONAL
› FINANCIAL

Low

Management regularly monitors market pricing and reviews escalation on an individual
tenant basis relative to the occupancy of the property and the number of escalations.

› OPERATIONAL
› FINANCIAL
› REGULATORY

Low to
moderate

Ongoing monitoring of utility costs and recoveries through accurate metering systems to
ensure that costs are accurately recorded and recovered where appropriate. Investigation
of use of generators, grey water harvesting, boreholes and other resource-efficient
measures, where appropriate, to ensure the sustainability of utilities supply.

› OPERATIONAL
› FINANCIAL

Low

Monthly management meetings are held with property managers to discuss the
performance of the portfolio. There is regular feedback regarding internal audits
conducted by the property managers, as well as the adoption and monitoring by
management of appropriate risk management practices. The asset managers visit
sites regularly to identify and resolve potential operational issues.

› OPERATIONAL
› FINANCIAL
› COMPLIANCE AND GOVERNANCE
› REPUTATIONAL

Moderate

A disaster recovery plan is in place to ensure the recoverability of data and company
information. This plan is tested at least once a year to ensure continuity of operations.

› OPERATIONAL
› FINANCIAL
› COMPLIANCE AND GOVERNANCE
› REPUTATIONAL

Low to
moderate

IHS AM and IHS PM should regularly audit its IT systems to ensure compliance and the
integrity of controls and data. Frequent updates are made to ensure all systems remain
up-to-date. A disaster recovery plan is in place to ensure continuity. IT controls limit
access rights for users.

› OPERATIONAL
› FINANCIAL
› COMPLIANCE AND GOVERNANCE
› REPUTATIONAL

Low to
moderate

Internal controls, schedules of payments and cash balances are tested and reviewed
regularly by management, as well as by the external auditors. Segregation of duties
is also ensured through the separation of key functions of the business.

› PEOPLE
› OPERATIONAL
› FINANCIAL
› REPUTATIONAL

Moderate

Both financial and non-financial benefits are used to attract and retain skilled and
experienced key personnel.

› FINANCIAL

Moderate

Transcend has hedged a portion of its senior funding in order to fix interest rates on a
one-year and three-year basis to manage the risk of fluctuations and rate increases.
This is in line with the company’s hedging policy and will be reviewed regularly by
management and the Board and adjusted based on market conditions.

› REGULATORY
› COMPLIANCE AND GOVERNANCE
› REPUTATIONAL
› FINANCIAL

Low

Adequate insurance is in place to cover key insurance risks. Board members endeavour
to comply with the highest professional standards. There is ongoing consultation with
professional advisors to ensure compliance and address changes to applicable legislation.

› FINANCIAL

Low to
moderate

Discussions will be held with financiers closer to the time of expiry to ensure that the
best deal is negotiated. We currently have a number of senior debt providers that would
provide us with competitive funding to the business.

› FINANCIAL

Moderate

Management and the Board acknowledge their responsibilities to act in the best interests of
the shareholders. The shareholder spread of the business has improved post-implementation
of significant acquisitions and additional equity placed with new shareholders.
Management are working on plans to increase the size of Transcend, which ultimately
will lead to better liquidity and a migration to the Main Board of the JSE, at which time
consideration can be given to the internalisation of the management company.
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Board

Robert Emslie

Solly Mboweni

61

49

independent non-executive Director
chairman

CEO — Executive Director

CA(SA)

BCom, Postgraduate Diploma
in Property Studies

APPOINTED:

APPOINTED:

10 August 2016

8 July 2016 (CEO — 14 December 2018)

COMMITTEES:

COMMITTEES:

Audit and Risk Committee,
Investment Committee

Social and Ethics Committee (chairman)

Chairman of Silverbridge Holdings Limited
and Chairman of NEPI Rockcastle Plc.
Former Head of Absa Business Banking,
Absa Africa and Absa Corporate.

Has some 26 years of rounded
property/real estate experience.
Experience includes property finance,
valuations, asset management and
property developments. Has worked
in funds involved in the office, retail,
industrial and hotel sectors, namely
Old Mutual Properties, FNB Corporate,
Standard Bank Property Finance, Liberty
Properties Asset Management and
Developments division.
Experience in heading up new business
and asset management as Head of Housing
Operations of IHS. Former Head of ABSA
Devco Sustainable Integrated Development
and former Vice President of the South African
Institute of Black Property Practitioners.
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Vanessa Perfect

Myles Kritzinger

Rob Wesselo

44

35

54

COO — Executive Director

CFO — Executive Director

Non-Executive Director

CA(SA)

CA(SA), Diploma in Insolvency Law (SARIPA)

LLB

APPOINTED:

APPOINTED:

APPOINTED:

14 December 2018

9 March 2018

8 July 2016

COMMITTEES:

COMMITTEES:

COMMITTEES:

None

None

Extensive experience in residential asset
and property management. Overseen the
performance and growth of the IHS rental
portfolio. Assisted with the establishment
of IHS Property Management business,
the internal property management
company which manages the IHS
and Transcend portfolios.

Six years’ experience in the affordable
housing market and private equity.
Involved in new fund development
for IHS and formerly Dealmaker at IHS.
Previously a Manager at Deloitte & Touche,
former Financial Analyst at Absa Capital and
Absa Retail banks and former Consultant
at Nimble Risk Services.

Investment Committee (chairman),
Social and Ethics Committee
Extensive experience in property,
including business development,
deal structuring and negotiation and
management of the operations of IHS
in South Africa as Managing Director.
Former Business Development Director
at Group Five Building, former Head of
Listed Property Funding at RMB, former
Commercial Director at Pangbourne
Properties and former Head of Equity
Investments at Absa Commercial
Property Finance.
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Our
Board

Michael Falcone

Geoff Jennett

57

51

Non-Executive Director

Non-executive Director

BA (Economics), MBA
APPOINTED:
10 August 2016
COMMITTEES:
Remuneration Committee (Chairman),
Investment Committee
Extensive experience in strategic planning,
risk management and business development.
Responsible for oversight of the performance
of Hunt Companies as Executive President.
Chief Executive Officer and President of
MMA Capital Management and Executive
Chairman of IHS. Co-founder and Chair of
TerraVerde Renewable Partners and former
Senior Vice President at Shelter Group.

CA(SA)
APPOINTED:
14 December 2018
COMMITTEES:
Investment Committee
Over 20 years’ experience in the financial
markets, particularly in the structured
capital markets and the corporate equity
derivatives sectors. Joined Emira Property
Fund Limited in 2014 and currently holds
the position of CEO. Also held roles at FNB
Corporate, Coronation Capital, Nedbank
Capital and Absa Capital, and was the
financial and operations director of Honey
Fashion Accessories Proprietary Limited.
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Michael Aitken

Faith Khanyile

Michelle Dickens

62

52

44

Independent Non-executive Director

Independent Non-executive Director

Independent Non-executive Director

BA, LLB

BA (Economics), MBA (Finance)

BCompt

APPOINTED:

APPOINTED:

APPOINTED:

10 August 2016

10 August 2016

14 December 2018

COMMITTEES:

COMMITTEES:

COMMITTEES:

Audit and Risk Committee (Chairman),
Investment Committee

Audit and Risk Committee,
Remuneration Committee

Extensive experience in property-related
activities, with specific expertise in asset and
fund management related to directly held
and listed property vehicles. Past chairman
of Hyprop Investments Limited and Director
of Emira Property Fund Limited.

Chief Executive Officer and one of the
founding members of WDB Investment
Holdings, former Head of Corporate
Banking at Standard Bank. Non-executive
director of JSE-listed Discovery Limited,
Safari RSA Limited and the JSE Limited.
Extensive experiences in financial
services, investment banking and
private equity.

Audit and Risk Committee,
Remuneration Committee,
Social and Ethics Committee
Managing director and co-founder of TPN
Credit Bureau (“TPN”), a residential and
commercial property tenant and rental
payment profile credit bureau, established
in 2000.
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Executive
performance report
We are very
pleased to report
that Transcend
performed better
than the revised
forecast guidance for
2018, growing yearon-year distributions
and overcoming
significant market
headwinds during the
year under review.
INTRODUCTION
In line with our strategy, we have grown
our portfolio substantially, increased
revenue, profits and distributions, and
maintained our high occupancy rates
with low levels of arrears.
In terms of portfolio growth, the stand-out
performance driver was the successful
conclusion and implementation of a major
acquisition consisting of eight properties,
which is detailed in this report. Not only
does this represent a significant transaction
but also a great achievement for the
company and management, defying the
constraints of the prevailing environment.
Furthermore, we are satisfied once again
with the performance of the portfolio’s
stabilised core assets that formed the
strong foundation from which we have
launched our journey of growth.

ECONOMIC
ENVIRONMENT
The year under review was characterised by
major challenges facing South Africa and its
economy, which created a tough operating
and investing environment for Transcend
to navigate. Serious allegations of criminal
activity continue to emerge from the ongoing
commissions of inquiry into state capture.

This refers to the grand-scale, illegal
exchange of political influence for the
undue personal benefit, financial or
otherwise, of connected individuals.
To restore public faith in the rule of law,
it is hoped that these inquiries will lead
to the prosecution and conviction of
those responsible.
As announced by President Ramaphosa,
the general elections will be held on 8 May
2019 to elect a new National Assembly
and new provincial legislatures. This has
added to the political uncertainty that
has persisted over the past several years
and impacted on the investment decisions
of companies and institutions across
sectors and industries, both locally and
internationally. We hope that post the
elections, a degree of policy certainty
and currency stability will return to ease
the concerns of ratings agencies and
the investor community.
Within this volatile environment,
consumers have remained under financial
stress, which affects tenants through
issues of affordability and access to credit.
As a result, average rentals have been
impacted slightly, with certain properties
experiencing flat escalations as inflation
takes effect in the absence of economic
growth. It therefore follows that economic
contraction and the potential for job
losses remain a concern.
Positively, the country’s new political
leadership has somewhat stabilised the
economy, staved off further sovereign
credit downgrades thus far and improved
sentiment in society and the market with
the various commissions of inquiry. We
as Transcend hope to benefit from a more
optimistic local outlook from the second
half of 2019, as improved conditions could
greatly assist consumers in their ability
to afford rentals within our portfolio
of properties.

PERFORMANCE
HIGHLIGHTS
We are pleased to have delivered a
positive performance for the year under
review. Using our stabilised assets and
deep market expertise, we improved our
average occupancy levels to 94.6% on our
core portfolio, up from 92.7% at year-end
in 2017. Notably, our performance for the
year aligns with our strategy, which we
discuss later in this report.

NAV PER SHARE

R9.57
COST-TO-INCOME RATIO

33.8%

*

* excluding Acacia Place and doubtful debts.

DIVIDEND PER SHARE

64.68c
Target 64.04c

LOAN-TO-VALUE

47%
Target 40%

OCCUPANCY AVERAGE

94.6%

*

* excluding Acacia Place.

PROFIT FROM
CONTINUING OPERATIONS

R35.2m

*

* excluding R8.67m from discontinued operations,
a fair value gain on investment property of
R160.63m, transaction fees of R9.56m and an
unrealised gain on revaluation of interest-rate
swaps of R2.16m.
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Beating expectations of flat distribution
growth, the actual dividend for the full
year of 64.68 cents per share was 1% higher
than our forecast dividend of 64.04 cents
per share, which was equal to our full year
dividend in 2017.
Profit and total comprehensive income for
the year grew to R197.07 million (2017: R67.97
million), of which R188.4 million came from
continuing operations (2017: R63.11 million).
The increase was mainly due to consistent
performance by the core portfolio, additional
net operating income from the acquisition
of nine new properties during 2018 and a net
gain on fair value adjustments to investment
property of R160.63 million, up from R35.54
million in 2017.
Headline earnings attributable to equity
holders was R36.53 million (2017: R38.73
million). Total assets at year-end rose to
R2.87 billion from R1.27 billion in the prior
year, with the increase attributable to our
property acquisitions. Total liabilities as
at 31 December 2018 amounted to R1.62
billion (2017: R581 million).
As mentioned, the conclusion of a major
property transaction saw Transcend acquire
2 159 housing units spread across eight
individual properties. During the year we
also acquired another property based in the
Western Cape, Vanguard Village, comprising
a further 60 units. These acquisitions
improved the overall quality and defensive
nature of the portfolio, almost doubling in
size from 2 472 to 4 691 housing units.
The total value of Transcend’s portfolio of
properties as at 31 December 2018 grew by
123% to R2.72 billion from R1.22 billion in
2017 at a weighted average yield of 8.83%.
Average rentals per m2 increased by 2.6% to
R109.7/m2 from R106.9/m2 in the prior year.
The total gross lettable area (“GLA”) of the
portfolio now stands at 265 087m2, more
than doubling in area from 124 634m2 in
the previous year.
Net asset value (“NAV”) for the year grew
to R1.25 billion, with a NAV of R9.57 per
share at 31 December 2018.
To support Transcend’s significant
acquisitive activities during the year,
gearing increased, with interest-bearing
property backed debt of R1.28 billion
and a loan to value (“LTV”) ratio of 47%,
compared with the prior year’s LTV of
41.8%. Management plans to reduce this

level to a target range of 35% to 45%
in the short term and 30% to 40% in
the medium term by using the proceeds
from the disposal of Acacia Place, a nonperforming property, to pay down debt
and also by issuing new equity when
required for future acquisitions.

6
17

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
RENTAL MARKET
Residential property is regarded across
the world as a highly defensive asset
class. This is due to the increased demand
for and shortage of well located, quality,
affordable housing product for tenants,
making it less volatile over time than other
types of property assets. IHS has invaluable
experience and expertise specific to the
affordable housing market which it has
gained over many years of operation and,
to our benefit in the South African listed
property market, we continue to leverage
off their understanding of the residential
market and its characteristics.
Affordable housing and residential property
assets are gaining traction among local
investors who value the sector’s riskmitigating characteristics of low levels of
arrears and vacancies. By contrast, REITs
with significant office or retail exposure in
the country have commonly had to weather
large reversions due to economic downturn,
while operating in sectors with higher
vacancies that are most affected by market
volatility. In recent years, we have observed
other REITs add a component of residential
property to their portfolios, in order to
diversify their asset base and reduce their
exposure to these higher-risk segments.
In addition, the profile of our property and
service offering is clearly differentiated
from companies that focus on leasing
inner-city residential property units in
high-density central business districts.

77

GEOGRAPHICAL PROFILE BY REVENUE (%)
Gauteng

Western Cape

Mpumalanga *

* Mpumalanga relates to a single property, Acacia Place. This
property is in the process of being sold and has been disclosed
as an asset held-for-sale. Consequently, Mpumalanga has
also been presented as a discontinued operation.

7
14

79

GEOGRAPHICAL PROFILE BY NUMBER OF UNITS (%)
Gauteng

Western Cape

Mpumalanga

6
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Investors in South African listed property
have become more appreciative of the
residential sector’s consistency and
dependability, despite the lower yields
that typify the segment. As Transcend
grows and matures as a REIT, we anticipate
that these market trends will continue
to the benefit of our business and our
various stakeholders.

77

GEOGRAPHICAL PROFILE BY GROSS LETTABLE
AREA (GLA) (%)
Gauteng

Western Cape

Mpumalanga
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STRATEGIC PROGRESS

8

12
12

What follows below are some of our
strategic highlights for the year under
review. To read about our predetermined
strategic priorities and how we performed
against those specific targets for the year,
please refer to pages 8 and 9 of this report.

8

80

Sustainable growth
through acquisitions and
consistent performance

80

LEASE EXPIRY PROFILE (%)
Outer circle: GLA
Vacancy
Monthly

30 Jun 2019

31 Dec 2019

Inner circle: Revenue
Vacancy
Monthly

30 Jun 2019

31 Dec 2019

5

10

As our largest acquisition to date, the
move was especially fulfilling considering
the state of the capital markets at the
time, as capital raising was particularly
challenging. We had a commanding
position over competing bids, with the full
backing of IHS and Emira, as well as our
existing knowledge and understanding
of the portfolio, which was already
under IHS’s management.

85
UNIT PROFILE (%)
1 bedroom

2 bedroom

3 bedroom

2
40

58

Supported by our shareholders, the
acquisition took approximately four months
to conclude and implement after being
approved by the Board in August 2018. For
the 8 properties, which are located in the
provinces of Gauteng and the Western
Cape, effective date sale agreements were
signed by the respective parties. All the
conditions of these agreements were met
by 30 November 2018 and the risks and
rewards of the properties transferred to
Transcend from 1 December 2018. These
properties are expected to register in the
name of Transcend within the first half of
2019 and the first of the schemes have
already been lodged for transfer.
We also acquired a ninth property, Vanguard
Village, which transferred during August
2018 to bring our total acquisitions for the
year to 2 219 units; and more than doubling
our investment property in value to R2.59
billion at year-end.

AVERAGE MONTHLY PROPERTY EXPENSES (%)
Utilities

We were very pleased to have capitalised
on an attractive opportunity within a
tough market during the reporting period.
We concluded an accretive, landmark
acquisition of 2 159 units across 8 properties,
for a consideration of R1.27 billion from
two related parties, namely IHS Res 1
and Sunnyshore, which is effectively 100%
owned by SAWHF — a 45.1% shareholder
in Transcend.

Operational

Admin

* E xcluding Acacia Place and doubtful debts.

By expertly managing our properties over
time, we have built a respectable portfolio
of stabilised assets that perform to our high
levels of expectation in terms of quality and
consistency. With tenants under pressure, we
have been vigilant in order to safeguard the
integrity and performance of the portfolio.
Accordingly, we have appointed a new chief
operating officer to focus on the growing
needs of Transcend.
As Transcend matures as a business,
we are becoming better placed to drive
similar investment opportunities going
forward. To this end, the relationships that
our recently appointed chief executive
officer, Solly Mboweni, has built over the
years at IHS with developers and other
property players, could translate to
exciting opportunities for Transcend
as he joins the property fund.

Strategic disposal
of property
As reported in September 2018, we decided
to dispose of an under-performing property,
namely Acacia Place, which sold at book
value. With high vacancy levels of about 38%
at 31 December 2018, Acacia Place continued
to be a problematic property due to the
termination and non-renewal of certain bulk
leases which are not viable for Transcend.
We have addressed this problem by way
of the disposal with a deal that will look to
convert the property to social housing and
Acacia Place is expected to transfer off
our books by the end of June 2019.
The deal was a well-structured
transaction, helped by the involvement
of the IHS team and their network in the
social housing market. As management,
we will continuously assess our portfolio
to identify and dispose of non-core or
non-performing properties.

A new strategic investor
In another notable development for the year,
we have brought on a key strategic investor,
namely Emira, which is an established REIT
listed on the Main Board of the JSE. We firmly
believe that going forward, this relationship
puts us in a strong position to capitalise on
future growth opportunities for Transcend.
We anticipate that our relationship with
Emira will bolster our business and help to
navigate the challenges facing the country
and the property sector in the short to
medium term.
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Securing an anchor shareholder has helped
increase our market capitalisation, liquidity
and spread of investors and will strongly
assist us during future acquisitions and
capital raising.

Leveraging residential
fund expertise
As one of our strategic objectives, we
utilise the advantage of our many years
of experience in the affordable housing
market to optimise the performance of our
portfolio. These properties are characterised
by low levels of vacancies and arrears and
are located in high-demand suburban areas.
By contrast, the retail, office and industrial
property markets have had to endure higher
vacancies due to the impact of economic
conditions that are not conducive to growth.
Our management team constantly looks for
new ways to maximise our rental income
and reduce our running costs. We also
closely monitor our property valuations for
any anomalies, which can impact on rates
and taxes and utility costs. At certain of
our smaller properties we have introduced
remotely-monitored security camera
systems that are supported by response
teams, rather than full-time, onsite security
personnel. We have successfully tested this
system on a number of our smaller projects
in order to improve profitability without
compromising on security.
Vacating tenants are given exit interviews
and questionnaires to complete in order to
better understand their reasons for leaving
or relocating. Their answers typically
range from issues of financial stress, to
rent sharing arrangements, relocation
requirements that we cannot meet, or
returning home to live with their parents.
We strive for continuous improvement
by engaging with tenants and refining our
product and service offering, an approach
that continues to bear fruit.

Relationship with IHS
Our working relationship with IHS helps to
mitigate risk and differentiates Transcend
from other residential property funds and
REITs in general. IHS provides Transcend with
sustainable growth opportunities through
an appropriate pipeline of well-located
properties that are expertly managed
by a team of residential specialists.

This allows the portfolio to perform
optimally, with low levels of vacancies
and arrears, and a happy tenant base
with a growing average length of stay
at our properties.
From an asset and property management
perspective, our positive results for the year
under review are an outcome of the strength
and depth of our residential property team.
Through our agreements with IHS AM and
IHS PM we are expertly supported by IHS’s
39 employees and IHS PM’s 179 employees.
Crucially, these resources allow for increased
capacity, superior industry knowledge, and
speed and agility in our decision-making. We
use this advantage to identify and respond
effectively to emerging opportunities and
changes within the market.
We, as Transcend, benefit from the
technology developed and used by IHS.
Through its US-based company Pinnacle
Property Management (“Pinnacle”), IHS’s
main shareholder owns one of the three
largest residential property management
businesses in North America, with
about 175 000 residential units under
management. Transcend, therefore, stands
to benefit significantly from the transfer
of knowledge and technology between
Pinnacle and IHS PM.

More efficient buildings
As the leader in the development of
sustainable, affordable housing for rental
in particular, IHS utilises a software tool
developed by the International Finance
Corporation, known as Excellence in Design
for Greater Efficiencies (“EDGE”). IHS took
an active role in developing the EDGE tool
and introducing it to the South African and
greater African markets by delivering the first
preliminary EDGE-certified project in Africa.
Implementation of the EDGE programme
has been well received and socially popular
as it addresses concerns around cost, the
environment and resource efficiency. For
its involvement in the EDGE programme,
IHS has received international awards and
recognition, and has been represented by
speakers at Bloomberg in New York and
at COP21 in Paris in 2015.

In terms of new developments, everything
built by IHS qualifies for EDGE certification,
meaning that these buildings deliver
at least a 20% saving in terms of their
water, electricity and building materials
requirements. By offering proven, real
savings to our tenants, we gain a further
advantage in the affordable housing
market, to the benefit of our business
and our stakeholders.

Interacting with tenants
Leading-edge technology is now more
important than ever, as interactions with
tenants become increasingly platformbased. To this end, we have recently begun
developing a digital leasing application
(“app”). The purpose of the app is to
streamline the leasing process as far as
possible, by making it simpler and faster,
while also improving the accuracy of
captured data. The app focuses on the
interactions between our tenants and
property managers and “getting things
right the first time” to eliminate costly
inefficiencies as far as possible.
To build strong and lasting relationships
with our key stakeholders, we engage
appropriately with each stakeholder
group and are especially accessible to
our tenant base. As we understand that
being accessible is crucial, we focus on
using the simplest, most effective forms
of communication. Our various methods
of stakeholder engagement are discussed
on pages 12 and 13 of this report.

MANAGING RISK
We made positive strides during the
year under review in terms of bolstering
Transcend’s business continuity capabilities.
To meet our growing needs, we have
increased our capacity regarding secure,
offsite data storage and protection of
information in what is known as “the Cloud”.
Having secure data at our fingertips is
crucial for maintaining the portfolio’s
performance and making important
decisions proactively and with agility,
hence we scrutinised our resources closely
and made the necessary improvements.
Our risk matrix and information on how
we manage risk commences on page 14
of this report.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF
GOOD GOVERNANCE

MIGRATION TO
THE JSE MAIN BOARD

OUTLOOK
AND PROSPECTS

At Transcend, we make good corporate
governance a priority and have always been
transparent and open to scrutiny — it is
the backbone of our business. However, for
certain JSE-listed companies, contentious
issues around governance, compliance
and reputation have come to the fore in
recent times. After various devastating
corporate scandals, the REIT market’s proud
reputation among investors was called
into question. This came after governance
failures and a host of instances of financial
mismanagement were uncovered and
broadly promulgated by international
media. Regrettably, after withstanding
even the global financial crisis, the REIT or
listed property market is now viewed with
suspicion by some investors. This impact
will take time to address and also affects
asset managers, as less capital is being
made available to the sector.

Our strategy to migrate Transcend’s
listing from the AltX to the Main Board
of the JSE remains a top priority to
improve our liquidity and access to
capital. In order to comply with the JSE’s
20% public shareholding requirement, we
must first unbundle certain of our indirect
shareholdings into direct holdings, namely
SAWHF which has a 45.1% stake, before
the migration can be completed. As the
intense activity of our 2018 acquisitions
tapers off, we can redirect our focus to
achieving this major objective for the
business as soon as possible.

After the intensity of the general elections
in May 2019 subsides, we feel that the
current political and policy uncertainty
in the country will be alleviated somewhat.
Likewise, we are hopeful that market
conditions will improve post the elections
in the second half of 2019. We do, however,
expect a tough operating environment
during the first half of the year, with
reliability concerns re-emerging around
national power utility Eskom, and financial
pressures impacting on our tenants and
suppliers within a low-growth economy.

ENTERPRISE
DEVELOPMENT

Rob Wesselo stepped down as chief
executive officer but remains on the Board
as a non-executive director. Solly Mboweni,
Transcend’s former chief operating officer,
replaced Rob Wesselo as the company’s chief
executive officer. Cathal Conaty resigned as
a non-executive director and we thank him
for his contribution to the company.

Being a relatively young fund, we are
weighing the options of various social
initiatives and enterprise development
opportunities. Our aim in this regard is to
empower small black-owned businesses
in the building environment by including
them in our development value chain.
We have begun preliminary discussions
with a company that empowers and
incubates small, black-owned businesses.
In order to test their capabilities, our
intention is to utilise certain of these
businesses to perform maintenance on our
buildings. As our business grows, so will
the opportunities to support meaningful
enterprise development. We will, in due
course, also give the necessary focus
to the other transformation elements
of ownership, management control,
procurement and supplier development.

CHANGES
TO THE BOARD
Effective 14 December 2018, a number
of changes were made to the Board.

Geoff Jennett, chief executive officer of
Emira, was welcomed to the Board as a
non-executive director. We appointed
Vanessa Perfect to the Board as an
executive director and chief operating
officer, and Michelle Dickens was
appointed as an independent
non-executive director.
We welcome the new directors to the Board
and look forward to their contributions to
the company.

We expect to maintain our relatively low
vacancy levels within the newly-expanded
portfolio, even after factoring in the effects
of the recently-acquired properties. We also
anticipate that our average occupancy levels
during 2019 will remain between 92.5% to
97%. Dividend growth for 2019 is targeted
at similar levels to last year’s growth, with
performance expected to be slightly better
than the past 12 months provided there are
no material changes to the existing portfolio
(which includes the impact of any new deals).
Notwithstanding poor market conditions,
rental escalations of about 3% to 4.5% are
likely for the portfolio as a whole.
Having grown our portfolio to twice its
previous size year-on-year, we expect that
Transcend will remain on a growth trajectory
during the year ahead. The challenge now
lies in identifying and pursuing additional
opportunities that are appropriate and align
with our strategy.
To sustain meaningful portfolio growth,
we will seek out further opportunities to
bring in additional defensive and quality
assets. Our plan is to grow the portfolio to
a point where it makes sense to internalise
management and possibly redeploy some
IHS resources as required.
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After bringing Emira on board as a key
strategic shareholder, it is our firm belief
that this relationship strengthens our
position and provides a strong base
from which to achieve further growth.
A requirement for our migration to the JSE’s
Main Board is to increase the liquidity of
Transcend’s shares. This is an important
task that we have set ourselves for the
coming year. It is our firm contention that
this can be achieved in the near term,
provided the necessary steps and timings
align with the best interests of our business,
shareholders and other key stakeholders.
We will look to capitalise on strategic
opportunities that meet our investment
criteria in terms of geographical location,
size, scale, cost and the yields they offer
Transcend, notwithstanding the quality of
property that we see and would continue
to see in our portfolio. One such possibility
is the “nano unit” concept, as units get even
smaller to meet the affordability needs of
the market. We are closely monitoring
this and other market trends.
In the coming year, we expect that our
mutually-beneficial relationship with IHS
will continue to enhance the company’s
performance. With the help of IHS AM and
IHS PM, we will remain agile, steadfast and
well positioned to gain from any economic
upturn in the country. However, should
the challenging conditions persist, we are
equipped to benefit from the defensive
nature of our robust portfolio of affordable
residential assets.

Once again, we give our heartfelt gratitude
to our Board and management, for their
wisdom, insight and commitment to
overcome the challenges and deliver a
positive set of results for our stakeholders.
A special note of thanks to Rob Wesselo
for his hard work and passion as chief
executive officer of Transcend, we wish
him well in his new role on the Board.
We congratulate Solly Mboweni on his
appointment as chief executive officer
and wish him much success in his
new position.
Finally, we extend a warm welcome to
our new Board members and to Emira,
Transcend’s new anchor investor. We look
forward to working together and building
a new and exciting future for the company
as we continue on our journey to growth.

Robert Emslie
Chairman

Rob Wesselo
Outgoing chief executive officer

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
After a busy and trying year, we give our
sincere appreciation to our shareholders
and other key stakeholders for their
unwavering support and faith in our
management, particularly during the
intense activity of our major acquisition.
We acknowledge the significant contributions
of our diligent teams at IHS and Transcend.
We commend them for their efforts in
implementing the transaction and for seeing
our ambitious plans through to fruition.

Solly Mboweni
Incoming chief executive officer
Johannesburg
17 April 2019
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Property portfolio
as at 31 December 2018
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PROPERTY PORTFOLIO

157
UNITS

90
UNITS

OWNED

OWNED

R97.4m

R38.8m

PROPERTY VALUE

PROPERTY VALUE

67 on 7th
Edenvale, Gauteng

Alpine Mews
Eerste Rivier, Western Cape

204

90

UNITS

UNITS

February 2016

May 2013

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

2.55%

1.11%

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

18.09 months

18.54 months

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

8.50%

9.50%

CAPITALISATION RATE

CAPITALISATION RATE

8 478m2

4 005m2

TOTAL GLA

TOTAL GLA
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360
UNITS

310
UNITS

OWNED

OWNED

R290.1m

R331.2m

PROPERTY VALUE

PROPERTY VALUE

Birchwood Village
Chartwell, Gauteng

De Velde Estate
Somerset West, Western Cape

360

1 212

UNITS

UNITS

August 2016

September 2013

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

2.22%

17.10%

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

10.54 months

14.09 months

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

8.50%

8.00%

CAPITALISATION RATE

CAPITALISATION RATE

26 232m2

29 330m2

TOTAL GLA

TOTAL GLA
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162
UNITS

244
UNITS

R69.7m

R92.3m

PROPERTY VALUE

PROPERTY VALUE

OWNED

Ekhaya Fleurhof
Soweto, Gauteng

OWNED

Ekhaya Jabulani
Soweto, Gauteng

162

244

UNITS

UNITS

February 2013

February 2014

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

2.47%

1.23%

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

23.31 months

19.06 months

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

9.50%

9.50%

CAPITALISATION RATE

CAPITALISATION RATE

6 642m2

10 004m2

TOTAL GLA

TOTAL GLA
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208
UNITS

56
UNITS

OWNED

OWNED

R115.2m

R35.4m

PROPERTY VALUE

PROPERTY VALUE

Jackalberry Close
Jansen Park, Gauteng

Kensington Place
Ferndale, Gauteng

252

56

UNITS

UNITS

April 2014

April 2012

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

3.37%

3.57%

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

16.79 months

20.78 months

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

8.50%

9.00%

CAPITALISATION RATE

CAPITALISATION RATE

10 713m2

2 376m2

TOTAL GLA

TOTAL GLA
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225
UNITS

252
UNITS

OWNED

OWNED

R152.4m

R137.9m

PROPERTY VALUE

PROPERTY VALUE

Midrand Village
Clayville, Gauteng

Molware
Kosmosdal, Gauteng

335

252

UNITS

UNITS

August 2016

Phase 1: September 2012
Phase 2: September 2013

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

7.11%

4.76%

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

16.33 months

24.56 months

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

8.25%

9.00%

CAPITALISATION RATE

CAPITALISATION RATE

14 280m2

11 937m2

TOTAL GLA

TOTAL GLA
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PROPERTY PORTFOLIO

187
UNITS

176
UNITS

OWNED

OWNED

R100.9m

R61.4m

PROPERTY VALUE

PROPERTY VALUE

Parklands
Parklands, Western Cape

Protea Glen
Soweto, Gauteng

187

176

UNITS

UNITS

Phase 1: June 2012
Phase 2: October 2012
Phase 3: December 2012
COMPLETED

January 2010

4.28%

2.27%

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

30.37 months

23.38 months

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

9.00%

10.00%

CAPITALISATION RATE

CAPITALISATION RATE

10 044m2

8 480m2

TOTAL GLA

TOTAL GLA

COMPLETED
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412
UNITS

350
UNITS

OWNED

OWNED

R214.1m

R217.8m

PROPERTY VALUE

PROPERTY VALUE

Southgate Ridge
Naturena, Gauteng

Terenure Estate
Kempton Park, Gauteng

412

350

UNITS

UNITS

October 2012

October 2012

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

10.68%

4.00%

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

14.06 months

17.68 months

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

9.50%

9.00%

CAPITALISATION RATE

CAPITALISATION RATE

21 972m2

22 028m2

TOTAL GLA

TOTAL GLA
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PROPERTY PORTFOLIO

242
UNITS

85
UNITS

OWNED

OWNED

R94.3m

R49.0m

PROPERTY VALUE

PROPERTY VALUE

Theresa Park Estates Tradewinds
Pretoria North, Gauteng

Ferndale, Gauteng

242

85

UNITS

UNITS

June 2012

September 2011

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

4.96%

2.35%

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

15.97 months

22.11 months

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

8.75%

9.00%

CAPITALISATION RATE

CAPITALISATION RATE

12 388m2

3 730m2

TOTAL GLA

TOTAL GLA
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184
UNITS

232
UNITS

OWNED

OWNED

R109.8m

R138.7m

PROPERTY VALUE

PROPERTY VALUE

Urban Ridge East
Midrand, Gauteng

Urban Ridge South
Midrand, Gauteng

184

232

UNITS

UNITS

August 2013

October 2014

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

1.63%

9.48%

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

13.76 months

15.15 months

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

9.00%

9.00%

CAPITALISATION RATE

CAPITALISATION RATE

10 140m2

12 472m2

TOTAL GLA

TOTAL GLA
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PROPERTY PORTFOLIO

260
UNITS

60
UNITS

OWNED

OWNED

R151.2m

R36.2m

PROPERTY VALUE

PROPERTY VALUE

Urban Ridge West
Midrand, Gauteng

Vanguard Village
Heideveld, Western Cape

260

60

UNITS

UNITS

February 2012

November 2014

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

4.23%

1.67%

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

14.34 months

26.29 months

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

9.00%

9.50%

CAPITALISATION RATE

CAPITALISATION RATE

14 907m2

2 640m2

TOTAL GLA

TOTAL GLA
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PROPERTY PORTFOLIO

114
UNITS

325
UNITS

OWNED

OWNED

R54.2m

R127.5m

PROPERTY VALUE

FAIR VALUE LESS
COST TO SELL

Village Seven,
Stone Arch Village
Castleview, Gauteng

Acacia Place
Spring Valley, Mpumalanga

114

325

UNITS

UNITS

March 2012

May 2016

COMPLETED

COMPLETED

4.39%

16 250m2

VACANCY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2018

TOTAL GLA

17.71 months

DISCONTINUED OPERATION

AVERAGE LEASE TERM

NON-CURRENT ASSET HELD-FOR-SALE

9.00%
CAPITALISATION RATE

6 039m2
TOTAL GLA
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Corporate
governance
MESSAGE FROM
THE CHAIRMAN
It is the duty of all directors
of the Board to act in the
best interest of the company
at all times. It is a company
imperative to have a Board
that exercises effective
leadership based on an
ethical foundation of fairness,
accountability, responsibility
and transparency, and to
ensure that the company’s
ethics are applied and
managed effectively. The
Board fully subscribes to the
principles of good corporate
governance as set out in
King IV and regards them
as fundamentally important
to the success of the business
and its sustainability.

Effective management requires the
approval and execution of efficient
short-term and long-term strategies for
the business, ensuring that adequate
budgeting and business planning
processes exist that are aligned to
the company’s strategic imperative,
ultimately creating stakeholder value.

As at year-end, the Board comprised:

Being accountable means that ongoing
communication with regards to financial
and non-financial matters is provided
in an open, prompt and meaningful
manner and by encouraging shareholder
attendance at general meetings. This is
done in conjunction with the establishment
and administration of a sound system of
corporate governance and the Board is to
act as the focal point for and custodian of
corporate governance.

>> AM Dickens
Independent Non-executive Director

In order to ensure the company’s
sustainability, the Board appreciates
that strategy, risk and performance are
inseparable. The adopted Board Charter
regulates the parameters within which
the Board operates and ensures the
application of the principles of good
corporate governance in all dealings
by the company and it sets out the
roles and responsibilities of the Board
and individual directors, including the
composition and relevant procedures
of the Board.
Ultimate control and responsibility
of the company rests with the Board
while the executive management team
is responsible for the management of the
company. To achieve this, the Board is
responsible for establishing the strategic
objectives of the company and setting a
philosophy for investments, performance
and ethical standards. Quarterly Board
meetings are held on an annual basis and
additional meetings are called as and
when appropriate.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Composition and structure
The Board comprises ten directors, of
which three are executive directors, four
are independent non-executive directors
and three are non-executive directors.
Apart from Michael Falcone, who is an
American citizen, all the directors are
South African nationals.

>> RR Emslie
Independent Non-executive Chairman
>> FN Khanyile
Independent Non-executive Director
>> MS Aitken
Independent Non-executive Director

>> ML Falcone
Non-executive Director
>> GM Jennett
Non-executive Director
>> RN Wesselo
Non-executive Director (previously CEO)
>> S Mboweni
CEO — Executive Director
>> M Kritzinger
CFO — Executive Director
>> V Perfect
COO — Executive Director
On 14 December 2018, Cathal Conaty
resigned from the Board as a non-executive
director and three new directors were
appointed, Vanessa Perfect (COO and
an executive director), Michelle Dickens
(independent non-executive director) and
Geoff Jennett (non-executive director). On
the same date Rob Wesselo stepped down
as CEO and as an executive director and
was appointed a non-executive director;
and Solly Mboweni was appointed the
new CEO of the company.
The Board undertakes the role of a
nominations committee and has the
power to appoint directors, to fill any
vacancy on the Board on a temporary
basis, and any such appointments are
confirmed by shareholders at the next
annual general meeting.
The Board follows a transparent and
formal process in recommending suitable
candidates for the Board’s consideration.
The Board considers the appropriateness
of prospective candidates recommended
for appointment to the Board.
The Board, with respect to gender and
race, represents as far as possible the
demographics of South Africa. Every
individual Board member contributes the
appropriate knowledge, skills, resources,
objectivity and experience as required by
the company. The Board has determined
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that its size, diversity and demographics
make it an effective Board. The Board
believes that diversity not only applies
to academic qualifications, technical
expertise, relevant industry knowledge
and experience but also to nationality,
age, race and gender.
At present, Transcend has three female
directors. As per the gender equality/
diversity policy which was adopted by
the company on 28 March 2017, the Board
continues to recognise the importance
of promoting gender at Board level.
Given the company’s size and its relatively
short operating history, the Board will
not be setting voluntary targets at this
point but does and will review this policy
on a regular basis and make a conscious
effort to drive diversity at a Board level by
considering this policy at the time of the
appointment of any future directors.
The independence of all independent
non-executive directors is self-assessed
in the form of a questionnaire and a
declaration of independence by the director.
The Chairman evaluates the independence
declarations and presents it to the board
who ultimately considers whether directors
identified to have reached the limit of three
years in office could still act with a mind
of independence.
The table on page 43 references the
attendance of Board and committee
meetings. Transcend’s Company Secretary,
designated advisor and finance manager
attend meetings regularly by invitation.
The external auditors are also invited to
Audit and Risk Committee meetings and
certain Board meetings.

Board appointments
and rotation
The Board (together with the Remuneration
Committee) undertakes the role of a
nominations committee and the selection,
appointment and approval of new directors
is therefore undertaken by the Board
as a whole, in a formal and transparent
manner, free from any dominance of
any one particular shareholder. Any new
appointees are required to possess the
necessary skills to contribute meaningfully
to Board deliberations and to enhance
Board composition in accordance with
recommendations, legislation, regulations
and best practice.
New directors are elected by shareholders
at the next annual general meeting.
The Company Secretary assists the Board
and ensures that the procedure for the
appointment of directors is properly
carried out.
No director is appointed for life or for an
indefinite period. Any director appointed
during the year, whether filling a vacancy
or as an additional appointment to the
Board, is required to resign and have their

appointment approved by shareholders
at the next annual general meeting in
terms of the MOI. At each annual general
meeting, one third of the directors, or if
their number is not three or a multiple of
three, the number nearest to one third but
not less than one third, retires from office,
provided also that at least one third of the
non-executive directors, or if their number
is not three or a multiple of three, the
nearest to one third, but not less than one
third, will retire from office, and if eligible
may be re-elected. Notwithstanding the
aforementioned, every director who have
held office for a period of 3 (three years)
since his last election or appointment,
or any non-executive director who have
held office for an aggregate period of
9 (nine) years since his first election or
appointment, shall retire from office and
may be re-elected, provided he/she
is eligible for election.
The appointment of executive directors shall
be terminable by way of a Board resolution.

Chairman
The roles of the Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer (“CEO”) are separate
with the Chairman being independent.
The company’s Chairman is Robert Emslie.
The Chairman is appointed on an annual
basis in terms of the Board charter and is
responsible for the effective leadership
of the Board by fulfilling the role and
functions in terms of King IV. The Board
has ensured that a proper succession plan
for the position of Chairman is in place.
The Chairman sets the ethical tone for
the Board and the company and provides
overall leadership to the Board without
limiting the principle of collective
responsibility for Board decisions,
while at the same time being aware of
the individual duties of Board members.
The Chairman actively participates in
the selection of Board members, as well
as overseeing the formal succession plan
for Board members, the CEO and executive
management.
The Board’s annual work plan is
formulated by the Chairman with the
assistance of the Company Secretary,
who, in conjunction with the executive
directors and the Company Secretary,
sets the agenda for Board meetings while
ensuring that Board minutes properly
reflect Board deliberations and decisions.
As the major point of contact between the
CEO and the Board, the Chairman is kept
fully informed of the day-to-day matters
of interest to directors, while maintaining
an arm’s length relationship.
The Chairman maintains strong relations
with the company’s major shareholders
and its strategic stakeholders in conjunction
with the CEO and senior management;
builds and maintains stakeholders’ trust
and confidence in the company; and
presides over shareholder meetings.

Chief Executive Officer
In 2016 the Board appointed Rob Wesselo
as CEO. Rob resigned as the CEO on 14
December 2018 and the appointment of
Solly Mboweni as the new CEO (previously
the COO of Transcend) was approved by
the Board on the same date. The Board has
established a framework for delegation
of authority and ensured that the role and
function of the CEO has been formalised,
and that the CEO’s performance is evaluated
against specified criteria on an annual basis.
The CEO has developed and recommended
to the Board a long-term strategy and vision
together with the Board’s annual business
plans and budgets that support this
strategy in order to generate satisfactory
levels of shareholder value. The CEO has
established the organisational structure for
the company which is necessary to enable
execution of its strategy.
In conjunction with the Board, the CEO
ensures proper succession planning
for executive management as well as
performance appraisals for executive
management.
The company’s performance and its
conformance with compliance imperatives
is monitored and reported on to the Board
by the CEO who formulates and oversees
the implementation of company policies.
In addition, the CEO sets the tone at
management level in providing ethical
leadership and creating an ethical
environment and maintaining a positive
and ethical work climate that is conducive
to attracting, retaining and motivating a
diverse group of quality employees.

Balance of power
The company has a unitary Board,
comprising a balance of power, with
a majority of non-executive directors.
The majority of non-executive directors
are independent.
The company’s executive directors are
involved in the day-to-day business activities
of the company and are responsible for
ensuring that the decisions of the Board
are implemented in accordance with the
mandates given by the Board.
The Board has ensured that there is an
appropriate balance of power and authority
at Board level such that no one individual or
block of individuals dominates the Board’s
decision making.
The non-executive directors are individuals
of calibre and credibility and have the
necessary skills and experience to bring
independent judgement on issues of
strategy, performance, resources, standards
of conduct and evaluation of performance.
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Board evaluation
King IV recommends that a formal evaluation
process, either externally facilitated or not,
as approved by the Board, be followed for
evaluating the performance of the Board,
its committees, its chair and the individual
members at least every two years.
The Board agreed that the evaluation
process be conducted towards the end of
2019 to enable the new directors that were
appointed during December 2018 to fully
participate in the evaluation.
An independence evaluation was conducted
on each director during April 2018 and
April 2019.

Summary of
the Board Charter
The main functions of the Board as set out
in the Board Charter are:
>> good corporate governance and
implementation of the code of corporate
practices and conduct as set out in the
King IV Report;
>> ensuring that the company performs at
an acceptable level and that its affairs
are conducted in a responsible and
professional manner;
>> the adoption of strategic plans and
ensuring that these plans are implemented
by management;
>> monitoring of the operational performance
of the business against predetermined
budgets;
>> monitoring the performance of
management at both operational
and executive level;
>> ensuring that the company complies
with all laws, regulations and codes
of business practice;
>> ensuring a clear division of responsibilities
at Board level to ensure a balance of
power and authority in terms of
company policies;
>> ensuring the integrity of the company’s
integrated annual report;
>> appointing the CEO; and
>> establishing a framework for the delegation
of authority.
The Board confirms that it is satisfied
that it has carried out its duties and
responsibilities in compliance with
its mandate and the Board Charter.

Access to information
The Board constantly reviews the
information requirements of directors to
enable them to act in the best interests of the
company, perform their duties and fulfil
their obligations responsibly. In order to
make informed decisions, directors must
have adequate information and facts
covering the matter at hand, which is
included in a detailed Board pack that is
provided well in advance of all meetings.

All Board members have access to company
records, information, documents and
property. All executive and non-executive
directors have unfettered access to
management at any time.

Development of directors
With the assistance of the Board, the
Chairman and the Company Secretary
ensure that all new directors are
appropriately made aware of their
responsibilities through a tailored
induction programme.
The Chairman is also responsible for ensuring
the ongoing effectiveness, mentoring and
development of the Board and individual
directors. The Company Secretary will oversee
the specific training needs of directors and
senior managers in their fiduciary and other
governance responsibilities.
Directors are provided with regular
briefings by management on the risks the
company faces and are expected to keep
abreast of developments in the business
environment and markets that may have
a material impact on the business.

BOARD COMMITTEES
The Board has delegated certain functions to
the Audit and Risk Committee, Remuneration
Committee, Social and Ethics Committee
and Investment Committee. The Board is
conscious of the fact that such delegation
of duties is not an abdication of the Board
members’ responsibilities. The various
committees’ terms of reference will continue
to be reviewed annually.
External advisers and executive directors
who are not members of specific committees
may attend committee meetings by invitation,
if deemed appropriate by the relevant
committee.

Remuneration Committee
The Remuneration Committee is comprised
three members, namely Michael Falcone,
non-executive director and chairman of the
committee, Faith Khanyile, and Michelle
Dickens, both independent non-executive
directors. The CEO, CFO and COO attend
meetings by invitation, and are excluded
from deliberations regarding their, or any
other executive directors’ remuneration.
Curricula vitae of these directors are
presented on pages 18 to 21 of this
integrated annual report.
The table on page 43 references the
attendance of the committee meeting.
A detailed remuneration report is presented
on pages 48 to 50 of this integrated
annual report.

Audit and Risk Committee
For most of the 2018 financial year, the
Audit and Risk Committee comprised
three members, namely Michael Aitken,
independent non-executive chairman of

the committee, Robert Emslie and Faith
Khanyile, both independent non-executive
directors. The members are all financially
literate and the committee fulfilled its
function for the 2018 year. Recently,
the Audit and Risk Committee has been
reconstituted to comprise Mike Aitken (as
chairman), Robert Emslie, Faith Khanyile
and Michelle Dickens, all independent
non-executives.
The table on page 43 references the
meeting attendance of the committee.
The company’s CEO, CFO, COO, external
auditors, designated advisor and finance
manager attend meetings regularly
by invitation.
Curricula vitae of these directors are
presented on pages 18 to 21 of this
integrated annual report.
A detailed Audit and Risk Committee
report is presented on page 44 of this
integrated annual report.

Social and
Ethics Committee
The Social and Ethics Committee is a
statutory committee whose focus is to
monitor compliance with labour legislation
as well as corporate social responsibilities
(“CSR”) and corporate citizenship.
For the financial year ending December
2018, the Social and Ethics Committee
comprised four members, namely Solly
Mboweni, COO then and chairman of the
committee, Cathal Conaty, a non-executive
director, Rob Wesselo, the then CEO and
Myles Kritzinger, CFO. In 2019, the committee
has been reconstituted to comprise Solly
Mboweni (as chairman), Michelle Dickens
and Rob Wesselo, an independent nonexecutive director and non-executive
director respectively.
King IV requires a majority of non-executive
directors on the Social and Ethics Committee.
The Board acknowledges this non-compliance
during 2018 and in March 2019 the committee
was reconstituted to ensure compliance
with the requirement.
Curricula vitae of these directors are
presented on pages 18 to 21 of this
integrated annual report. The CFO and
COO attends meetings by invitation.
The table on page 43 references the
attendance of committee meetings.
A detailed Social and Ethics Committee
report is presented on page 47 of this
integrated annual report.

Investment Committee
The Investment Committee’s responsibilities
and duties are governed by terms of
reference. All acquisitions, disposals and
capital expenditure will be considered and
approved by the Investment Committee
in accordance with pre-set limits.
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MEETING ATTENDANCE
Member

Board

Audit and Risk
Committee

Remuneration
Committee

Social
and Ethics
Committee

Investment
Committee

CHAIRMAN

R Emslie

M Aitken

M Falcone

S Mboweni

C Conaty

Number of meetings held

5

4

2

2

4

R Emslie

5/5

4/4

2/2

2/2 *

4/4
N/A

F Khanyile

5/5

4/4

2/2

N/A

M Aitken

5/5

4/4

2/2 *

2/2 *

4/4

C Conaty

4/5

3/4 *

1/2 *

1/2

3/4

M Falcone

5/5

4/4 *

2/2

2/2 *

4/4

R Wesselo

5/5

4/4 *

2/2 *

2/2

4/4

S Mboweni

5/5

4/4 *

2/2 *

2/2

4/4 *

M Kritzinger

5/5

4/4 *

2/2 *

2/2

4/4 *

* Attended as an invitee. N/A Not a member — did not attend.
Note: No newly appointed directors appointed on 14 December 2018 attended any committee or Board meetings in their capacity as a director during 2018.

For the 2018 financial year, the Investment
Committee comprised five members,
namely Cathal Conaty, non-executive
director and chairman of the committee,
Robert Emslie and Michael Aitken, both
independent non-executive directors,
Rob Wesselo, the then CEO and Michael
Falcone, non-executive director. In 2019, the
committee will comprise Rob Wesselo (as
chairman), Geoff Jennet, Michael Falcone,
Michael Aitken and Robert Emslie.
Curricula vitae of these directors are
presented on pages 18 to 21 of this
integrated annual report.
All members of this committee have extensive
experience and technical expertise in the
residential property industry.
The COO and CFO attend committee meetings
by invitation as does the Finance Manager.
The committee meets to discuss and
approve the valuations of the properties,
which are then recommended for review
by the Audit and Risk Committee and to
the Board for final approval. The entire
portfolio — with the exception of a single
property — was revalued at 31 December
2018 by an independent third-party valuer.
These valuations were approved by the
Board on 6 March 2019.
Furthermore, the committee meets on an ad
hoc basis to discuss and approve investment
opportunities and strategic alliances.
The committee’s focus for 2019 is to
support management in finding appropriate
opportunities which will enable Transcend
to achieve its medium to long-term
growth strategy.
The table above references the attendance
of committee meetings.
The terms of reference were reviewed during
2018. All other responsibilities were fulfilled.

COMPANY SECRETARY
The Company Secretary is CorpStat Governance
Services (Pty) Ltd, an independent company
secretarial practice and represented by Karen
Waldeck. Karen is an admitted attorney of
the High Court of South Africa.
After obtaining her LLB degree at
the University of Johannesburg, she
completed her articles of clerkship at
Derek Mazaham Attorneys, an established
law firm based in Parktown North. She
also attended the full time practical legal
training course at the School for Legal
Practice. During her studies, she attended
the Webber Wentzel Student Vacation
Programme. She also completed a course
on Administration Company Secretarial
Practice and Corporate Governance.
Karen has gained experience in the
company secretarial field over the
past 10 years while working at CorpStat
Governance Services and previously as an
assistant to the Group Company Secretary
at Pangbourne Limited. She is experienced
in Board and committee meeting support
and has extensive knowledge of the
Companies Act, King IV, legislative and
regulatory requirements, and drafting
of memoranda of incorporation.
During the year under review, the Board
has considered and satisfied itself that the
Company Secretary is competent, has the
necessary qualifications and experience to
act as Company Secretary, is not a director
of the company and has been empowered
to fulfil her duties.
The Board reviews the Company Secretary’s
performance at least annually and the Board
is satisfied that the Company Secretary
maintains an arms-length relationship with
the Board and is sufficiently qualified and
experienced to execute her required duties.
The Company Secretary has, in addition to
her statutory duties, fulfilled the duties of
the Company Secretary as contemplated
in King IV.

It is the Company Secretary’s duty to
make all the directors aware of any law
relevant to or affecting the company. The
Company Secretary attends all Board and
committee meetings as secretary.

ETHICS PERFORMANCE
Code of Ethics
The Board is responsible for the strategic
direction of the company. It sets the
values that the company adheres to and is
currently compiling a code of ethics which
will be adopted and applied throughout the
company. The current Board’s diversity of
professional expertise and demographics
makes it highly effective with regard to
Transcend’s current strategies. The Board
will ensure that, in appointing successive
Board members, the Board will continue to
reflect, whenever possible, a diverse set of
professional and personal backgrounds.

Directors’ declarations
and conflict of interest
Board members are obliged to disclose
in writing any personal financial interest
in terms of section 75 of the Companies
Act and any other interests they have
within or outside the company that may
be of interest to the company or that may
interfere or conflict with the performance
of their duties.
Any possible conflict of interest is
declared in the manner prescribed
by law and in terms of the company’s
memorandum of incorporation (“MOI”),
as soon as a director becomes aware of
the conflict, and in any event prior to the
consideration of the matter to which the
conflict relates, at any Board meeting. The
director concerned does not participate in
a discussion or vote on the subject matter
and will leave the meeting immediately
after making the requisite disclosure.
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Audit and Risk
Committee report
The Audit and Risk Committee
(“the committee”) is a subcommittee of the Board and,
in addition to having specific
statutory responsibilities to
the shareholders in terms
of the Companies Act, its
primary objective is to assist
the Board in discharging its
responsibilities relating to the:
safeguarding of assets; the
operation of adequate and
effective systems and control
processes; the preparation
of fairly presented financial
statements in compliance
with applicable accounting
standards, legal and regulatory
requirements; the oversight of
the external audit appointment
and process; as well as the
risk management function.

The committee has an independent role
with accountability to both the Board and
the company’s various stakeholders. The
committee does not assume the functions
of management of the company, which
functions remain the responsibility of
the company’s executive directors. The
committee operates within the delegated
authority of the Board.
In compliance with its oversight role in
relation to the preparation of the annual
financial statements, the committee will
have due regard to all factors and risks
that may impact on the integrity and fair
presentation of information in the annual
financial statements of the company. Within
this context, the committee is responsible
for assessing the company’s systems
of internal controls, both financial and
operational, as well as the company’s ability
to continue to operate as a going concern.

TERMS OF REFERENCE

MEETINGS
The CEO, CFO, COO and the Company
Secretary attend the committee meetings
as invitees as well as the company’s
designated advisor, all other directors of
the company, the external auditors and
the financial manager of the company.
The committee members have unlimited
access to all information, documents and
explanations required in the discharge of
their duties, as do the external auditors.
The committee met four times during the
year and all members of the committee at
the time of the respective meetings were
present and attended.

STATUTORY AND
REGULATORY DUTIES
In the execution of its statutory duties during
the past financial year, the committee:

The committee has adopted formal terms
of reference which have been approved by
the Board and which are reviewed on an
annual basis. The committee has executed
its duties during the past financial year in
accordance with these terms of reference,
the Companies Act, King IV Report on
Corporate Governance for South Africa,
2016 (“King IV”) where appropriate, and
the JSE Listings Requirements.

>> Nominated KPMG for re-appointment
by shareholders at the company’s AGM
on 23 May 2018, having determined that
they have the necessary expertise and
are independent of the company;

COMMITTEE
COMPOSITION

>> Reviewed JSE Listings Requirements,
and approved the 2018 financial year
external audit plan;

At 31 December 2018, the committee
comprises four members, namely Michael
Aitken, independent non-executive
chairman of the committee, Robert Emslie,
Faith Khanyile and Michelle Dickens,
all independent non-executive directors.
Michelle Dickens was appointed to the
committee on 14 December 2018. All the
members are financially literate and
collectively have sufficient qualifications
and experience to assist the committee in
fulfilling its duties. Given that Robert Emslie
is the Chairman of the Board, and a member
of the committee, his role as member of
the committee will be approved at the
upcoming AGM.

>> Pre-approved the non-audit services
contract relating to tax compliance;

>> Determined the external auditor’s terms
of engagement and the fee to be paid;
>> Ensured that the appointment of the
external auditor complies with the
Companies Act, the Auditing Profession
Act and other relevant legislation;

>> Received no complaints relating to the
accounting practices of the company,
the content of auditing of its financial
statements, the internal financial controls
of the company, and any other related
matters; and
>> Made the following submission to the Board
on matters concerning the company’s
accounting policies, financial control,
financial records and financial reporting:
»» Agreed that the adoption of the going
concern principle in the preparation
of the financial statements is
appropriate.
»» Determined that the company is both
solvent and liquid.
»» Recommended the annual financial
statements for approval by the Board.
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OVERSIGHT OF
RISK MANAGEMENT
With the assistance of the executive
directors, the committee monitors the
significant risks that the company is
exposed to and documents these risks
in a matrix which is reviewed regularly by
the committee. It also ensures that risks
are taken within a reasonable appetite
and that adequate safeguards are put
in place to mitigate such risks. The risk
management policy is in accordance
with industry practice and specifically
prohibits the company from entering into
any derivative transactions that are not
in the normal course of the company’s
business, and the committee ensures
compliance therewith.
The committee satisfied itself that the
policies and procedures followed in terms
of identifying, managing and reporting
on risk are adequate and that the
following areas, among other strategic,
financial and operational risks, have been
appropriately addressed:
>> Investment risk;
>> Risk of property damage or destruction;
>> Loss of income;
>> Lease expiry risk;
>> Risk of vacancies;
>> Concentration risk;
>> Regulatory and compliance risk;
>> Bad debts and recoveries risk;
>> Operational risks;
>> Information Technology (“IT”) risks as it
relates to financial reporting;
>> Internal financial control;
>> Business continuity risk; and
>> Financial reporting and operational
fraud and error risks.

EXTERNAL AUDIT
In terms of the company’s policy, the
committee must ensure that the lead audit
engagement partner within the appointed
firm is rotated every five years. The
committee has evaluated the performance
of the external auditors and is satisfied
therewith. The committee received regular
written and verbal feedback on the public
investigations into KPMG’s conduct and
associated matters, and was satisfied that
the impact of the investigations did not
in any way detract from KPMG’s ability to
perform the external audit of the company,
particularly in light of the fact that none of
the individuals involved in the audit were
involved in the investigations in any way.

The committee is also aware of the new JSE
Listings Requirements which require the
committee to approve the appointment of
the audit firm and individual partner based
on specific information which is required
to be submitted.
It is further aware of the minimum
specific information required by the JSE
in terms of paragraph 22.15(h) of the JSE
Listings Requirements before making
its recommendation to shareholders as
to who should act as external auditors.
These items were considered during
the assessment of the suitability of the
external auditors and lead partner for
re-appointment for the 2018 financial year.
The committee confirmed that the
external auditors had executed their
audit responsibilities and had functioned
in accordance with their mandate for the
2018 financial year. No matters of concern
regarding the performance of the external
auditors were noted by the committee.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The committee reviewed the interim results
for the period ended 30 June 2018 and the
annual financial statements for the year
ended 31 December 2018 to ensure that it
is consistent with operational, financial
and other information made available to
the committee. The committee has satisfied
itself to the integrity of the annual financial
statements, ensuring that the financial
statements are prepared using appropriate
reporting standards, which conform to the
requirements of the Companies Act, JSE
Listings Requirements and IFRS.
The committee has recommended the
2018 annual financial statements to
the Board for approval, based on the
processes and assurances obtained.
The committee reviewed the significant
accounting matters and management’s key
estimates and assumptions and confirmed
that they were adequately addressed. The
most significant matter in the financial
statements is investment properties.
The committee is satisfied that management
continues to pro-actively monitor the
preparation of the financial statements
as required by the JSE. The committee and
company continue to be committed and to
practice the highest standards of financial
disclosure. The committee has satisfied
itself that appropriate financial reporting
procedures are in place and operating
effectively.

INTERNAL AUDIT AND
INTERNAL FINANCIAL
CONTROLS
Due to the size of the company, the
committee (and the Board) does not
consider it to be cost effective to maintain
a full-time internal audit function.
The company’s situation and needs in
terms of an internal audit function will
be reassessed on an annual basis. During
the 2018 year, both the committee and the
Board assessed this requirement. Internal
audit investigations will be initiated as
and when deemed necessary.
The company is dependent on the
control environments of their services
organisations to ensure there is adequate
internal control, as the directors determine
is necessary, to enable the preparation
of financial statements that are free
from material misstatement, whether
due to fraud or error. The two services
organisations are IHS AM and IHS PM
which perform the asset management
and property management activities
respectively on behalf of the company.
The accounting system of both services
organisations operates through the same
software packages. The committee has
received assurance from management
that the effectiveness of the companies’
system of internal financial controls was
sound during the period of review and
continues to be strengthened.
Nothing was brought to the attention
of the committee that would suggest
a material breakdown of any internal
control system. Based on the processes
and assurances obtained, the committee
is satisfied that the internal control
environment continued to function
effectively.
In accordance with paragraph 3.84(g)
(ii) of the JSE Listings Requirements, the
company confirms that it has established
appropriate financial reporting procedures
and that those procedures are operating.
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INFORMATION
AND TECHNOLOGY
GOVERNANCE
The Board mandated the committee
to provide oversight over IT governance.
Information protection and continuity
assessments were made during the year,
and the committee is satisfied that the
necessary IT controls and processes are in
place to ensure business continuity and the
protection of information. The relevant IT
governance mandates, policies, processes
and control frameworks will continue to
be further formalised in the future. The
committee is fully committed to ensure
compliance with the required standards.

REGULATORY
COMPLIANCE
The committee is satisfied that the
company complied with all relevant
laws and regulations. In exercising this
function, the committee considered all
legal matters that may have a material
impact on the company and any material
reports and/or enquiries from regulatory
or government bodies. It is satisfied that
there are sufficient processes in place to
detect non-compliance.

FINANCE FUNCTION
The committee believes that Myles
Kritzinger CA(SA), the CFO for the year
under review, possesses the appropriate
expertise and experience to meet his
responsibilities in that position as required
by the JSE Listings Requirements.
The committee is satisfied with the:
>> expertise and adequacy of resources
within the finance function; and
>> experience and continuous professional
development of the members of the
finance function.
Based on the assurances obtained, the
committee believes that the accounting
processes are effective.

INTEGRATED
ANNUAL REPORT
The committee will review the integrated
annual report for the 2018 financial
year to ensure that it is consistent with
the operational, financial and other
information made available to the
committee. The committee will satisfy
itself of the integrity of the integrated
annual report, ensuring that the report
is prepared using appropriate reporting
standards, which conform to the
requirements of the Companies Act, King
IV and the JSE Listings Requirements.

The committee will recommend the 2018
integrated annual report to the Board
for approval, based on the processes
and assurances obtained.

TRANSACTIONS
The committee, together with the
Investment Committee and the Board,
has reviewed the business and financial
impact of transactions entered into by the
company during the year. The committee is
satisfied that the necessary transactional
mandates, processes and approvals took
place for both acquisitive transactions as
well as disposals.
The committee has fulfilled its function
and responsibilities, as mentioned above,
and has executed its duties during the
year under review, complying with its
legal, regulatory and other responsibilities
in accordance with its terms of reference.
On behalf of the Audit and Risk Committee

Michael Aitken
Chairman
6 March 2019
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Committee report
INTRODUCTION
The Social and Ethics Committee (“the
committee”) is constituted as a statutory
committee in respect of its statutory duties
in terms of sections 72(8) of the Companies
Act and regulation 43 of the Companies
Act Regulations. The committee is also
constituted as a committee of the Board of
the company in respect of all other duties
that the Board has assigned to it.
The committee’s objective is to assist the
Board in ensuring that the company is and
remains committed, socially responsible
corporate citizens by creating a sustainable
business and having regard to the company’s
economic, social and environmental impact
on the communities in which it operates,
which inter alia include public safety, HIV/
Aids, environmental management, corporate
social investment, consumer relationships,
labour and employment, and the promotion
of equality and ethics management.
The committee has an independent role
with accountability to both the Board
and the company’s shareholders. The
committee does not assume the functions
of management of the company, which
functions remain the responsibility of the
company’s executive directors, executive
management and senior managers.
In respect of the statutory duties of the
committee, the committee is accountable
to shareholders and report to shareholders
as provided for in the Companies Act. In
respect of all other duties as contained in
these terms of reference, the committee will
be accountable and report to the Board.

COMMITTEE
COMPOSITION
As at 31 December 2018, the Social
and Ethics Committee comprised four
members, namely Solly Mboweni, CEO
and Chairman of the committee, Cathal
Conaty, Non-executive Director, Rob
Wesselo, CEO and Myles Kritzinger, CFO.
Curricula vitae of these directors are
presented on pages 18 to 21 of this
integrated annual report. The financial
manager attends meetings by invitation.
Dave Lange resigned from the Board
and stepped down as CFO and Executive
Director of the company with effect from
8 March 2018. Myles Kritzinger was appointed
in his place with effect from 9 March 2018.
Myles also became a member of the
committee from his date of appointment.

King IV requires a majority of non-executive
directors on the Social and Ethics Committee.
The Board acknowledges this non-compliance
for 2018 and has recently aligned the
committee composition to ensure compliance
with this requirement. Cathal Conaty resigned
from the committee after his resignation
from the Board on 14 December 2018. Myles
Kritzinger has also resigned as member of
the committee. Michelle Dickens, a newly
appointed independent non-executive
director, was appointed as a member of the
committee in March 2019. Rob Wesselo, now a
non-executive director, remains as a member
of the committee and Solly Mboweni remains
as chairman. The committee now consists of
3 members, of which two are non-executive
directors and one executive director.
The Social and Ethics Committee is a
statutory committee whose focus is to
monitor compliance with labour legislation
as well as corporate social responsibilities
(“CSR”) and corporate citizenship.
The table on page 43 references the
attendance of committee meetings.

TERMS OF REFERENCE
The committee has adopted terms of
reference which includes statutory duties
in terms of sections 72(8) of the Companies
Act and regulation 43 of the Companies Act
Regulations, as well as other duties assigned
to it by the Board.
These Board assigned duties include:
>> Implement a formal corporate social
responsibility and environmental
sustainability framework;
>> Reviewing any statements on ethical
standards or requirements for the
company and the procedures or review
system implemented to promote and
enforce compliance;
>> Reviewing significant cases of employee
conflicts of interest, misconduct or
fraud, or any other unethical activity
by employees or the company;
>> Where requested, making recommendations
on any material potential conflict of
interest or questionable situations;
>> Ensuring that the company’s ethics
performance is assessed, monitored,
reported and disclosed;
>> Being informed of sustainability risks;
>> Ensuring that sustainability reporting
conforms to the Global Reporting
Initiative Guidelines, as and when
it is amended from time to time;

>> Overseeing sustainability issues in
the integrated annual report and the
sustainable development report;
>> Ensuring that a formal process of
assurance with regard to sustainability
reporting is established through the Audit
and Risk Committee;
>> Approving material elements of
sustainability reporting over which the
external assurance provider should
provide assurance;
>> Reviewing and approving (at least every
second year) the company’s stakeholder
management plan and policy; and
>> Reviewing results of whistleblowing
activities.
The key focus areas of the committee for
2018 were:
>> The creation of a working document to
ensure compliance with the committee’s
terms of reference.
>> The appointment of a compliance officer
to assist with the fulfilment of the
committee’s duties.
>> Assessment of the company to identify
areas of improvement from a B-BBEE
Scorecard perspective.
>> Appointment of a BEE consultant
to assist with developing a plan for
improving our score.
Both of the objectives were achieved
during the year under review.
The planned areas of focus for the
committee for 2019 are as follows:
>> The improvement of the company’s B-BBEE
scorecard, with specific focus ownership
and control, procurement, enterprise
development and supplier development.
>> The implementation of company-wide
policies to ensure compliance with its
terms of reference.
It is the intention of the committee to
continue working towards fully complying
with its terms of reference and all its
responsibilities in terms thereof.

Solly Mboweni
Chairman
Johannesburg
17 April 2019
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Remuneration
report
Letter from the Chairman of
the Remuneration Committee
to shareholders

DEAR SHAREHOLDERS
I am pleased to present
Transcend’s remuneration
report for the 2018 financial
year. The end of 2018 saw the
close-out and implementation
of a significant deal for the
business which has more
than doubled the value of
Transcend’s portfolio. It also
saw the appointment of
various executive and
non-executive directors to the
Board, which is representative
of the growth we experienced
during the year. Consequently,
Transcend’s Board has
appointed a dedicated
management team who will
focus on the strategic and
operational needs of the
business going forward and —
through its relationship with
IHS AM and IHS PM — will
continue to have access to a
superior team of high-quality,
residential experts.

Transcend is externally managed by IHS
Asset Management (Pty) Ltd (“IHS AM”)
through an Asset Management Agreement
(“AMA”) and as such Transcend itself
does not have any employees. Instead,
suitable employees of IHS are seconded
to business in line with the provisions of
the Asset Management Agreement. This
covers suitably qualified employees in the
positions of chief executive officer, chief
operating officer and chief financial officer
of the company; and whose appointment
as executive directors of the company is
subject to the periodical approval of the
Board and/or shareholders.
Due to this structure, Transcend does not
have a formal policy in place to remunerate
its executive directors. However, the
performance of its executive team shall,
in accordance with the Asset Management
Agreement, be reviewed by the Board.
From a remuneration standpoint, we
believe that appropriately designed,
market-related and performance-linked
remuneration will attract, incentivise
and retain high-calibre staff who will
continue to help Transcend achieve
its strategic objectives.
A key objective of this report is to describe the
manner in which Transcend has developed
and formalised its Remuneration Policy. In
line with King IV and read with the JSE Listings
Requirements, we have segmented the
remuneration report into three sections:
>> A letter to shareholders setting out the
areas of focus of the Remuneration
Committee (“the committee”);
>> A forward-looking Remuneration Policy;
and
>> The implementation of these arrangements
in the financial year 2018.

In line with King IV, the company’s
Remuneration Policy and the
Remuneration Implementation Report
will be tabled annually at the company’s
annual general meeting, to be endorsed
by shareholders, each by way of separate
non-binding advisory votes. This allows
shareholders to express their views on
the company’s Remuneration Policy
and the Remuneration Implementation
Report. The forward-looking Remuneration
Implementation Report for the 2018
financial year will be put to a non-binding
advisory vote at the 2019 annual general
meeting to be held on Thursday, 30 May 2019.
In the event of 25% or more shareholders
voting against the non-binding resolutions
pertaining to the Remuneration Policy
and/or the Remuneration Implementation
Report, the directors are committed to
engaging with shareholders in order to
address all legitimate and reasonable
objections and concerns.

Areas of focus
Activities of the committee in financial
year 2018:
>> Reviewed the terms of reference to
ensure compliance with the provisions
of King IV;
>> Developed a succession plan for
management and IHS staff;
>> Considered the implementation of a
share incentive scheme;
>> Reviewed executive directors’ total
remuneration;
>> Reviewed non-executive directors’ fees
>> Reviewed and recommended the
appointment and resignation of various
executive and non-executive directors to
the Board; and
>> Reviewed and approved the 2018
remuneration report.
In our efforts to continuously improve the
business and transparency, we welcome
any comments that you may have on our
report, or any concerns regarding the
Remuneration Policy.
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Remuneration governance
The committee operates independently
from executive management. It acts as an
overseer and makes recommendations on
remuneration-related decisions to the Board
and IHS AM, for its consideration and final
approval. Please refer to the Remuneration
Policy on page 49. The committee is
governed by its terms of reference, which
are reviewed and amended as and when
required and approved by the Board.
In summary, the role and duties of the
committee are to:
>> Advise the Board in determining
appropriate remuneration strategies;
>> Ensure that the link between performance
and reward is maintained;
>> Oversee the development of remuneration
instruments and policies;
>> Devise and recommend a policy that
results in fair, responsible and transparent
remuneration for executive directors;
>> Oversee the establishment of a
Remuneration Policy that articulates
and gives effect to its direction on fair,
responsible and transparent remuneration
and which will promote the achievement
of strategic objectives and encourage
individual performance;
>> Ensure that the Remuneration Policy
and Remuneration Implementation
Report are put to two separate
non-binding advisory votes at
the annual general meeting;
>> Review the outcomes of the
implementation of the Remuneration
Policy to determine whether the set
objectives are being achieved;
>> Consider the results of the evaluation of
the performance of the chief executive
officer and other executive directors,
both as directors and as executives,
in determining remuneration;
>> Advise on the remuneration of
non-executive directors; and
>> Oversee the preparation and
recommendation to the Board of the
Remuneration Implementation Report
to ensure that:
»» Remuneration is disclosed in three
parts, namely: a background statement;
an overview of the Remuneration Policy;
and an Implementation Report;
»» It is accurate, complete and transparent;
»» It provides a clear explanation of the
manner in which the Remuneration
Policy has been implemented;

»» It provides a sufficient level of
disclosure as required in terms of
King IV or provides rationale behind
principles not applied by the company.
Where the principles are not applied
by the company, the committee should
review the rationale provided by the
company and ascertain as to whether
this is acceptable; and
»» It provides sufficient information
for stakeholders to pass a special
resolution in terms of section 66(9)
of the Companies Act.

TRANSCEND
REMUNERATION
POLICY
Transcend is externally managed by IHS AM
through an AMA. IHS AM is wholly owned
by IHS. Through a service level agreement
(“SLA”), IHS AM has largely outsourced its
day to day functions to IHS. As a result of
the above structure, Transcend itself does
not have any employees. Instead, suitable
employees of IHS have been seconded to
Transcend in line with the following clause
from the AMA:
“	Pursuant to the terms of this Agreement,
the Manager will second suitably qualified
employees of the Manager to act in the
positions of chief executive officer, chief
operating officer and chief financial officer
of the company, whose appointment as
executive directors of the company will
be subject to the periodical approval of the
Board and/or shareholders of the company
as determined by the Board from time
to time. The chief executive officer, chief
operating officer and chief financial officer
shall remain employees of the Manager
and their contract of employment with the
Manager shall remain in full force and effect.
The remuneration and benefits to be paid to
the chief executive officer, chief operating
officer and chief financial officer for their
services as directors of the company will
be borne by the Manager and will form part
of the fees payable by the company to the
Manager for the Services provided.”
As such, Transcend does not have a formal
policy in place to remunerate the executive
directors of Transcend. However, it should
be noted that the performance of the
chief executive officer, chief operating
officer and chief financial officer shall,
in accordance with the AMA clause above,
be reviewed by the Transcend Board of
Directors from time to time with reference
to forecast distribution guidance provided
from time to time, as well as the executive
team’s ability to secure acquisitions of
properties of similar quality and yield
producing capability.

Non-executive directors
Transcend’s policy on non-executive
directors’ remuneration is set and
reviewed on an annual basis by the
Remuneration Committee and is
benchmarked against industry norms.
Ultimate approval of the non-executive
directors’ fees lies with shareholders
who are tasked with approving fees
at the AGM on an annual basis.

Interpretation
Executive directors
The committee is therefore, responsible
for reviewing and recommending the
remuneration of executive directors
to the Board and to IHS AM in line
with its policy detailed below:
	Transcend has developed a Remuneration
Policy in line with King IV. All components
of the reward strategy, including the
basic salary and the short-term incentive
payments, are aligned to the strategic
direction and business-specific value
drivers of Transcend.
The key principles of the Remuneration
Policy are to:
>> Recognise and reward superior
performance;
>> Direct employees’ energies and activities
toward achieving the key business
objectives;
>> Align the company and individual
performance to reward; and
>> Apply an integrated and holistic
approach to the reward strategy,
encompassing a balanced mix of:
»» Basic salary; and
»» Short-term incentive bonus.
The reward strategy are reviewed
regularly to ensure that Transcend’s
Remuneration Policy keeps pace with
market practices and the company’s
growth trajectory.
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Remuneration mix: The executive directors’
total remuneration consists of a basic
salary (or guaranteed package), defined
as the employment cost to the company
and an annual performance-linked bonus
as a percentage of basic salary. This will
ensure that there is the necessary balance
between fixed and performance-related
remuneration as well as elements linked
to short-term performance.
Guaranteed package: This is the total
guaranteed annual employment cost
to the company associated with the
employment of an executive director
or employee seconded to Transcend.
It is structured based on an all-inclusive
salary package; and no separate pension
fund contribution being paid. A cost of living
increase in the basic salary is considered by
the committee and recommended to IHS
AM on an annual basis, which is effective
from 1 March in the applicable year, if the
financial position of the company allows
for such an increase.
Factors that are taken into consideration
in determining the recommended annual
increase include: consumer price index,
retention strategies, industry performance,
projected growth, contractual arrangements
and affordability.
Short-term incentive: This is a short-term
incentive plan for which rewards are
determined against the achievement
of set annual performance targets
determined by the committee
and approved by the Board for
recommendation to IHS AM.

The incentive structure provides for:
>> Company and individual performance
related to a specific time period;
>> Meaningful performance measures;
>> Annual revision by the committee and
recommendation to IHS AM, to ensure
the continuing appropriateness of
performance measures, the weighting
of measures and the split between
individual and company performance;
>> The weighting of performance measures
varies depending on seniority, relevance,
and ability to influence the outcome.
Long-term incentive plan: The company
has elected not to adopt a long-term
share-based scheme. Such a scheme is
currently under consideration by the
committee and the Board.

Non-executive directors
As referred to in the Remuneration Policy,
remuneration of non-executive directors
is reviewed on an annual basis by the
committee and is benchmarked against
industry norms. Ultimate approval of
the non-executive directors’ fees lies
with shareholders who are tasked with
approving fees at the annual general
meeting of shareholders.
Approval of the independent non-executive
directors’ remuneration is presented at
the company’s annual general meeting,
to be approved by shareholders by way
of a special resolution.

REMUNERATION
IMPLEMENTATION
REPORT
Adherence to the
Remuneration Policy
In accordance with the directives set in
the company’s Remuneration Policy, the
committee, the Board and IHS AM have
performed their respective duties with
regards to oversight of all remuneration
matters concerning the remuneration of
executive directors, and where applicable,
made recommendations to the Board
regarding remuneration during the year
under review. The Remuneration Policy
was implemented accordingly and the
remuneration of executive and nonexecutive directors for the year under
review is set out on page 91 in note 33
of the annual financial statements.

Approval
This remuneration report was approved
by the Remuneration Committee of
Transcend on 17 April 2019.
Yours sincerely

Michael Falcone
Chairman
Remuneration Committee
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The financial statements of Transcend Residential Property Fund Limited (“Transcend”
or “the company”), have been audited by KPMG Inc. (“KPMG”) in compliance with section 30
of the Companies Act of South Africa, No. 71 of 2008 (“the Companies Act)”, as amended. The
financial statements were internally complied by Beaulah Tlhola CA(SA) and Jean Knowlden
CA(SA); under the supervision of Myles Kritzinger CA(SA), Chief Financial Officer. These
financial statements were published on 8 March 2019.
A summary of these financial statements was published on the Stock Exchange News Service
on 8 March 2019. The complete annual financial statements of the company for the financial
year ended 31 December 2018 may be obtained free of charge:
>> from the transfer secretaries, Link Market Services South Africa (Pty) Ltd, or
>> from the company’s website at: www.transcendproperty.co.za, or
>> by request from the company.
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Directors’ responsibility
statement
The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the annual financial statements of Transcend, comprising the
statement of financial position as at 31 December 2018, the statements of profit or loss and other comprehensive income, changes in equity
and cash flows for the year then ended, and the notes to the financial statements, which include a summary of significant accounting policies
and other explanatory notes, in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) and the requirements of the Companies
Act and the Johannesburg Stock Exchange Limited (“JSE”). In addition, the directors are responsible for preparing the directors’ report.
The directors are also responsible for such internal control as they may determine necessary to enable the preparation of the financial statements
that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and for maintaining adequate accounting records and an effective
system of risk management, as well as the preparation of the supplementary schedules included in these annual financial statements.
The directors have made an assessment of the company’s ability to continue as a going concern and have no reason to believe that the business
will not be a going concern in the year ahead.
The external auditor is responsible for reporting on whether the financial statements are fairly presented in accordance with the applicable
financial reporting framework.

APPROVAL OF THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The annual financial statements of Transcend as identified in the first paragraph, were approved by the board of directors on 6 March 2019
and are signed by:

Robert Emslie

Solly Mboweni

Myles Kritzinger

Chairman

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Financial Officer
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Certificate by
company secretary
In our capacity as company secretary, we hereby confirm, in terms of section 88(2)(e) of the Companies Act, that for the year ended 31 December 2018,
the company has lodged with the Registrar of Companies all such returns as are required of a public company in terms of the Companies Act
and that all such returns are true, correct and up to date.

Karen Waldeck
CorpStat Governance Services (Pty) Ltd
Company Secretary
6 March 2019
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Directors’
report
The directors are pleased
to present their report that
forms part of the annual
financial statements for the
year ended 31 December 2018.

MAIN BUSINESS
AND OPERATIONS
Transcend is a Real Estate Investment Trust
(“REIT”) and owns a property portfolio of
22 directly-owned properties valued at
R2.72 billion located primarily in Gauteng,
the Western Cape and Mpumalanga — a
discontinued operation- in South Africa.
The primary business of Transcend is the
acquisition and operation of incomegenerating residential properties, with a
focus on housing opportunities that are
affordable, lifestyle enhancing and well
located in high growth urban areas. In line
with its strategy, Transcend acquired 9
properties during 2018, comprising 2 219
units. One of these properties, Vanguard
Village consisting of 60 units, registered
and transferred in the name of Transcend
during August 2018. The remaining 2 159
units, located across 8 properties, are
“effective date” transactions with related
parties. The respective sales agreements
for these units became unconditional on
30 November 2018, making the effective
date of the sales 1 December 2018
(“effective date”). The risks and rewards
of ownership transferred to Transcend on
the effective date with the registration
and transfer of these units expected
to take place during the first half of
2019. Transcend is also in the process of
disposing of a non-performing property,
Acacia Place, located in Mpumalanga.
This property has been classified as a
non-current asset held-for-sale (“NCAHFS”)
and the Mpumalanga segment disclosed
as a discontinued operation. A sales
agreement has been signed for Acacia
Place and an occupational rent is payable
to Transcend until transfer takes place,
which is expected to happen in the first
half of 2019.

EQUITY RAISED
During the financial year, Transcend issued
64.59 million shares and raised R415.92
million of share capital through a vendor
placement of ordinary shares (“shares” or
“private placement”). R330.11 million of
the equity raised was utilised to finance
Transcend’s investment activities for the
acquisition of new properties during 2018.
>> On 4 October 2018 the company issued
7.30 million shares at a price of R6.29
per share under the company’s general
authority to issue shares for cash.
>> On 14 December 2018 the company
issued 57.29 million shares at a price of
R6.46 per share in terms of the private
placement. The shares were issued at a
15.35% premium to the 30-day Volume
weighted average price (“VWAP”) up to
and including Monday 10 December 2018.

DEBT RAISED
Transcend recognised interest-bearing
borrowings for the acquisition of Vanguard
Village. This amounted to R26.99 million
of principal borrowings through a new
facility with The Standard Bank of South
Africa Limited (“Standard Bank”) and
an additional R7 million on an existing
Standard Bank facility. Borrowings to the
value of R786.72 million with Standard
Bank and Nedbank Limited (“Nedbank”)
were secured to fund the acquisition
of the 8 properties still due to transfer
to the company. Upon registration and
transfer of the properties to Transcend,
these facilities will be drawn upon and
recognised in the statement of financial
position as interest-bearing borrowings.
A shareholder loan of R143.46 million with
Emira Property Fund Limited (“Emira”)
was secured during the year. This loan
was also used to finance Transcend’s
investment in the 8 new properties.

REGULATION
Transcend listed on the Alternative
Exchange (“AltX”) of the JSE on 1 December
2016, and therefore is regulated by the JSE.

INTERNATIONAL
FINANCIAL REPORTING
STANDARDS
The financial statements are prepared
in accordance with IFRS and the
requirements of the Companies Act.

DIVIDEND POLICY
The company declares and pays both an
interim and final dividend in respect of each
financial year. In considering the payment
of dividends, the board of directors (“the
Board”), with the Audit and Risk Committee’s
assurance, takes the following into account:
>> the financial status of the company,
subject to solvency and liquidity testing
as required by the Companies Act; and
>> the capital commitments of the company
and its funding requirements for the next
twelve months.
Transcend uses dividend per share as its
key performance measure for trading
statement purposes.

DIRECTORATE
The directors of the company at the date
of this report are:

Executive directors
S Mboweni — Chief Executive Officer
(“CEO”)
V Perfect — Chief Operating Officer
(“COO”)
M Kritzinger — Chief Financial Officer
(“CFO”)

Non-executive directors
RR Emslie * — Chairman
RN Wesselo
ML Falcone
GM Jennett
MS Aitken *
FN Khanyile *
AM Dickens *
* Independent
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FINANCIAL RESULTS
Net operating income (R’000) *
Dividends per share (cents)

2018

2017

Year-on-year
movement

% change
year-on-year

105 385

90 697

14 688

14%

64.68

64.04

0.64

1%

Interim dividend (six months ended 30 June)

30.10

29.81

0.29

1%

Final dividend (six months ended 31 December)

34.58

34.23

0.35

1%

2 588 000

1 218 640

1 369 360

53%

The interim dividend has been declared from distributable
earnings. The declaration of the final dividend will occur after the
end of the reporting period, resulting in a non-adjusting event that
is not recognised in the financial statements. The dividends meet
the requirements of a REIT “qualifying distribution” for purposes of
section 25BB of the Income Tax Act, No 58 of 1962, as amended.
Investment property at fair value (R’000) **

*		This excludes net operating income of R8.80 million from Acacia Place. The Mpumalanga operating segment has been presented as a discontinued
operation and the Acacia Place property has been classified as a NCAHFS.
** This excludes Acacia Place, valued at R127.5 million.

Transcend’s Memorandum of Incorporation
(“MOI”) states that non-executive directors
who have held office for a period of nine
years since their last election, shall retire.
Directors may be re-elected, provided they
are eligible for re-election. The MOI also
requires the annual rotation by retirement
of one third of the non-executive directors.
Any director appointed to fill a vacancy or
an additional appointment to the Board
is to be confirmed by shareholders at the
next annual general meeting (“AGM”).
V Perfect, GM Jennett, AM Dickens and
RR Emslie will retire at the AGM to be held
on Thursday, 30 May 2019 and are eligible
for election and re-election respectively
as directors of the company.

Prescribed officers
CP Conaty
The following changes to the directorate
took place during 2018:

8 March 2018
>> DP Lange resigned as the CFO.

9 March 2018

>> CP Conaty resigned as a non-executive
director and was appointed as a
prescribed officer.

DIRECTORS’
REMUNERATION
AND SHAREHOLDING
Details of the directors’ remuneration and
shareholding are set out in note 33 to the
financial statements.

DIRECTORS’ INTERESTS
IN CONTRACTS
During the period under review, the company
did not enter into any contracts in which
directors have an interest.

SERVICE CONTRACTS
The executive directors are subject to one
calendar month’s written notice under
their existing employment contracts.
The company’s MOI requires the retirement
of executive directors who have held
office for a period of three years since
their last election.

>> M Kritzinger was appointed as the CFO.

14 December 2018
>> RN Wesselo resigned as the CEO and was
appointed as a non-executive director;
>> S Mboweni was appointed as the CEO;
>> V Perfect was appointed as the COO;
>> GM Jennett was appointed as a nonexecutive director;
>> AM Dickens was appointed as an
independent non-executive director; and

MANAGEMENT AND
ADMINISTRATION
IHS Asset Management (Pty) Ltd (“IHS AM”)
externally manages Transcend in terms of
an asset management agreement which
became effective on 1 October 2016. IHS
Property Management (Pty) Ltd (“IHS
PM”) performs the property management
function of Transcend in terms of a
property management agreement which
became effective 1 October 2016.

GOING CONCERN
Refer to note 35 to the financial statements
for disclosure regarding going concern.

SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
Refer to note 34 to the financial statements
for disclosure regarding subsequent events.

EXTERNAL AUDITORS
KPMG has been appointed as external
auditors in terms of section 90 of the
Companies Act.

REGISTERED OFFICE
AND BUSINESS
ADDRESS
Peter Place Office Park, Block C
54 Peter Place Road
Bryanston
2191
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Independent
auditor’s report
To the Shareholders of Transcend Residential Property Fund Limited

REPORT ON THE AUDIT OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of Transcend Residential Property Fund Limited (the company) set out on pages 51 to 98, which
comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 December 2018, and the statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income,
the statement of changes in equity and the statement of cash flows for the year then ended, accounting policies and notes to the financial
statements.
In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of Transcend Residential Property Fund
Limited as at 31 December 2018, and its financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with International
Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa.

Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our responsibilities under those standards are further
described in the Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements section of our report. We are independent of the company
in accordance with the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors’ Code of Professional Conduct for Registered Auditors (IRBA Code) and
other independence requirements applicable to performing audits of financial statements in South Africa. We have fulfilled our other ethical
responsibilities in accordance with the IRBA Code and in accordance with other ethical requirements applicable to performing audits in South
Africa. The IRBA Code is consistent with the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants’ Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants
(Parts A and B). We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Key audit matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgement, were of most significance in our audit of the financial statements
of the current period. These matters were addressed in the context of our audit of the financial statements as a whole, and in forming our
opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion on these matters.
THE KEY AUDIT MATTER

HOW THE MATTER WAS ADDRESSED IN OUR AUDIT

1. Valuation of investment property
Refer to accounting policy notes 5.1 and 6, and note 8 to the financial statements.
The company’s most significant asset is its investment property portfolio,
which comprises of residential investment properties with a fair value
of R2 588 000 000.
Valuation of investment property is an area of judgement which could
materially affect the financial statements given that the investment
properties are measured at fair value.
Independent valuations are obtained on all properties every year. All of
the company’s investment properties were valued at 31 December 2018
by an external independent valuer, except for Protea Glen which was
valued on 1 August 2018. Management determined its value to be
a fair estimate of fair value at year-end.
The fair value of all investment property has been based on the income
capitalisation method. The key assumptions used in determining fair
value includes significant unobservable inputs including expected net
operating income, capitalisation rates, growth rates and vacancy factors.
Our audit focused on the fair value measurement due to its impact
on the financial statements, and the significance of the judgements
involved in the determination of the fair value and the work effort
required by the audit team, together with our own valuation specialist.
Accordingly, the valuation of the investment property portfolio was
determined to be a key audit matter.

The audit procedures we performed included the following:
>> We evaluated the competence, capabilities and objectivity of the
directors’ external independent valuer. In addition, we obtained an
understanding of the scope of their work and inspected their terms of
engagement to determine that there were no matters that affected
their independence and objectivity or imposed scope limitations
upon them.
>> We focused our audit work on testing the key assumptions used
in the determination of fair value which included:
»» Evaluating the valuation models prepared in December 2018
to ensure the valuation methodology is appropriate.
»» With the assistance of our valuation experts, we assessed the
reasonableness of key assumptions used in relation to available
industry data for similar investment properties.
»» We performed a sensitivity analysis on the key assumptions used
in the valuation models to evaluate the appropriateness of the
fair value of the investment property at year-end.
»» We evaluated the adequacy of the disclosures made in the financial
statements related to the valuation of investment property in relation
to the requirements of the relevant financial reporting framework.
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THE KEY AUDIT MATTER

HOW THE MATTER WAS ADDRESSED IN OUR AUDIT

2. Complexity in accounting for acquisitions of investment property
Refer to accounting policy notes 5.1 and 6 and note 8 to the financial statements.
Transcend concluded a significant acquisition transaction towards
the end of the 2018 financial year. The transaction involved acquiring
8 properties (7 properties were acquired from International Housing
Solutions Residential Partners 1 (RF) Proprietary Limited (IHS Res 1) and 1
property was acquired from Sunnyshore Trade and Invest 105 Proprietary
Limited (Sunnyshore)) consisting of 2 159 residential units which was
funded through a combination of new shares and debt issuances.

The audit procedures we performed included the following:

The effective date of the transaction was 1 December 2018 when all
conditions precedent were met with residential units expected to be
transferred in the deeds office during the first half of 2019.

>> We inspected the sale agreements between IHS Res 1 and the
company relating to the sale of 7 investment properties to verify
and identify the various elements of the agreement and the
accounting implications.

The following significant matters were considered:
>> Whether the acquisition qualified as a business combination
or an asset acquisition in terms of International Financial
Reporting Standards.
>> Whether all the conditions precedent were met prior to 1 December
2018, the effective date of the transaction.
>> Whether the transaction, which included a price escalation
clause between the effective date of the transaction and the
date of the transfer of the properties, was correctly accounted
for taking into account the estimation relating to the date of
the transfer of the properties.
Our audit focused on the fair value measurement of the acquired
investment property (refer to valuation of investment property),
whether the transactions were business combinations or asset
acquisitions, whether effective date accounting was achieved and on
the funding transaction which included an estimated price escalation.

>> Evaluated with assistance from our audit team members with
specialised technical accounting skills, whether the acquisition
of investment properties from IHS Res 1 and Sunnyshore should,
in line with the requirements of International Financial Reporting
Standards, be recognised as a business combination or an
acquisition of investment properties.

>> We inspected the sale agreement between Sunnyshore and the
company relating to the sale of 1 investment property to verify
and identify the various elements of the agreement and the
accounting implications.
>> We examined the conditions precedent included in the sale
agreements and determined whether the conditions precedent
had been met or not.
>> We reviewed the reasonableness of management’s assumptions
with regard to the price escalation clause contained the IHS Res
1 sale agreements by performing recalculations and sensitivity
calculations taking into account potential changes in the timing
of the transfer of properties.

The complexity of the accounting for the acquisition of the investment
property, the judgement applied in the considerations noted above, as
well as the work effort from the audit team together with our technical
specialists, made this a key audit matter.

Other information
The directors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the Directors’ report, the Audit and risk committee
report and the Certificate by the company secretary as required by the Companies Act of South Africa, and the Directors’ responsibility statement,
the Portfolio summary, the Property listing and Shareholders’ information, which we obtained prior to the date of this report, and the Integrated
Annual Report, which is expected to be made available to us after that date. Other information does not include the financial statements and our
auditor’s report thereon.
Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express an audit or any form of assurance
conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing so, consider whether
the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to
be materially misstated. If, based on the work we have performed on the other information obtained prior to the date of this auditor’s report,
we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in
this regard.

Responsibilities of the directors for the financial statements
The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards and the requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa, and for such internal control as the directors determine is
necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the financial statements, the directors are responsible for assessing the company’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing,
as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the directors either intend to liquidate
the company or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance,
but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements
can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence
the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.
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As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgement and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit.
We also:
>> Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit
procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk
of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion,
forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
>> Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the company’s internal control.
>> Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related disclosures made
by the directors.
>> Conclude on the appropriateness of the directors’ use of the going concern basis of accounting and based on the audit evidence obtained,
whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the company’s ability to continue
as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related
disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit
evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the company to cease to continue
as a going concern.
>> Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the disclosures, and whether the financial
statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.
We communicate with the directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings,
including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.
We also provide the directors with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical requirements regarding independence, and
to communicate with them all relationships and other matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where
applicable, related safeguards.
From the matters communicated with the directors, we determine those matters that were of most significance in the audit of the financial
statements of the current period and are therefore the key audit matters. We describe these matters in our auditor’s report unless law or
regulation precludes public disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a matter should not
be communicated in our report because the adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public
interest benefits of such communication.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements
In terms of the IRBA Rule published in Government Gazette Number 39475 dated 4 December 2015, we report that KPMG Inc. has been the
auditor of Transcend Residential Property Fund Limited for three years.
KPMG Inc.
Registered Auditor

Per GS Kolbé
Chartered Accountant (SA)
Registered Auditor
Director
7 March 2019
KPMG Crescent
85 Empire Road
Parktown
Johannesburg
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Statement of financial position
For the year ended 31 December 2018

Figures in R’000

Notes

2018

2017

Investment properties

8

2 588 000

1 218 640

Property and equipment

9

3 069

754

2 591 069

1 219 394

ASSETS
Non-current assets

Current assets
Trade and other receivables

10

6 525

4 441

Cash and cash equivalents

11

141 621

46 048

148 146

50 489

127 500

—

2 866 715

1 269 883

1 020 934

632 276

231 767

56 553

1 252 701

688 829

Non-current assets held-for-sale

12

Total assets
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Stated capital

13

Retained earnings

Non-current liabilities
Interest-bearing borrowings

16

536 376

502 893

Loan from shareholder

14

140 986

—

Derivative liabilities

18

679

2 870

678 041

505 763

Current liabilities
Loans from related parties

15

828 835

—

Interest-bearing borrowings

16

52 924

52 431

Trade and other payables

17

51 827

22 636

Loan from shareholder

14

795

—

Derivative liabilities

18

195

158

—

66

934 576

75 291

1 397

—

2 866 715

1 269 883

Taxation

Liabilities directly associated with asset held-for-sale
Total equity and liabilities

12
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Statement of profit or loss
and other comprehensive income
For the year ended 31 December 2018

2018

2017
re-presented

Rental income from investment properties

148 346

129 143

Recoveries of operating costs from tenants

13 452

9 558

19

161 798

138 701

Property operating expenses

20

(53 907)

(45 612)

Impairment loss

29

(2 506)

(2 392)

105 385

90 697

(21 375)

(8 660)

84 010

82 037

160 627

35 540

Figures in R’000

Notes

Continuing operations

Revenue

Net operating income
Other operating expenses

21

Operating profit
Gain on fair value adjustment of investment property
Unrealised gain/(loss) on revaluation of interest rate swaps
Net finance charges

2 155

(3 028)

(58 390)

(51 382)

Finance income

22

3 098

1 590

Finance costs

23

(61 488)

(52 972)

188 402

63 167

—

(57)

188 402

63 110

8 666

4 863

197 068

67 973

277.9

102.5

265.7

95.2

Profit before taxation
Taxation

24

Profit from continuing operations
Discontinued operation
Profit/(loss) from discontinued operation net of tax

12

Total comprehensive income for the period
Earnings per share
Basic and diluted earnings per share (cents)

25

Earnings per share — continuing operations
Basic and diluted earnings per share (cents)
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Statement of changes in equity
For the year ended 31 December 2018

Figures in R’000

Stated
capital

Retained
earnings

Total

Balance at 1 January 2017

632 276

16 524

648 800

—

67 973

67 973

(27 944)

(27 944)

632 276

56 553

688 829

Profit for the year

—

197 068

197 068

Total comprehensive income for the year

—

197 068

197 068

Total comprehensive income for the period
Profit and total comprehensive income for the period
Transactions with owners
Dividends
Balance at 31 December 2017
Total comprehensive income for the year

Transactions with owners
—

(42 655)

(42 655)

Issue of share capital **

Dividends

409 459

—

409 459

Transfer of antecedent dividend

(20 801)

20 801

—

1 020 934

231 767

1 252 701

2018

2017

64.68

64.04

Balance at 31 December 2018

Dividend per share (cents)
Interim

30.10

29.81

Final *

34.58

34.23

*		The final dividend is declared post the financial year-end and is therefore non-adjusting subsequent event (refer to note 30 Subsequent events).
**	Issue of share capital includes R6.47 million of issue costs and transaction fees for the acquisition of properties, which were capitalised against
equity in 2018.

The adoption of the new IFRS standards, IFRS 15 and IFRS 9, resulted in no adjustment to prior year amounts.
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Statement of cash flows
For the year ended 31 December 2018

Figures in R’000

Notes

2018

2017

197 068

67 973

61 488

52 991

Cash flows from operating activities
Profit and total comprehensive income for the year
Adjustments for:
Finance costs
Income tax
Depreciation of property and equipment
Finance income
Change in fair value of investment property *

—

57

444

102

(3 130)

(1 591)

(160 543)

(29 240)

Acquisition and transaction fees

1 999

—

Unrealised (gain)/loss on interest rate swaps

(2 155)

3 028

Operating profit before working capital changes

95 171

93 320

Working capital changes:
(Increase)/decrease in trade and other receivables

(2 084)

9 363

Increase/(decrease) in trade and other payables

18 271

(8 028)

111 358

94 655

Cash generated by operating activities

3 130

1 591

Finance costs paid

Finance income received

(53 672)

(44 012)

Net cash from operating activities

60 816

52 234

Cash flows from investing activities
Investment properties acquired

8

(505 206)

—

Property and equipment acquired

9

(2 759)

(856)

(507 965)

(856)

410 915

—

33 476

(887)

Net cash utilised in investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Proceeds from share issue
Interest-bearing borrowings received

26

Shareholder loan received

140 986

—

Dividends paid

(42 655)

(27 944)

Net cash generated from/(utilised in) financing activities

542 722

(28 831)

Increase in cash and cash equivalents

95 573

22 547

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year

46 048

23 501

141 621

46 048

Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year
* Includes fair value loss adjustment for Acacia Place R0.08 million (2017: R6.3 million).
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Accounting policies
For the year ended 31 December 2018

1. Reporting entity
Transcend is a company domiciled in South Africa. The address of the company’s registered office is Peter Place Office Park, Block C,
54 Peter Place, Bryanston, 2191.

2. Nature of Business
Transcend is a REIT which owns a residential property portfolio of 22 directly-owned properties in South Africa, valued at R2.72 billion.
The primary business of Transcend is long-term investment in quality, income-generating residential properties. Properties are
maintained, upgraded and refurbished, where necessary, so as to increase their long-term value.

3.

Statement of compliance
The annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with IFRS, the SAICA Financial Reporting Guidelines as issued
by the Accounting Practices Committee, Financial Pronouncements as issued by the Financial Reporting Standards Council, the JSE
Limited Listings Requirements, and the requirements of the Companies Act.
The annual financial statements set out on pages 51 to 98 were approved by the Board on 6 March 2019.

4.

Basis of measurement
The financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis, except for investment properties and derivatives that are
measured at fair value, as explained in the accounting policies that follow. The presentation currency in the financial statements is
South African Rand (“Rand”) and all amounts have been rounded to the nearest thousand (R’000).
In the current year, the company has adopted all new and revised IFRS that are relevant to its operations and effective for reporting
periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018. At the date of the authorisation of these financial statements for the year ended
31 December 2018, the following IFRS and amendments were adopted:

IFRS 9 Financial Instruments
IFRS 9 replaces IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement, the standard contains requirements for financial
instruments in the following areas:
>> Classification and measurement: Financial assets are classified by reference to the business model within which they are held and their
contractual cash flow characteristics. IFRS 9 introduces a fair value through other comprehensive income category for certain debt
instruments. Financial liabilities are classified in a similar manner as under IAS 39. However, there are differences in the requirements
applying to the measurement of an entity’s own credit risk;
>> Impairment: IFRS 9 introduces an expected credit loss model for the measurement of the impairment of financial assets, so it is no
longer necessary for a credit event to have occurred before a credit loss is recognised;
>> Hedge accounting: IFRS 9 introduces a new hedge accounting model that is designed to be more closely aligned with how entities
undertake risk management activities when hedging financial and non-financial risk exposures; and
>> Derecognition: The requirements for the derecognition of financial assets and liabilities are carried forward from IAS 39.

IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers
IFRS 15 provides a single, principles based five-step model to be applied to all contracts with customers. The five steps in the model
are as follows:
>> Identify the contract with the customer;
>> Identify the performance obligations in the contract;
>> Determine the transaction price;
>> Allocate the transaction price to the performance obligations in the contracts; and
>> Recognise revenue when (or as) the entity satisfies a performance obligation.
Guidance is provided on topics such as the point in which revenue is recognised, accounting for variable considerations, costs of
fulfilling and obtaining a contract and various related matters. New disclosures about revenue are also introduced.
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For the year ended 31 December 2018

4.

Basis of measurement continued
Transfers of Investment Property (Amendments to IAS 40)

The amendments to IAS 40 Investment Property:
>> Amends paragraph 57 to state that an entity shall transfer a property to, or from, investment property when, and only when, there
is evidence of a change in use. A change of use occurs if a property meets, or ceases to meet, the definition of investment property.
A change in management’s intentions for the use of a property by itself does not constitute evidence of a change in use; and
>> The list of examples of evidence of a change in use in paragraph 57(a) to (d) is now presented as a non-exhaustive list of examples
instead of the previous exhaustive list.

Definition of a Business (Amendments to IFRS 3)
In October 2018, the IASB issued narrow-scope amendments to IFRS 3 Business combinations to clarify the definition of a business,
which are effective for years beginning on or after 1 January 2020. These amendments may be early adopted. Transcend has elected
to early adopt these amendments as at 31 October 2018.
The amendments clarify that to be considered a business, an acquired set of activities and assets must include, at a minimum,
an input and a substantive process that together significantly contribute to the ability to create outputs.
The amendments also include an optional concentration test that permits a simplified assessment of whether an acquired set of
activities and assets is not a business. The concentration test is met if substantially all the fair value of the gross assets acquired
is concentrated in a single identifiable asset or group of similar identifiable assets. If the concentration test is met, the acquired
set of activities or assets is not a business. Transcend has not entered into any business combinations during the year.
Application of the above standards did not require any prior year adjustments.

5.

Summary of significant accounting policies
The principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of these financial statements are set out below. These policies have been
consistently applied to all the periods presented, unless otherwise stated.

5.1

INVESTMENT PROPERTIES
Investment properties consists of land and buildings held to earn rental income for the long-term and subsequent capital appreciation.
Investment properties are initially recognised at cost on acquisition, including all costs directly attributable to the acquisition, and
subsequent additions that will result in future economic benefits and whose cost can be measured reliably, are capitalised.
Subsequent to initial recognition, investment properties are measured at their fair value. Fair value adjustments are recognised in the
Statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive Income.
Investment properties are maintained, upgraded and refurbished, where necessary, in order to preserve or improve the capital values
as far as it is possible to do so. Major refurbishments, including painting costs, are capitalised to investment properties when they
meet the requirements of a significant outlay. To implement this in practice, management has set certain thresholds and specific
criteria that are required to be met in order for costs to qualify for capitalisation.
Maintenance and repairs which neither materially add to the value of the properties nor prolong their useful lives, are expensed
through profit or loss.
In line with the company’s valuation policy, independent valuations are performed annually for at least one third of the portfolio.
However, due to the size of the current portfolio, management’s practice for the past three financial years has been to appoint
independent valuers to value the entire portfolio. In the current year, the entire portfolio was revalued with the exception of Protea
Glen. Management considers this to be reasonable as it does not deviate from the current valuation policy.
Gains or losses on subsequent measurement or disposals of investment properties are recognised through profit or loss. Such gains or
losses are excluded from the calculation of qualifying distribution (company’s profits that are available to pay dividends to shareholders
in a particular period).
A gain or loss arising on disposal of investment properties is recognised in profit or loss, measured as the difference between the
disposal proceeds and the assets carrying amount.
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5.

Summary of significant accounting policies continued

5.2

LEASES
The company is party to numerous leasing contracts as the lessor of the properties. All leases are operating leases, which are those
leases where the company retains a significant portion of the risks and rewards of ownership.
The company’s rental revenue is short-term in nature and consists of contracted rental revenue. Leases signed before July 2018 are for a
period of twelve months, and once these lease agreements expire, they revert to month-to-month rental agreements that continue until
such time as the rental agreements are terminated on one month’s notice either by the tenant or by the company. All leases signed after
July 2018 are for month-to-month rental agreements which constitutes the length of the company’s legally binding lease agreements.
In some instances, the company provides certain incentives for the lessee to enter into lease agreements. Initial periods of the lease
term may be agreed to be rent-free or at a reduced rent. All incentives are recognised as an integral part of the net consideration
agreed for the use of the leased asset, irrespective of the incentive’s nature or form or the timing of payments. The company
recognises the aggregate cost of incentives as a reduction of rental income.
IFRS 16 Leases, the new standard on leases has not been early adopted by the company for the preparation of the financial statements.

5.3

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
A financial instrument is any contract that gives rise to a financial asset of one entity and a financial liability or equity instrument
of another entity. In terms of IFRS 9 the company has the following financial instruments:

Financial assets
Transcend has recognised trade and other receivables and cash and cash equivalents as at 31 December 2018 as financial assets.

Financial liabilities
Transcend has recognised the loan from a shareholder, interest-bearing borrowings, loans from related parties, trade and other payables and
derivative liabilities as financial liabilities as at 31 December 2018. The company has recognised derivative liabilities as at 31 December 2018
as these relate to interest rate swaps the company has entered into with Standard Bank.

Classification and recognition
Classification of a financial instrument, or its component parts, takes place on initial recognition. Each instrument is classified as a
financial asset, a financial liability or an equity instrument in accordance with the substance of the contractual arrangement and the
definitions of a financial asset, a financial liability and an equity instrument.

Financial asset classification
The company classifies financial assets into the following categories:
>> Financial assets subsequently measured at amortised cost; and
>> Financial assets subsequently measured at fair value through profit or loss.
The classification depends on the entity’s business model for managing the financial assets and the contractual terms of the cash
flows. The company intends to hold the financial assets being trade and other receivables to collect contractual cash flows (interest
and or payment of principal).
The company reclassifies debt instruments when, and only when, its business model for managing those assets changes. In the current
year there was no change in the business model for managing the recognised financial assets.
Transcend has classified trade and other receivables and cash and cash equivalents as financial assets measured at amortised cost.
As at 31 December 2018 Transcend does not have any financial assets which are measured at fair value through profit or loss.

Financial liability classification
The company classifies financial liabilities into the following categories:
>> Financial liabilities subsequently measured at amortised cost; and
>> Financial liabilities subsequently measured at fair value through profit or loss.
Transcend has classified its shareholder loan, interest-bearing borrowings, loans from related parties and trade and other payables as
financial liabilities subsequently measure at amortised cost. Derivative liabilities are classified as financial liabilities measured at fair
value through profit or loss.
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5.

Summary of significant accounting policies continued
Financial instruments are recognised initially when the company becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instruments.

Initial recognition
Financial assets
When a financial asset is recognised initially, it is measured at its fair value plus, in the case of a financial asset not at fair value through
profit or loss, transaction costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition or issue of the financial asset.

Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities are recognised initially at fair value and, in the case of loans and borrowings and payables, net of directly
attributable transaction costs.

Subsequent measurement
Financial assets
>> Amortised cost: assets held only for collection of principal and interest payments
»» Interest income is included in finance income using the effective interest method.
»» Any gain or loss on derecognition is recognised in profit or loss and presented in other gains/(losses) together with foreign
exchange gains and losses.
»» Impairment losses are presented as a separate line item in the statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income.
»» The company’s financial assets at amortised cost includes trade and other receivables, and cash and cash equivalents included
under current financial assets.

Financial liabilities
Subsequent measurement of financial liabilities depends on their classification:
>> Amortised cost:
»» After initial recognition, financial liabilities are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method.
»» Gains and losses are recognised in profit or loss when the liabilities are derecognised as well as through the effective interest rate
amortisation process.
»» Amortised cost is calculated by taking into account any discount or premium on acquisition and fees or costs that are an integral
part of the effective interest rate.
»» The effective interest rate amortisation is included as finance costs in the statement of profit or loss.
>> Fair value through profit or loss:
»» Financial liabilities are classified as held for trading if they are incurred for the purpose of re-purchasing in the near term.
»» This category also includes derivative financial instruments entered into by the company that are not designated as hedging
instruments in hedge relationships as defined by IFRS 9.
»» Gains or losses on liabilities held for trading are recognised in profit or loss.
»» Financial liabilities designated upon initial recognition at fair value through profit or loss are designated at the initial date of
recognition, and only if the criteria in IFRS 9 are satisfied. The company has not designated any financial liabilities as at fair value
through profit or loss.

Offsetting financial instruments
Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount reported in the statement of financial position when there is a legally
enforceable right to offset the recognised amounts and there is an intention to settle on a net basis or realise the asset and settle the
liability simultaneously. The legally enforceable right must not be contingent on future events and must be enforceable in the normal
course of business and in the event of default, insolvency or bankruptcy of the company of the counterparty.

Derecognition
Financial assets are derecognised when the contractual rights to the cash flows from the financial asset expire or when it is transferred
and the transfer qualifies for derecognition.
A financial liability is derecognised when the obligation under the liability is discharged or cancelled or expires. When an existing financial
liability is replaced by another from the same lender on substantially different terms, or the terms of an existing liability are substantially
modified, such an exchange or modification is treated as the derecognition of the original liability and the recognition of a new liability.
The difference in the respective carrying amounts is recognised in the statement of profit or loss.
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5.

Summary of significant accounting policies continued
Cash and cash equivalents
Comprises cash on hand and amounts which have been deposited with Standard Bank and Nedbank. Cash equivalents are short-term,
highly liquid investments that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant risk of changes
in value, and are held for the purpose of meeting short-term cash commitments rather than investments or other purposes.

Impairment of financial assets
A forward-looking allowance for expected credit losses is recognised for all debt instruments not held at fair value through profit
or loss. Expected credit losses are based on the difference between contractual cash flows due in accordance with the contract
and all the cash flows that the company expects to receive, discounted at an approximation of the original effective interest rate.
The expected cash flows include cash flows from the sale of collateral held or other credit enhancements that are integral to the
contractual terms.
The impairment methodology applied depends on whether there has been a significant increase in credit risk:
>> For credit exposures with no significant increase in credit risk since initial recognition, expected credit losses are provided for credit
losses that result from default events that are possible within the next 12 months (a 12-month expected credit loss).
>> For credit exposures with significant increase in credit risk since initial recognition, a loss allowance is required for credit losses
expected over the remaining life of the exposure, irrespective of the timing of the default (a lifetime expected credit loss).
For trade receivables and contract assets, a simplified approach is applied in calculating expected credit losses. Instead of tracking
changes in credit risk, a loss allowance is recognised based on lifetime expected credit losses at each reporting date. A provision matrix
was established that is based on the company’s historical credit loss experience, adjusted for forward-looking factors specific to the
debtors and the economic environment. Receivables are considered to be “past due” when they are uncollected one day or more beyond
their contractual due date. Rent is contractually payable in advance on all leases signed with tenants. Default is, therefore, one day after
rent is due and payable for the succeeding month.

Accounting policies applied until 31 December 2017
The company has applied IFRS 9 retrospectively, but is not required to restate comparative information. As a result, the comparative
information provided continues to be accounted for in accordance with the company’s previous accounting policy.

Classification
Until 31 December 2017, the company classified its financial assets and financial liabilities in the following categories:
Financial assets:
>> Trade and other receivables and cash and cash equivalents were classified as loans and receivables
Financial liabilities:
>> Interest-bearing borrowings and trade and other payables were classified as other financial liabilities; and
>> Derivative liabilities, comprising interest rate swaps, were held for trading financial instruments measured at fair value through
profit or loss.
The classification depended on the purpose for which financial assets were acquired. Management determined the classification
of its financial assets at initial recognition and, in the case of financial assets classified as held-to-maturity, re-evaluated this
designation at the end of each reporting period.
The classification of financial liabilities depended on the nature and purpose of the financial liability as determined at the time
of initial recognition.

Initial recognition
The measurement at initial recognition did not change on adoption of IFRS 9 as described above.

Subsequent measurement
Loans and receivables and held-to-maturity investments were subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method.
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss were subsequently measured at fair value. Gains or losses arising from changes in
the fair value were recognised as follows:
>> for financial assets at fair value through profit or loss — in profit or loss within other gains/(losses);
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss were subsequently measured at fair value with changes in fair value recognised
in profit or loss.
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5.

Summary of significant accounting policies continued
Other financial liabilities were subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method.
Details on how the fair value of financial instruments is determined are disclosed in the note on fair value measurements. Refer to note 30
Fair value hierarchy.

Impairment
The company assessed at the end of each reporting period whether there was any objective evidence that a financial asset or group of
financial assets was impaired. If any such evidence existed, the extent of the impairment was determined.
Impairment losses on financial assets carried at amortised cost were recognised in profit or loss.
Impairment losses were reversed when an increase in the financial asset’s recoverable amount could be related objectively to an event
occurring after the impairment was recognised, subject to the restriction that the carrying amount of the financial asset at the date that
the impairment was reversed could not exceed what the carrying amount would have been had the impairment not been recognised.

5.4

NON-CURRENT ASSETS (OR DISPOSAL GROUPS) HELD-FOR-SALE AND DISCONTINUED OPERATION
Non-current assets, or disposal groups comprising assets and liabilities, that are expected to be recovered primarily through sale rather
than through continuing use, are classified as held-for-sale. Immediately before classification as held-for-sale, the measurement of assets
(and all assets and liabilities in a disposal group) is brought up to date in accordance with the applicable IFRS. Then, on initial classification
as held-for-sale, non-current assets and disposal groups are recognised at the lower of the carrying amount and fair value less costs to sell.
Investment properties classified as held-for-sale are measured in accordance with IAS 40 Investment Property at fair value with gains or
losses on subsequent measurement being recognised in profit or loss.
A discontinued operation is a component of the company’s business, the operations and cash flows of which can be clearly distinguished
from the rest of the company and which:
>> represents a separate major line of business or geographic area of operations; or
>> is part of a single co-ordinated plan to dispose of a separate major line of business or geographic area of operations.
Classification as a discontinued operation occurs at the earlier of disposal or when the operation meets the criteria to be classified as
held-for-sale.
When an operation is classified as a discontinued operation, the comparative statement of profit or loss and OCI is re-presented as if the
operation had been discontinued from the start of the comparative year.

5.5

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
Items of property and equipment are measured at cost less accumulated depreciation and any accumulated impairment losses. Cost includes
expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition of the items.
The assets’ residual values, useful lives and methods of depreciation are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each financial year-end.
Depreciation is provided on the straight-line basis which, it is estimated, will reduce the carrying amount of the property and equipment
to their residual values at the end of their useful lives. Items of property and equipment are depreciated from the date that they are
installed and available for use.
There is a single category of property and equipment which is depreciated at the following rates:
>> Fittings: 20% to 33,3% per annum.
The company has assessed that all items of property and equipment have a residual value of Rnil.

5.6

STATED CAPITAL
Ordinary shares are classified as stated capital. Incremental costs directly attributable to the issue of ordinary shares are recognised as
a deduction from equity, net of any tax effects.

5.7

DIVIDENDS
Dividends and other distributions to the holders of equity instruments, in their capacity as owners, are recognised directly in equity on
the date of declaration.
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Summary of significant accounting policies continued

5.8

TAXATION AND DEFERRED TAXATION
Income tax expense comprises current and deferred taxation. Income tax expense is recognised in profit or loss except to the extent
that it relates to items recognised directly in equity or in other comprehensive income.
Current tax is the expected tax payable on taxable income, after deducting the qualifying distribution for the year of assessment,
using tax rates that have been enacted or substantially enacted by the reporting date and includes adjustments for tax payable in
respect of previous years. In accordance with the REIT status, dividends declared are treated as qualifying distribution in terms of
section 25BB of the Income Tax Act, No 58 of 1962 (as amended).
Deferred income tax is provided for all temporary differences arising between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying
values for financial reporting purposes. In principle, deferred tax liabilities are recognised for all taxable temporary differences and
deferred tax assets are recognised to the extent that it is probably that taxable profit will be available against which deductible
temporary differences can be utilised. Such assets and liabilities are not recognised if the temporary difference arises:
>> From the initial recognition of goodwill in a business acquisition;
>> From the initial recognition of other assets and liabilities in a transaction which is not a business combination and affects neither
accounting profit nor taxable income; or
>> Differences related to investments in subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates, to the extent that it is probable that they will not
reverse in the foreseeable future and the company is able to control the reversal.
Deferred tax is not recognised on the fair value of investment properties. Investment properties will be realised through use and, in
accordance with the income tax requirements relating to the REIT status, capital gains tax on the sale of investment properties is
disregarded. Deferred tax is not recognised on temporary differences that will form part of future qualifying distributions.
Deferred tax is calculated at the tax rates that are expected to apply to the period when the asset is realised or the liability settled.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset if there is a legally enforceable right to offset current tax assets and liabilities and they
relate to income tax levied by the same authority on the same taxable entity, or on different tax entities, but they intend to settle the
current tax assets and liabilities on a net basis or their tax assets and liabilities will be realised simultaneously.
A deferred tax asset is recognised for deductible temporary differences and unused tax losses to the extent that it is probable that
future taxable profits will be available against which the asset can be utilised. Deferred tax assets are reviewed at each reporting
date and are reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable that the related tax benefit will be realised.
Dividends received by or accrued to South African tax residents from a REIT are exempt from dividend withholding tax, but will be
included in the gross income of such shareholders and will not be exempt from the income tax in terms of the exclusion to the general
dividend exemption contained in section 10(1)(k)(i)(aa) of the Income Tax Act. Any dividend received from a REIT (by a non-resident)
will be subject to dividend withholding tax at 20%, unless the rate is reduced in terms of any applicable agreement for the avoidance
of double taxation between South Africa and the country of residence of the non-resident shareholder.

5.9

REVENUE RECOGNITION
Revenue is income arising in the course of an entity’s ordinary activities.
Property portfolio revenue, where the entity acts as the principal, comprises gross rental income and operating cost recoveries from
the letting of investment properties. Rental income is recognised in profit or loss on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease.
Recoveries of costs from lessees, where the entity merely acts as an agent and makes payment of these costs on behalf of lessees,
are offset against the relevant costs.
IFRS 15 provides a single, principles based five-step model to be applied to all contracts with customers. Transcend has applied the
five-step model as follows:
>> The lease agreements make provision for the recovery of certain utilities from tenants either directly by the lessor or through
a service provider.
>> The performance obligations in the contract varies across the various investment properties. Other fees for the tenant’s account
as specified i.e. the recovery of electricity, water, sewerage and repairs and maintenance costs have been identified as the key
performance obligations under these contracts.
>> The recoveries are billed separately on a month-to-month basis based on consumption for that month.
>> The transaction price in relation to the recoveries is directly attributable to the utility recovered.
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Summary of significant accounting policies continued
>> Revenue is recognised when the performance obligations are satisfied by transferring the promised goods or services to a tenant on
the following basis:
Recoveries are billed for the month in which the utility is consumed. This is also done monthly, and the obligation of providing the
utility under the lease agreement matches with the amount recovered from the tenant. Recoveries are recognised based on the
costs incurred on the properties for the provision of electricity, water, sewerage and maintenance. These services are commonly
performed by another party and for each building, management has assessed whether Transcend is acting as principal or agent for
the respective service. Transcend owns the properties and it carries the risk of municipal charges (or overcharges) that cannot be
recovered from tenants. Transcend therefore acts as the principal in the lease agreement.

Measurement
When a performance obligation is satisfied, revenue is recognised as the amount of the transaction price that is allocated to the performance
obligation, but excluding estimates of variable consideration that are constrained and any amounts collected on behalf of third parties.
The transaction price may include fixed amounts, variable amounts, or both.
The company allocates the transaction price to identified performance obligation (or distinct good or service) in an amount that depicts
the amount of consideration to which the company expects to be entitled in exchange for transferring the promised goods or services to
the customer.
When either party to a contract has performed, the company presents the contract in the statement of financial position as a contract
asset or a contract liability, depending on the relationship between the company’s performance and the customer’s payment. The company
presents any unconditional rights to consideration separately as a receivable.
Service charges and other such receipts are included in net revenue income gross of the related costs. The directors evaluated the
substance of the lease agreement, and found the company acts as a principal for the collection of service charges and other expenses
recoverable from tenants. Income arising from the recovery of operating costs, is recognised in the period in which the compensation
becomes receivable.

5.10 OPERATING PROFIT
Operating profit included in profit or loss represents the revenue earned from investment property, adjusted for property operating
expenses and other operating expenses and income.

5.11 FINANCE INCOME
Interest income is recognised on an accrual basis using the effective interest method.

5.12 FINANCE COSTS
Interest expense is recognised in profit or loss in the period in which it is incurred.

5.13 SEGMENT REPORTING
The company reports in operating segments for each province in which the properties are located, namely:
>> Mpumalanga;
>> Western Cape; and
>> Gauteng.
An operating segment is a component of the company that engages in business activities from which it may earn revenues and incur
expenses, including revenues and expenses that relate to transactions with any of the company’s other components. An operating
segment’s operating results are reviewed regularly by executive management to make decisions about resources to be allocated to
the segment and assess its performance, and for which distinct financial information is available.
Segment results that are reported to executive management include items directly attributable to a segment or a region, as well as
those that can be allocated on a reasonable basis. Unallocated items are reported as a reconciliation and mainly comprise trade and
other receivables, cash and cash equivalents, other non-current liabilities (borrowings), trade and other payables, and the related
income and expenses to these items.
Segment capital expenditure is the total cost incurred during the period on investment property, including centralised entity level costs.
The disclosure of the operating segments has changed from the prior year due to the growth in the size of the portfolio, which has
resulted in a change of how executive management assesses the business. Refer to note 28 Operating segments to the financial
statements for disclosure regarding operating segments and the Mpumalanga segment which has been discontinued.
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6.

Key judgements and sources of estimation uncertainty
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires management to make judgements, estimates and assumptions
that affect the application of accounting policies and the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, income and expenses. Actual results
may differ from these estimates. Estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting
estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimates are revised and in any future periods affected. Information on key
estimates and assumptions which have the most significant effect on the financial statements are set out below.

Fair value of investment properties
The portfolio is valued at each reporting date. For the purposes of the 31 December 2018 valuations, all but one of the properties —
namely Protea Glen — were independently valued by obtaining external valuations from accredited valuators. Management is of the
opinion that the risk relating to estimation has been mitigated. Refer to note 8 Investment properties for further information.

Contingent settlement provision
The company entered into sales agreement with International Housing Solutions Res 1 (RF) Proprietary Limited (“IHS Res 1”) to acquire 7
properties. In terms of the sales agreements, an escalation is calculated at 6% per annum on the purchase consideration payable to IHS
Res 1. This results in a contingent settlement provision payable to IHS Res 1 up to the date all the properties are transferred and registered
in the name of Transcend. Refer to note 8 Investment properties and note 15 Loans from related parties for further information.

7.

Accounting standards and interpretations not yet effective
There are new or revised accounting standards and interpretations in issue that are not yet effective. These include the following
standards and interpretations that are material to the business of the company and may have an impact on future financial
statements, or those for which the impact has not yet been assessed.

IFRS 16 Leases
The new standard states that lessees should be required to recognise assets and liabilities arising from all leases (with limited exceptions)
on the statement of financial position. Lessor accounting has not substantially changed in the new standard. IFRS 16 supersedes
existing lease guidance, including IAS 17 Leases, IFRIC 4 Determining Whether an Arrangement Contains a Lease, and SIC 15 Operating
Leases — Incentives.
The model reflects that, at the start of the lease, the lessee obtains the right to use an asset for a period of time and has an obligation
to pay for that right. In response to concerns expressed about the cost and complexity to apply the requirements to large volumes of
small assets, the IASB decided not to require a lessee to recognise assets and liabilities for short-term leases (less than 12 months),
and leases for which the underlying asset is of low value (such as laptops and office furniture).
A lessee measures lease liabilities at the present value of future lease payments. A lessee measures lease assets initially at the same
amount as lease liabilities, and also includes costs directly related to entering into the lease. Lease assets are amortised in a similar way to
other assets such as property, plant and equipment. This approach will result in a more fair presentation of a lessee’s assets and liabilities
and, together with enhanced disclosure, will provide greater transparency of a lessee’s financial leverage and capital employed.
IFRS 16 is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019, with early adoption permitted.
The company is still in the process of assessing the impact of this standard but does not expect a material impact to the measurement
principles currently applied as it is the lessor of Investment Property and the lessor accounting with reference to the new standard
has not changed significantly. Expenditure for Transcend is largely governed under asset management and property management
agreements with IHS AM and IHS PM. These agreements do not include any identified operating lease contracts entered into directly
with the company and, therefore, Transcend is not required to recognise any assets and liabilities arising from these service contracts.
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Figures in R’000

8.

2018

2017

1 218 640

1 189 400

160 543

29 240

Investment properties
Opening fair value of investment property
Fair value adjustment on investment properties *
Acquisitions at cost

1 304 092

—

Bond and transfer costs capitalised

8 920

—

Capitalised expenditure

1 116

—

Contingent settlement provision **
Investment property reclassified as held-for-sale
Closing balance

22 189

—

(127 500)

—

2 588 000

1 218 640

*		Refer to the statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income for re-presentation of the prior year fair value related to the discontinued
operation. The total fair value adjustment presented in the note includes fair value adjustments made in respect of Acacia Place.
**	Escalation on IHS Res 1 properties purchase consideration: In terms of the sales agreement with IHS Res 1 an escalation of 6% per annum is levied
on the purchase consideration payable to IHS Res 1 (a related party) which has been recognised from the effective date of 1 December 2018
until management’s estimate of the date when the properties will transfer in the name of Transcend.

Full details of investment properties owned by the company are contained and disclosed in the property listing on pages 96 to 97.
VALUATION PROCESS
The valuations were reviewed by the executive directors and asset managers, and presented to the Investment Committee and Audit
and Risk Committee for recommendation and approval by the Board on 6 March 2019. For all investment properties, their current use
equates to their highest and best use.
The properties were valued as at 31 December 2018 by capitalising the net contractual income derived from the properties for a period
of one year in advance by an applicable capitalisation rate as determined by the independent valuer.
All the properties except for a single investment property, Protea Glen, were valued at year-end by Real Insight (Pty) Ltd (“Real Insight”),
a registered valuer in terms of Section 19 of the Property Valuers Professional Act (Act No. 47 of 2000). Protea Glen was valued by Real
Insight at 1 August 2018 with a value of R61.29 million. Management determined this value to be a fair estimate of fair value at year-end.
This property was acquired at a cost of R60 million before any transfer or acquisition costs.
Investment properties to the value of R1.27 billion (2017: R1.22 billion) have been used to provide security for interest-bearing borrowings.
Refer to note 16 Interest-bearing borrowings. This security includes Acacia Place which was reclassified as a non-current asset held-for-sale.
As Acacia Place is in the process of being sold, there will be an adjustment in the security provided to Standard Bank. A release
consideration equivalent to the overall portfolio gearing will be required by Standard Bank, resulting in a reduction of the facility.
FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENT OF INVESTMENT PROPERTIES
Investment properties are valued using a level 3 model. Please refer to note 30 Fair value hierarchy.
The calculation of the market value of all properties in Transcend has been based on the income capitalisation method. This is the
fundamental basis on which income producing properties are traded in the South African market. This is also due to there being
strong supporting evidence of open market rental rates and capitalisation rates which are evidenced by sales in the market.
The following key assumptions were used to determine the fair value of the properties:
Expected net operating income
The monthly average rental income ranges from R4 060 to R10 273 (2017: R4 259 to R6 530) per unit. Generally, the rentals are market
related when compared to similar buildings in comparable areas.
Capitalisation rate
The capitalisation rate ranges from 8% to 10% (2017: 8.25% to 9.5%). The capitalisation rate applied was derived using an appropriate
risk free rate and adding on property related risk and illiquidity risk related to property, as well as further amounts related to each
property’s construction, size, age, rental, use and other property specific risks. Testing this for reasonableness was achieved by
comparing the resultant value per opportunity and effective yield rate against current project sales information, and comparative
sales of similar properties in similar locations.
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Investment properties continued
Growth rate
The range for rental escalation is 3% to 5% (2017: 2.5% to 4%). The rental growth rates are based on current experience with actual
growth achieved, but should trend towards inflation over the long term and expectations of future rental increases based on budgets.
The lower growth rates are reflective of tough current economic conditions.
Vacancy and bad debt factor
In order to apply a conservative approach, 3% to 15% (2017: 2.5% to 13.25%) of the gross income was deducted as a provision for rental
that may not be collected as a consequence of vacancy, tenant failure or tenant refitting during the course of the coming year. The
current vacancies are market related.

9.

Property and equipment
Cost

Accumulated
depreciation

2018
Carrying
value

3 615

(546)

3 615

(546)

Figures in R’000

Cost

Accumulated
depreciation

2017
Carrying
value

3 069

856

(102)

754

3 069

856

(102)

754

Owned assets
Fittings

The carrying amounts of property, plant and equipment can be reconciled as follows:

Figures in R’000

Carrying value
at beginning
of year

Additions

Disposals

Depreciation

Carrying value
at end of year

754

2 759

—

(444)

3 069

754

2 759

—

(444)

3 069

—

856

—

(102)

754

—

856

—

(102)

754

2018
Owned assets
Fittings

2017
Owned assets
Fittings

10. Trade and other receivables
Figures in R’000

2018

2017

Trade receivables

4 483

2 397

Less: Allowance for doubtful debts

(2 128)

(360)

2 355

2 037

—

220

1 533

1 533

—

110

2 637

541

6 525

4 441

Prepaid expenses
Municipal deposits
Amounts receivable from related parties
Other receivables *

*	Other receivables includes occupational rent of R1.24 million payable to Transcend for a two-month period in respect of the Acacia Place
property. This property is currently being sold and has been classified as NCAHFS.

Refer to note 29.1 Financial risk management: credit risk.
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Figures in R’000

2018

2017

Tenant deposits *

25 487

13 829

Cash on hand **

116 134

32 219

141 621

46 048

11. Cash and cash equivalents

*		Cash and cash equivalents of R25.5 million (2017: R13.8 million) relating to tenant deposits are held in a separate bank account with restrictions
on use for regular business operating activities. These balances will be used to repay the liability owing to tenants at the expiry of their lease,
subject to certain conditions.
**	Included in cash on hand is a balance of R10.9 million (2017: R1.92 million), held directly by IHS PM, for operational costs on buildings owned by
Transcend which are managed by IHS PM, the cash is held in trust on behalf of the company. An amount of R13.7 million was paid to Tonkin
Clacey to be held in trust on behalf of Transcend for the acquisition of Protea Glen.

12. Non-current assets held-for-sale and
discontinued operation
Investment property classified as held-for-sale
Opening fair value of property assets

—

—

Reclassified from investment property net fair value movement

127 500

—

Closing balance

127 500

—

The investment property classified as property held-for-sale relates to a property that the Board approved to be recovered through
sale rather than through use. During the current year, management took a decision to dispose of a non-performing property, Acacia
Place, located in Duvha, eMalahleni (Witbank), Mpumalanga. On 13 September 2018, the Board approved the decision to dispose of
Acacia Place.
The sale of the property is the disposal of all 325 units comprising Acacia Place to Instratin Properties Proprietary Limited (“Instratin”)
together with the rental enterprise carried on by Transcend in respect of the property. The Mpumalanga segment consisting of the
Acacia Place property, represents the discontinued operation. The fair value less cost to sell is R127.5 million. Transcend entered into a
sale agreement with Instratin on 14 September 2018, as well as an agreement of occupancy for which occupational rent is payable
to Transcend from 1 November 2018. The anticipated transfer date is 30 April 2019.
Liabilities directly associated with asset held-for-sale
Accrued liabilities

161

—

Income received in advance

255

—

Tenant deposits

981

—

1 397

—

Results of discontinued operation
This segment was not previously classified as held-for-sale or as a discontinued operation. The comparative statement of profit and loss
and other comprehensive income has been re-presented to show the discontinued operation separately from continuing operations.
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Figures in R’000

2018

2017

Rental income from investment properties

12 212

15 641

Recoveries of operating costs from tenants

2 390

2 878

Revenue

14 602

18 519

Property operating expenses

(4 893)

(7 205)

(911)

(88)

8 798

11 226

(80)

(45)

12. Non-current assets held-for-sale and
discontinued operation continued

Impairment loss
Net operating income
Other operating expenses
Operating profit

8 718

11 181

Gain on fair value adjustment of investment property

(84)

(6 300)

Net finance charges

32

(18)

		 Finance income

32

1

		 Finance costs

—

(19)

8 666

4 863

—

—

Profit and total comprehensive income for the period

8 666

4 863

Basic and diluted earnings per share (cents)

12.22

7.33

3 500 000

3 500 000

130 895

66 306

130 895

66 306

Beginning of the year

66 306

66 306

Issued during the year

64 589

—

130 895

66 306

Profit before taxation
Taxation

13. Equity
ISSUED CAPITAL (NUMBER)
Authorised shares
Ordinary shares of no par value
Stated capital — ordinary shares of no par value

SHARE RECONCILIATION (NUMBER)

Balance at the end of the year
RECONCILIATION OF ISSUED STATED CAPITAL
In issue at beginning of year

632 276

632 276

Private placement *

409 459

—

Antecedent dividend **

(20 801)

—

Balance at end of year

1 020 934

632 276

*		A total of 64.59 million shares were issued during the year: On 4 October 2018, 7.3 million shares were issued under the company’s general authority.
A further 57.29 million shares were issued on 14 December 2018 at an ex-dividend price of R6.29 per share (cum-dividend price of R6.46 per share).
The private placement of shares is presented net of acquisition and transaction fees of R8.94 million that were capitalised against equity.
**	An antecedent dividend was reclassified from stated capital to retained earnings for the shares issued during 2018.
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2018

2017

143 461

—

(2 475)

—

140 986

—

795

—

14. Loan from shareholder
Long-term portion of loan payable to Emira
Carrying value of administrative fee on raising of loan facilities capitalised

Short-term portion of loan payable to Emira

The loan from Emira relates to principal borrowings of R143.46 million drawn on 13 December 2018 and interest accrued of R795 327 as
at 31 December 2018. This loan was utilised for the acquisition of 2 159 units acquired from IHS Res 1 and Sunnyshore Trade and Invest
105 Proprietary Limited (“Sunnyshore”).
The loan bears interest at a rate of 3 months JIBAR plus 3.5%, with interest payable quarterly. The first interest payment is due in
March 2019 and the total interest accrued at 31 December 2018 is classified as current.
The principal borrowing is repayable 18 months from the date of drawdown and is an unsecured shareholder loan. Emira has
subordinated its right to claim or accept repayment of the principal amount in favour of all secured interest-bearing borrowings
detailed in note 16 Interest-bearing borrowings. The maturity date of the loan is May 2020.

15. Loans from related parties
IHS Res 1: R746.43 million payable for the acquisition of 1 983 units located across 7 properties
in Gauteng and the Western Cape. The amount payable consists of R740 million of principal
borrowings owing on the purchase consideration and R6.43 million of interest accrued and
payable for December 2018.

746 429

—

IHS Res 1: As per the sales agreements, there’s a price escalation on the purchase consideration
of R1.21 billion levied at a rate of 6% per annum on the consideration payable from the effective
date 1 December 2018 until date of transfer of the properties to the company. Partial payments
of R469.9 million were made to IHS Res 1 during the year. Management’s best estimate is that
transfer of the units will occur progressively during the first half of 2019, being completed by
May 2019. A contingent settlement provision has as a result been recognised.

22 190

—

Sunnyshore: R46.94 million payable for the acquisition of 176 sectional title units in the scheme
known as Protea Glen situated on Erven 8487 and 8488 Protea Glen Extension 11 Township,
Soweto as divisible sales for an aggregate purchase consideration of R60 million.

60 216

—

828 835
The loans from related parties are in respect of outstanding balances owing to IHS Res 1 and Sunnyshore for the acquisition of
2 159 units. Sales agreements have been signed with both IHS Res 1 and Sunnyshore for aggregate purchase considerations of
R1.21 billion and R60 million respectively. Agreements were unconditional on 30 November 2018 as all conditions precedent to these
agreements were met with the transactions having an effective date of 1 December 2018. As referred to above, the units are due to
transfer to Transcend during the first half of 2019. The repayment of the balance of the outstanding purchase considerations will be
funded partially through R786.72 million of external debt secured with Standard Bank and Nedbank. The balance of the loans payable
will be settled with excess cash.
IHS Res 1
From 1 December 2018, interest is payable to IHS Res 1 at an effective rate of 9.4%, with interest payable monthly in arrears on the
balance of the loan outstanding. First payment of interest was due in January 2019 and the total interest accrued at 31 December 2018 is
classified as current. The loan is unsecured as at 31 December 2018 and will be secured upon the issue of R740 million of guarantees
by Standard Bank and Nedbank prior to the properties transferring to Transcend. Investment properties recognised in respect of
these units hold a fair value of R1.39 billion at 31 December 2018.
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Figures in R’000

2018

2017

15. Loans from related parties continued
Sunnyshore
From 1 December 2018, interest is payable to Sunnyshore at an effective rate of 5.6%, with interest payable monthly in arrears on the
outstanding balance. The first payment of interest is due in January 2019 and the total interest of R216 382 accrued at 31 December 2018
is classified as current. As at 31 December 2018, the loan is secured by the way of a guarantee issued by Standard Bank. Investment
properties recognised in respect of these units hold a fair value of R61.4 million at 31 December 2018.
On transfer of the 2 159 units to Transcend, the existing bonds over the properties will be cancelled and new bonds will be registered
to the value of R786.72 million. New 3-year, 5-year and overdraft facilities in respect of these units have been secured through Standard
Bank and Nedbank, and these facilities will be secured by the target investment properties acquired with a value of R1.45 billion.

16. Interest-bearing borrowings
THE STANDARD BANK OF SOUTH AFRICA LIMITED
Facility A, Tranche 1: Interest only loan with a variable rate at 3-month JIBAR plus 1.85% with
a maturity date of 31 January 2020.

278 131

278 143

278 363

278 375

26 857

—

Properties with a fair value of R1.23 billion are provided as security over the bond.
Facility A, Tranche 2: Interest only loan with a variable rate at 3-month JIBAR plus 2.35% with
a maturity date of 31 January 2022.
Properties with a fair value of R1.23 billion are provided as security over the bond.
Facility C: Interest only loan with a variable rate at JIBAR plus 2.15% with a maturity date of
August 2021. A property with a carrying value of R36.2 million is provided as security over the bond.
Final facility B: Interest only loan at prime less 1% with a maturity date of 23 August 2021.
This facility is secured by a bond over the same properties utilised as security for Facility A.

7 057

—

Carrying value of administrative fee on raising of new loan facilities capitalised.

(1 108)

(1 194)

589 300

555 324

Less: Current portion of interest-bearing borrowings.

(52 924)

(52 431)

Total

536 376

502 893

Subtotal

The Standard Bank facilities are secured by investment properties owned by Transcend with a fair value of R1.27 billion. This includes
Acacia Place, an investment property which was reclassified as a non-current asset held-for-sale. This property is being sold for an amount
of R127.5 million. After the sale and transfer of Acacia Place, the security will be adjusted accordingly by a release consideration equivalent
to the overall portfolio gearing for the remaining properties.
In respect of the acquisitions made during the year and the loans from related parties, IHS Res 1 and Sunnyshore, Transcend has secured
R786.72 million of interest-bearing debt facilities. These debt facilities, with cash generated from the issue of shares during 2018, will
be used to pay down the related party loans on transfer of the properties to Transcend, and will provide secured debt funding for
these investment properties going forward. The related party loans are due in the next 12 months and have been classified as
current. The terms of these facilities are 3-year and 5-year interest only loans.
Interest is payable quarterly in arrears. Transcend currently has interest rate swaps on its A facilities. The 3-year tranche is 50%
hedged by an interest rate swap at a fixed rate of 7.59% which expired in January 2019, and the 5-year tranche is 50% hedged by an
interest rate swap at a fixed rate of 7.62% which terminates in January 2020. During January 2019 Transcend entered into a new 50%
interest rate swap on the 3-year tranche at a fixed rate of 7.26% and a maturity date of 31 January 2019 to replace the existing swap
over this tranche. In February 2019 Transcend has also extended the 50% interest rate swap on the 5-year tranche to 31 January 2022
so to align to the maturity date of the principal debt. The revised rate of this 3-year swap is fixed at 7.56%. These are both non-adjusting
subsequent events.
The administrative fee on the raising of the Standard Bank facilities A, B and C was capitalised and is amortised over the average term
of the loan.
There are no restrictive funding arrangements.
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Figures in R’000

2018

2017

3 547

194

17. Trade and other payables
Trade payables *
Bond and transfer costs **

8 920

—

Accrued liabilities ***

4 388

4 282

Income received in advance
Tenant deposits ****

9 523

3 749

24 038

13 882

Sundry creditors

443

—

Amounts payable to related parties *****

968

529

51 827

22 636

*				Included in the balance for trade payables are amounts payable to professional service providers of R3.4 million relating to services
rendered for the acquisition of the new investment properties.
**			Bond and transfer costs relate to conveyancer fees payable on the transfer of the investment properties acquired in December 2018.
These units are due to transfer to Transcend during the first half of 2019.
***			Included in accrued liabilities is an accrual for audit fees of R1.37 million (2017: R0.6 million). The accrual for audit fees was re-presented
from provision for audit fees in the prior year.
****		 The balance of tenant deposits increased during the year by R10.16 million as a result of the new property acquisitions made.
***** Refer to note 32 Related parties and related party transactions for additional information on the amounts payable to related parties.

18. Derivative liabilities
Non-current liabilities

679

2 870

Current liabilities

195

158

874

3 028

Transcend has entered into a number of interest rate swap agreements to mitigate the impact of fluctuating interest rates on the
financial performance of the company.
Throughout the year, 50% of the floating interest rate borrowings has been economically hedged to fixed interest rates. At year-end,
44% of floating interest rate borrowings are hedged. Refer to note 29 Financial risk management for further information.
THE STANDARD BANK OF SOUTH AFRICA LIMITED
Start date

Maturity date

Nominal value

Rate (%)

2018

2017
1 944

7 Feb 17

30 Jan 20 *

137 500

7.62

679

31 Jan 18

31 Jan 19 **

137 500

7.59

195

926

7 Feb 17

31 Jan 18

137 500

7.51

—

158

874

3 028

Subsequent to year-end the following changes have occurred on the interest rate swaps:
*		During February 2019 Transcend has extended the 50% interest rate swap on the 5-year tranche of Facility A to 31 January 2022. The revised
rate of this 3-year swap is fixed at 7.56%.
**	During January 2019 Transcend entered into a new 50% 1-year interest rate swap on the 3-year tranche of Facility A at a fixed rate of 7.26%
with a maturity date of 31 January 2019. This replaces the existing 1-year swap over this tranche.

Please refer to note 29 Financial risk management.
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Figures in R’000

2018

2017

Rental income from investment properties

148 346

129 143

Recoveries of operating costs from tenants

13 452

9 558

161 798

138 701

21 306

17 192

19. Revenue
Revenue from continuing operations consists of the following:

20. Property operating expenses
Utilities:
		 Water

3 596

2 740

		 Electricity

5 821

5 004
5 597

		 Rates

6 696

		 Sewerage

2 592

1 955

		 Refuse

2 601

1 896

11 597

10 053

Levies

5 896

5 515

Security

3 601

3 216

Repairs and maintenance

7 403

6 319

Payroll

1 760

1 431

Property management fee

Allowance for doubtful debts
Other property operating expenses *

(70)

118

2 414

1 768

53 907

45 612

*	Included in other property expenses are: services contract expenditure (R1.0 million); property insurance (R0.9 million); and 1 month of occupational
net rental revenue (R0.3 million) in respect of Protea Glen underwritten by a rental guarantee from 1 December 2018 to 30 November 2019.
This guarantee effectively underwrites 100% of the gross rental income net of a vacancy provision of 7.5%.

21. Other operating expenses
Acquisition and transaction fees *

9 562

—

Asset management fees

5 749

4 466

Professional service fees **

1 895

1 583

Depreciation and impairments
Local travel

444

102

21

127

Directors’ emoluments

637

559

Auditors' remuneration

1 449

676

— Audit services

1 371

598

78

78

1 618

1 147

21 375

8 660

— Non-audit services
Other

*		 Acquisition and transaction fees relate to expenses for investment property acquisitions made during 2018.
** Included in the balance is legal fees of R1.37 million for legal expenses incurred on the properties during the year.
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Figures in R’000

2018

2017

3 098

1 590

3 098

1 590

53 089

52 962

22. Finance income
Bank interest

23. Finance charges
Interest on bank loans
Interest on loan from shareholder
Interest on related party loans
Other*

795

—

6 651

—

953

10

61 488

52 972

* This amount primarily relates to interest payable to IHS Res 1 for the acquisition of investment properties.

24. Taxation
Current taxation

—

—

Adjustment to prior year

—

57

Income taxation for the year

—

57

197 068

68 030

55 179

19 048

Reconciliation between accounting profit and tax expense
Profit before taxation
Tax at the applicable tax rate of 28%
Tax effect of adjustments on taxable income
Non-deductible share registration expenses and sponsorship costs
Unrealised loss on interest rate swaps
Fair value adjustments
Income received in advance

2 707

46

(603)

848

(44 952)

(8 187)

1 688

828

Audit fee provision

217

10

Provision for doubtful debts

371

33

(1 226)

(735)

Section 24C Allowance for future expenditure
Prepaid expenses
Prior year under provision of current taxation

8

(1)

—

57

Antecedent distribution

4 873

—

Qualifying distribution

(18 262)

(11 890)

—

57

Transcend was approved as a REIT with effect from 1 December 2016. As a result, section 25BB of the Income Tax Act will apply
to qualifying REIT income. This results in any capital gains on the sale of investment property being disregarded and previous
building allowances claimed on the investment property, before the REIT status was obtained, being recouped at 28% when sold.
Rental income is taxed at 28% and any dividends paid from these taxable profits, will be deductible at 28% by means of a qualifying
distribution deduction.
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Figures in R’000

2018

2017

Profit for the year attributable to Transcend shareholders

197 068

67 973

Change in fair value of investment properties

(160 543)

(29 240)

36 525

38 733

25. Earnings and headline earnings
Reconciliation of basic earnings to headline earnings

Headline earnings attributable to Transcend shareholders
Actual number of shares in issue (’000)

130 895

66 306

Weighted average number of shares in issue (’000)

70 911

66 306

Basic and diluted earnings per share (cents)

277.91

102.51

Headline and diluted headline earnings per share (cents)
Net asset value per share (Rand) *

51.51

58.42

9.57

10.39

* Net asset value is defined as the company’s total assets less its total liabilities.

26. Reconciliation of liabilities arising from
financing activities
Opening balance of liabilities
Cash flow movements:
		 Cancellation fee
		 Repayment of loan from related party to IHS Res 1
		 Drawdown of interest-bearing borrowings net of debt-raising fees
		 Interest-bearing shareholder loan raised
		 Shareholder loan debt raising fee
		 Interest repayments of interest-bearing borrowings
Non-cash flow movements:

555 324

547 476

(346 393)

(44 238)

—

1 534

(469 900)

—

33 289

—

143 461

—

(2 475)

—

(50 768)

(45 772)

1 350 985

52 086

51 455

52 086

6 429

—

		 Interest accrued on related party loan to Sunnyshore

216

—

		 Interest accrued on shareholder loan

795

—

1 209 900

—

		 Related party purchase consideration escalation

22 190

—

		 Related party loan from Sunnyshore

60 000

—

1 559 916

555 324

		 Interest accrued on Standard Bank interest-bearing borrowings
		 Interest accrued on related party loan to IHS Res 1

		 Related party loan from IHS Res 1

Closing balance of liabilities

27. Minimum lease payments receivable
Minimum lease payments comprise contractual rental income from investment properties in terms of signed lease agreements.
Receivable within one year

37 080

7 190

Transcend classifies its leases as a 12-month or a month-to-month lease. Since July 2018 the company only enters into month-to-month
leases due to the nature of the collection process. Therefore, contractual income largely consists of only one month of rental income as
this is the lease term that is contractually receivable by the company within one year.
Please refer to note 5.2 Leases for a description of Transcend’s leasing arrangements.
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28. Operating segments
Figures in R’000

Mpumalanga *

Western Cape

Gauteng

Reconciliation **

Total

12 212

20 152

128 194

—

160 558

2 390

1 558

11 894

—

15 842

Revenue

14 602

21 710

140 088

—

176 400

Property operating expenses

(4 893)

(8 494)

(45 413)

—

(58 800)

(911)

(1 012)

(1 494)

—

(3 417)

8 798

12 204

93 181

—

114 183

(80)

(1 135)

(685)

(19 555)

(21 455)

2018
STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS AND
OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Rental income from investment
properties
Recoveries of operating costs
from tenants

Impairment loss
Net operating income
Other operating expenses

8 718

11 069

92 496

(19 555)

92 728

Gain/(loss) on fair value adjustment
of investment property

Operating profit

(84)

37 674

122 953

—

160 543

Unrealised gain/(loss) on revaluation
of interest rate swaps

—

—

—

2 155

2 155

Net finance charges

32

40

222

(58 652)

(58 358)

		 Finance income

32

40

222

2 836

3 130

		 Finance costs

—

—

—

(61 488)

(61 488)

8 666

48 783

215 671

(76 052)

197 068

—

—

—

—

—

8 666

48 783

215 671

(76 052)

197 068

—

470 900

2 117 100

—

2 588 000
127 500

Profit before taxation
Taxation
Profit and total comprehensive
income for the period
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Investment properties
Non-current assets held-for-sale
Other assets
Interest-bearing borrowings

127 500

—

—

—

4 103

2 804

9 411

134 897

151 215

—

—

—

589 300

589 300

*		The Mpumalanga operating segments represents a single property, Acacia Place. This property is in the process of being sold and has
therefore been presented as a non-current asset held-for-sale and the operating segment as a discontinued operation.
**	Reconciliation relates to income and expenses incurred at a centralised entity level that cannot be accurately allocated to investment
properties included in the operating segments.

Operating segments are reported by region/geographical area in 2018. Included in each geographical area is/are the following
Investment properties:
>> Mpumalanga: Acacia Place
>> Western Cape: Parklands, Alpine Mews and De Velde ***
>> Gauteng: Ekhaya Fleurhof, Ekhaya Jabulani, Terenure Estate, 67th on 7th, Jackalberry Close, Village Seven Stone Arch Village, Molware,
Kensington Place, Tradewinds, Theresa Park Estates, Vanguard Village ***, Southgate Ridge ***, Protea Glen ***, Midrand Village ***,
Urban Ridge West ***, Urban Ridge South ***, Urban Ridge East *** and Birchwood Village ***.
*** Acquisitions made during 2018.
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28. Operating segments continued
Figures in R’000

Mpumalanga

Western Cape

Gauteng

Reconciliation

Total

15 641

17 126

112 017

—

144 784

2 878

1 074

8 484

—

12 436

Revenue

18 519

18 200

120 501

—

157 220

Property operating expenses

(7 205)

(6 590)

(39 022)

—

(52 817)

(88)

(792)

(1 600)

—

(2 480)

11 226

10 818

79 879

—

101 923

(45)

(575)

(433)

(7 652)

(8 705)

Operating profit

11 181

10 243

79 446

(7 652)

93 218

Gain/(loss) on fair value adjustment
of investment property

—

29 240

2017 (RE-PRESENTED)
STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS AND
OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Rental income from investment
properties
Recoveries of operating costs
from tenants

Impairment loss
Net operating income
Other operating expenses

(6 300)

8 700

26 840

Unrealised gain/(loss) on revaluation
of interest rate swaps

—

—

—

(3 028)

(3 028)

Net finance charges

(18)

4

(9)

(51 377)

(51 400)

		 Finance income
		 Finance costs
Profit before taxation
Taxation
Profit and total comprehensive
income for the period

1

4

1

1 585

1 591

(19)

—

(10)

(52 962)

(52 991)

4 863

18 947

106 277

(62 057)

68 030

—

—

—

(57)

(57)

4 863

18 947

106 277

(62 114)

67 973

127 500

134 300

956 840

—

1 218 640

3 185

2 271

11 564

34 223

51 243

—

—

—

555 324

555 324

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Investment properties
Other assets
Interest-bearing borrowings

The disclosure of the operating segments has been re-presented from the prior year due to the growth in the size of the portfolio which
has resulted in a change in management’s assessment of the business and how it reports operationally. Management now assesses the
portfolio based on geographical area compared to the prior year when management evaluated each investment property separately
and previously reported operating segments per property. During the year Transcend acquired 9 additional properties to increase its
total portfolio to 22 properties at year-end. As a result, operating segments are now reported based on a regional/geographical area.
Included in the 2017 geographical area are the following investment properties:
>> Mpumalanga: Acacia Place
>> Western Cape: Parklands and Alpine Mews.
>> Gauteng: Ekhaya Fleurhof, Ekhaya Jabulani, Terenure Estate, 67th on 7th, Jackalberry Close, Village Seven Stone Arch Village, Molware,
Kensington Place, Tradewinds and Theresa Park Estates.
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28. Operating segments continued
Figures in R’000

2018

2017

197 068

67 973

RECONCILIATION OF PROFIT FOR THE YEAR TO DISTRIBUTABLE EARNINGS
Profit for the year attributable to Transcend shareholders *
Unrealised (gain)/loss on interest rate swaps
Change in fair value of investment properties *

(2 155)

3 028

(160 543)

(29 240)

Acquisition and transaction costs expensed

9 493

—

Surplus working capital available for distribution **

3 956

703

Antecedent dividend available for distribution

17 403

—

Distributable income for the year

65 222

42 464

Interim

19 957

19 765

Final

45 265

22 699

130 895

66 306

64.68

64.04

Total dividend

Actual number of shares in issue (’000)
Dividend per share (cents)
Interim

30.10

29.81

Final

34.58

34.23

*		 Attributable to continuing and discontinued operations.
** Surplus working capital includes taxable temporary differences that are not deductible for tax purposes.

Given the nature of its business, Transcend uses dividend per share as its key performance measure as it is considered a more relevant
measure than earnings or headline earnings per share.

29. Financial risk management
The company’s financial risk management objective is to manage the capital and financial risk exposure so that the company
continues as a going concern and minimises adverse effects of financial risks on returns.
The company has exposure to the following risks from its use of financial instruments:
>> Credit risk;
>> Liquidity risk; and
>> Market risk.
The Audit and Risk Committee is responsible for setting appropriate policies and procedures to govern financial risks, which are
measured and managed in accordance with company policies and risk objectives.
The company’s principal financial liabilities are borrowings, loans from shareholders and related parties and trade payables, classified
as financial liabilities measured at amortised cost, and derivative financial liabilities, classified as financial liabilities measured at fair
value through profit or loss. The main purpose of the company’s borrowings is to finance the acquisition of the company’s property
portfolio. The company has rent and other receivables, cash and short-term deposits that arise directly from its operations, classified
as financial assets at amortised cost.
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The company has classified its financial assets in the following categories:
Figures in R’000

Notes

At amortised
cost

Total

2018
Current financial assets
Trade receivables

10

2 355

2 355

Cash and cash equivalents

11

141 621

141 621

2017
Current financial assets
Trade receivables

10

2 037

2 047

Cash and cash equivalents

11

46 048

46 048

Notes

At fair value
through
profit loss

Financial
liabilities at
amortised cost

Total

Loan from shareholder

14

—

140 986

140 986

Interest-bearing borrowings

16

—

536 376

536 376

Derivative liabilities

18

679

—

679

Trade payables

17

—

38 519

38 519

Loan from shareholder

14

—

795

795

Loans from related parties

15

—

828 835

828 835

Current portion of interest-bearing borrowings

16

—

52 924

52 924

Derivative liabilities

18

195

—

195

The company has classified its financial liabilities in the following categories:

Figures in R’000
2018
Non-current financial liabilities

Current financial liabilities

2017
Non-current financial liabilities
Interest-bearing borrowings

16

—

502 893

502 893

Derivative liabilities

18

2 870

—

2 870

17

—

18 354

18 354

Current financial liabilities
Trade payables
Current portion of interest-bearing borrowings

16

—

52 431

52 431

Derivative liabilities

18

158

—

158

Except for the derivative liabilities, all other financial instruments are carried at amortised cost as at 31 December 2018 and 2017.
The company is exposed to credit risk and liquidity risk arising in the normal course of its business and financial instruments. The
company’s risk management objectives, policies and processes mainly focus on minimising the potential adverse effects of these
risks on its financial performance and position by closely monitoring the individual exposure.
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29.1 CREDIT RISK
Credit risk is the risk of financial loss to the company if a tenant or counterparty to a financial instrument fails to meet its contractual
obligations, and arises principally from trade and other receivables.
Management has established a credit policy under which each new tenant is analysed individually for credit worthiness before the
company’s standard payment terms and conditions are offered which include, in the majority of cases, the provision of a deposit of at
least one month’s rental. When available, the company’s credit review includes external ratings. Furthermore, trade receivables are
widely spread over a large customer base which further reduces credit risk.
All specific doubtful debts have been assessed for impairment at year-end and management does not consider there to be any credit
risk exposure that is not already covered in the impairment.
Receivables are assessed for impairment both individually and collectively. All debtors relating to tenants who have vacated the
premises have been impaired 100%. All debtors who have been summoned for non-payment have also been impaired 100%. The
remaining debtor balances outstanding for more than 30 days have been impaired at 25%, balances outstanding for more than 60
days have been impaired at 50% and all balances for more than 90 days have been impaired 100%. Tenant deposits received from
tenant with arrears are deducted from the allowance.
Under the new expected credit losses model, the bad debt write-off was compared as a percentage of revenue. This reflects the
maximum amount of expected losses for current revenue and is raised in addition to the above assessment of the allowance for
doubtful debts.
At 31 December 2018, the company has no concentration of risk and the maximum exposure to credit risk is represented by the
carrying amount of each financial asset.
Figures in R’000

2018

2017

Not more than 30 days

181

26

More than 30 days but not more than 60 days

327

63

More than 60 days but not more than 90 days

318

—

1 302

271

2 128

360

Ageing of impaired trade receivables

More than 90 days

Movement on the allowance for doubtful debts *
Balance as at 1 January
Impairment provision raised during the year

360

203

5 185

2 637

Reversal of impairment provision raised during the year

(1 768)

—

Amounts written off

(1 649)

(2 480)

Balance as at 31 December

2 128

360

* The movement on the allowance for doubtful debts includes movements relating to Acacia Place.

Amounts charged to the allowance will be written off when all avenues for recovery have been exhausted and there is no expectation
that any further cash will be received.
Receivables past due but not impaired
Receivables are considered to be “past due” when they are uncollected one day or more beyond their contractual due date. Rent is
contractually payable in advance on all leases signed with tenants. Default is, therefore, 1 day after rent is due and payable for the
succeeding month.
As at 31 December 2018, trade receivables of R2.36 million (2017: R1.75 million), were considered past due but not impaired. These include
varied customers with no recent history of payment default.
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Figures in R’000

2018

2017

Ageing of trade receivables past due but not impaired
Past due up to:
— 30 days

1 590

548

— 31 to 60 days

342

649

— 61 to 90 days

423

545

— 91 to 120 days

—

9

2 355

1 751

29.2 LIQUIDITY RISK
The company is exposed to liquidity risk on financial liabilities. It manages its funds conservatively by maintaining a comfortable level of
cash and cash equivalents in order to meet continuous operational needs. This risk is further managed by regularly monitoring cash flows.
A maturity analysis of the company’s financial liabilities at an undiscounted, contractual basis are set out in the table below:

Notes

Less than
1 year

Between
1 and 5 years

Over
5 years

Total

14

16 074

149 029

—

165 103

Loans from related parties

15

828 835

—

—

828 835

Interest-bearing borrowings

16

52 924

649 852

—

702 776

Trade and other payables

17

52 884

—

—

52 884

Derivative liabilities

18

195

679

—

874

Figures in R’000
2018
Loan from shareholder

2017
Interest-bearing borrowings

16

52 431

712 332

Trade and other payables

17

22 636

—

—

764 763
22 636

Derivative liabilities

18

158

2 870

—

3 028

29.3 INTEREST RATE RISK
Interest rate risk is the risk that the future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in market interest
rates. The company’s exposure to the risk of changes in market interest rates relates primarily to its long-term debt obligations with
floating interest rates.
At 31 December 2018, 50% of the company’s interest rate exposure on Facility A bank debt only was hedged by way of entering into
swaps with 25% (50% of the 50%) of the risk being hedged out by way of a one-year swap and 25% (50% of the 50%) being hedged out
by way of a 3-year swap.
It is the Board’s policy to economically hedge at least 50% of the company’s exposure to interest rate risk. During the year a new
interest-bearing facility was secured for the acquisition of Vanguard Village. This facility is for R26.86 million and has not been hedged.
The total interest rate hedge for the external bank borrowing exposure to interest rate risk is 44%. This ratio will be adjusted by
management on the transfer of the 8 investment properties acquired from IHS Res 1 and Sunnyshore, and upon the utilisation
of the secured borrowings with Standard Bank and Nedbank.
Sensitivity analysis
At 31 December 2018, if interest rates at that date had been 100 basis points (lower)/higher with all other variables held constant,
the company’s profit for the year and retained earnings would have been R3.55 million (2017: R2.5 million) (lower)/higher.
The sensitivity analysis has been prepared with the assumption that the change in interest rates had occurred at the reporting date
and had been applied retrospectively to the exposure to interest rate risk for the relevant financial instruments in existence at that
date. The changes in interest rate represent management’s assessment of a reasonably possible change in interest rates at that date
over the period until the next reporting date.
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30. Fair value hierarchy
The estimated fair values of financial assets and financial liabilities at amortised cost as at 31 December 2018 have been determined
using available market information and appropriate valuation methodologies. The fair value of all financial instruments at amortised
cost equals their carrying value, either because of the short-term nature and normal trade terms thereof, or the market-related
interest rates attached to it. The fair value of investment properties has been determined by an external valuer based on the
income capitalisation method.
IFRS 13 requires that an entity discloses for each class of financial instrument and investment property measured at fair value,
the level in the fair value hierarchy into which the fair value measurements are categorised in their entirety.
The fair value hierarchy reflects the significance of the inputs used in making fair value measurements.
The level in the fair value hierarchy within which the fair value measurement is categorised in its entirety shall be determined on the
basis of the lowest level input that is significant to the fair value measurement in its entirety.
The table below analyses financial instruments and investment property carried at fair value.
The fair value hierarchy has the following levels:
>> Level 1: quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical financial assets or liabilities.
>> Level 2: inputs other than quoted prices included within level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly
(i.e. as prices) or indirectly (i.e. derived from prices).
>> Level 3: inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market data (unobservable inputs).
Figures in R’000

Notes

Fair value

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

8

2 588 000

—

—

2 588 000

12

127 500

31 DECEMBER 2018
Assets
Investment properties
Non-current assets held-for-sale

127 500

2 715 500

—

2 715 500

Liabilities
Derivative liabilities

18

(874)

—

(874)

—

(874)

—

(874)

—

DETAILS OF VALUATION TECHNIQUES
Investment property
Refer to note 8 Investment properties for valuation techniques.
Derivative liabilities
Interest rate swaps
The fair value is calculated as the present value of the estimated future cash flows. Estimates of the future floating-rate cash flows
are based on quoted swap rates, future prices and interbank borrowing rates. Estimated cash flows are discounted using a yield curve
constructed from similar sources, which reflects the relevant benchmark interbank rate used by market participants for this purposes
when pricing interest rate swaps. The fair value estimate is subject to a credit risk adjustment that reflects the credit risk of the company
and of the counterparty. This is calculated based on credit spreads derived from current credit default swap or bond prices.
TRANSFERS BETWEEN LEVEL 1, LEVEL 2 AND LEVEL 3
There have been no transfers between level 1, level 2 and level 3 during the year under review.
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31. Capital management
In terms of its MOI, Transcend has unlimited borrowing capacity although management will target a long-term loan to value (“LTV”)
range of between 30% to 40%. Transcend is funded partly by equity (owners’ capital); partly by external borrowings (being bank or
related parties); as well as partly through a shareholder’s loan from Emira. Covenants for external bank borrowings commonly provide
for a maximum LTV of 60%. New capital and debt facilities have been secured to fund acquisitions during 2018. As at 31 December 2018,
the LTV of the company is 47%. LTV is calculated as the sum of all interest-bearing borrowings (property-backed debt, including loans
from related parties but excluding subordinated shareholder loan) less cash, divided by investment properties and NCAHFS (Acacia
Place). Management plans to reduce this LTV ratio to the targeted range within the medium term by raising equity for new acquisitions
and using proceeds from the sale of Acacia Place to pay down on existing borrowings.
Please refer to note 13 Equity for details regarding the shares which were issued during the financial year ended 31 December 2018. Please
also refer to note 16 Interest-bearing borrowings for current facilities held with Standard Bank, and note 15 Loans with related parties.
The Board’s policy is to maintain a strong capital base, comprising its shareholders’ interest, so as to maintain investor, creditor
and market confidence and to sustain future development of the business. It is the company’s stated purpose to deliver long-term
sustainable growth in distributions per share.
The Board monitors the level of distributions to shareholders and ensures compliance with the Income Tax Act, JSE Listings Requirements
and that no profits of a capital nature are distributed.
The company is not subject to externally imposed capital requirements.

32. Related parties and related party transactions
Related party

Relationship

Shareholding
%

South African Workforce Housing Fund PVE
(SA) (“SAWHF PVE (SA)” or “the Partnership”)

Shareholder

45.1

Dividends

34.9

Dividends, shareholder’s loan
and interest

A South African en commandite partnership
duly represented by its general partner,
South African Workforce Housing Fund SA
GP (RF) Pty Ltd. The Partnership is comprised
of three partners being the South African
Workforce Housing Fund (Cayman) I Ltd,
the South African Workforce Housing
Fund (Cayman) II Ltd and the South African
Workforce Housing Fund (SA) II

Transactions entered into

The relationship between the
Partnership and International
Housing Solutions (RF) (Pty) Ltd
(“IHS (RF) (Pty) Ltd” is governed
by a signed investment advisory
agreement

Emira

Shareholder

Directors

Directors, key management and
shareholders

International Housing Solutions RF (Pty) Ltd
(“IHS RF (Pty) Ltd” or “IHS”)

Shareholder and holding company
of IHS AM

IHS AM

Subsidiary of IHS (RF) (Pty) Ltd

0.9
11.5

Dividends and directors’
emoluments *
Dividends
Asset management fees
An asset management agreement
was entered into by Transcend
and IHS AM and became effective
1 October 2016. In turn, IHS AM
outsources certain functions
to IHS (RF) (Pty) Ltd in terms
of a service level agreement

* See note 33 Directors’ remuneration and benefits below for directors remuneration paid during the year.
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32. Related parties and related party transactions continued
Shareholding
%

Related party

Relationship

Transactions entered into

IHS PM

Subsidiary of MMA Financial
International, LLC (“MMA”)

Property management fee

IHS Res 1

Subsidiary of PSP and managed
by IHS (RF) (Pty) Ltd

Loan and interest on loan

SAWHF SA Rental 4 Trust ( “Rental 4 Trust”)

Subsidiary of SAWHF PVE (SA)

Acquisition of investment property

Sunnyshore

Subsidiary of Picture Perfect
Trading 203 Proprietary Limited and
the ultimate holding company is
South African Workforce Housing
Fund (SA GP) (RF) Pty Ltd, a partner
in SAWHF PVE (SA)

Loan and interest on loan plus
occupational rent on the Protea
Glen property

The property management
function of the company is
outsourced on market related
terms. A property management
agreement was entered into
by Transcend and IHS PM
on 16 October 2016

Transcend does not have any subsidiaries.
Amounts owed (to)/by
the related party at year-end
Figures in R’000
Transactions
Asset management fees paid to IHS AM
Property management fees paid to IHS PM
Dividends paid to shareholders
Acquisition of investment properties from IHS Res 1
Interest on loan from Emira
Interest on loan from IHS Res 1
Interest on loan from Sunnyshore

2018

2017

1 372 389

43 526

5 749

4 466

12 396

11 116

42 655

27 944

1 209 900

—

795

—

6 429

—

216

—

Acquisition of investment properties from Sunnyshore

60 000

—

Acquisition of investment properties from Rental 4 Trust

33 300

—

949

—

Amounts receivable from related parties

—

110

South African Workforce Housing Fund SA 1

—

110

(971 584)

(153)

(20)

(153)

(9)

—

(939)

—

Other interest on balance owing to IHS Res 1

Amount owing to related parties:
IHS (RF) (Pty) Ltd
Property management fees payable to IHS PM
Asset management fees payable to IHS AM
Emira shareholder's loan

(141 781)

—

IHS Res 1 payable

(768 619)

—

(60 216)

—

Sunnyshore payable
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33. Directors’ remuneration and benefits
Figures in R’000

Notes

Basic
salaries

Fees paid
to directors
for services

Bonuses
and other
performance
payments

Total

2018
Executive directors
RN Wesselo

(1)

4 987

—

3 376

8 363

S Mboweni

(2)

2 627

—

1 109

3 736

DP Lange

(3)

206

—

150

356

M Kritzinger

(4)

932

—

—

932

V Perfect

(5)

82

—

—

82

—

232

—

232

CP Conaty *

(6)

5 509

—

2 458

7 967

ML Falcone

(7)

22 814

Non-executive directors
RR Emslie

7 354

—

15 460

GM Jennett

—

—

—

—

AM Dickens

—

—

—

—

FN Khanyile

—

203

—

203

MS Aitken

—

203

—

203

21 697

638

22 553

44 888

Total
2017
Executive directors
RN Wesselo

(1)

4 993

—

1 956

6 949

S Mboweni

(2)

2 510

—

714

3 224

DP Lange

(3)

1 084

—

381

1 465

—

205

—

205

CP Conaty

(6)

5 559

—

1 663

7 222

ML Falcone

(7)

7 382

—

15 611

22 993

Non-executive directors
RR Emslie

FN Khanyile

—

180

—

180

MS Aitken

—

180

—

180

21 528

565

20 325

42 418

Total

* C Conaty has been appointed as a prescribed officer as from 14 December 2018.
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33. Directors’ remuneration and benefits continued
An average exchange rate of USD1:R13.25 (2017: USD1:R13.30) was used in the table above to convert US Dollar denominated salaries
into South African Rand.
Directors fees paid to independent non-executive directors in 2018 represent the total fees received by these directors for their
services to Transcend for the 12 months. Directors’ fees paid to non-executive directors increased from 1 July 2018.
1		Rob Wesselo received remuneration of R8.36 million in 2018 (2017: R6.95 million) from IHS for his services as Managing Director of IHS. Rob
does not receive any additional remuneration for his services as CEO of Transcend and it is estimated that he spends roughly 25% of his time
on Transcend, which would have equated to R2.1 million (2017: R1.74 million) of his total remuneration received from IHS.
2		Solly Mboweni received remuneration of R3.74 million in 2018 (2017: R3.22 million) from IHS for his services as Head of Housing Operations of
IHS. Solly does not receive any additional remuneration for his services as COO of Transcend and it is estimated that he spends roughly 25%
of his time on Transcend, which would have equated to R0.94 million (2017: R0.81 million) of his total remuneration received from IHS.
3		Dave Lange received remuneration of R0.36 million in 2018 (2017: R1.47 million) from IHS for his services as CFO of Transcend. Dave resigned
as CFO with effect from 8 March 2018.
4		Myles Kritzinger received remuneration of R0.93 million in 2018 from IHS for his services as CFO of Transcend. Myles was appointed as CFO of
Transcend from 9 March 2018.
5		Vanessa Perfect received remuneration of R0.08 million in 2018 from IHS for her services as Head of Rental Asset Management of IHS.
Vanessa became the full-time COO of Transcend from 14 December 2018.
6		Cathal Conaty received remuneration of R7.97 million in 2018 (2017: R7.22 million) from International Housing Solutions Societe a Responsabilite
Limitee (“IHS S.a.r.l”) for his services as director of IHS S.a.r.l. Cathal does not receive a fee for his services as a non-executive director of Transcend.
It is estimated that he spends approximately 5% of his time on Transcend, which would have equated to R0.40 million (2017: R0.36 million) of his
total remuneration received from IHS S.a.r.l.
7		Mike Falcone received remuneration of R22.81 million in 2018 (2017: R22.79 million) from MMA Capital Management, LLC (“MMA”) for his
services as CEO of MMA. Mike does not receive a fee for his services as non-executive director of Transcend. It is estimated that he spends
approximately 5% of his time on Transcend, which would have equated to R1.14 million (2017: R1.15 million) of his total remuneration
received from MMA.

Directors with a direct interest in Transcend shares in issue as at 31 December 2018 are disclosed below:
Beneficially
held —
directly %

Number
of shares

Beneficially
held —
indirectly %

0.0946

123 859

—

—

Number
of shares

Total
%

Number
of shares

0.0044

5 776

0.0990

129 635

0.3056

400 022

0.3056

400 022

2018
Cathal Conaty
Mike Falcone
Robert Emslie

0.0003

400

0.4951

648 093

0.4954

648 493

Rob Wesselo

0.0018

2 400

—

—

0.0018

2 400

Vanessa Perfect

0.0005

600

—

—

0.0005

600

0.0972

127 259

0.8051

1 053 891

0.9023

1 181 150

Cathal Conaty

—

—

0.0021

1 405

0.0021

1 405

Mike Falcone

—

—

0.0808

53 583

0.0808

53 583

2017

Robert Emslie

0.0005

300

0.2909

192 887

0.2914

193 187

Rob Wesselo

0.0036

2 400

—

—

0.0036

2 400

0.0041

2 700

0.3738

247 875

0.3779

250 575

There has been no change in directors’ interests between 31 December 2018 and the date of the approval of the financial statements.
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34. Subsequent events
Declaration of dividend after reporting date
In line with IAS 10 Events after reporting date, the declaration of the final dividend of 34.58 cents per share occurred after the end of
the reporting period.
The directors are not aware of any events or circumstances arising since the end of the financial year that would significantly affect
the operations of the company or the results of its operations.

35. Going concern
The company earned profit and total comprehensive income for the year ended 31 December 2018 of R197.07 million (2017: R67.97 million).
As of that date, the company had a positive net asset value of R1.25 billion (2017: R0.69 billion), although its current liabilities exceeded
its current assets by R786.43 million (2017: R24.80 million). The cause of current liabilities exceeding current assets is due to loans from
related parties and a portion of long-term borrowings becoming due and payable in the next 12 months. Loans from related parties
amount to R828.84 million and these were incurred on the acquisition of various properties which became effective on 1 December 2018.
Transcend has secured R786.72 million of external interest-bearing borrowings with Standard Bank and Nedbank which is available and
will be drawn upon transfer of the units to Transcend and used in the settlement of these related party loans. The balance of the loans
payable will be repaid with excess cash. Interest payments on long-term borrowings are due quarterly, and the company has satisfied
itself that it will have sufficient cash to settle these liabilities as they become due and payable each quarter.
The directors consider that the company has adequate resources to continue operating for the foreseeable future and that it is
appropriate to adopt the going concern basis in preparing the company’s financial statements. The directors have satisfied themselves
that the company is in a sound financial position and that it has access to sufficient funding facilities to meet its current obligations
and foreseeable cash requirements.
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Portfolio summary

SECTORAL PROFILE
The entire property portfolio comprises 4 691 residential units, with a combined gross lettable area (GLA) of 265 087m², and its sector is
classified as being residential property.

GEOGRAPHICAL PROFILE
By number
of units

By GLA (m2)

By gross
rental (GR)
(%)

3 719

202 818

77

PROVINCE
Gauteng
Mpumalanga

325

16 250

6

Western Cape

647

46 019

17

4 691

265 087

100

Total

TENANT PROFILE
As per Section 13.18 of the JSE Listings Requirements, tenants are graded as follows:
A: large national tenants, large listed tenants, government and major franchisees;
B: national tenants, listed tenants, franchisees, medium to large professional firms; and
C: other.
The entire tenant profile is classified as “C”, comprising 4 691 individual residential tenants as at 31 December 2018. These tenants have an
average occupancy period of approximately 9 months. The average occupancy for newly acquired units has been calculated from the date
that unit was acquired. For the IHS Res 1 and Protea Glen units, this is from 1 December 2018 and is 1 month only. For the remainder of the
Transcend portfolio, the average occupancy is 19 months.

LEASE EXPIRY PROFILE
Due to the nature of residential leases, Transcend enters into lease agreements with tenants that are of a standard nature across the properties.
The lease agreements were conventionally for a period of twelve months after which they convert to month-to-month lease agreements that
continue until such time as the rental agreement is terminated on notice by the tenant or Transcend. From July 2018, lease agreements are
signed on a month-to-month basis with tenants. All new contracts are therefore short-term in nature.
Number
of units

Units (%)

GLA (%)

GR (%)

Vacancy

360

7.7

8.0

7.7

Monthly

3 761

80.2

79.6

80.2

569

12.1

12.4

12.1

31 December 2019

1

—

—

—

31 December 2020

—

—

—

—

4 691

100

100

100

RESIDENTIAL — LEASE EXPIRY

30 June 2019
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VACANCY PROFILE
An average vacancy rate of 7.67% (2017: 7.30%) for stabilised rental properties in the portfolio was achieved. A property becomes stabilised
once units have been fully let after an empty newly built property is acquired. A stabilised property is subject to the natural turnover and
vacancy rates that can be expected on an ongoing basis. The vacancy profile by GLA and number of units is set out below:
Number of
vacant units

Units (%)

GLA (%)

UNIT TYPE
One bedroom + one bathroom

15

0.3

0.2

Two bedroom + one bathroom

271

5.8

5.6

Two bedroom + two bathroom

22

0.5

0.8

Three bedroom + two bathroom

52

1.1

1.8

360

7.7

8.4

R/m2

R/unit

109

6 201

Portfolio vacancy
Based on existing leases as at 31 December 2018.

WEIGHTED AVERAGE RENTAL AND ESCALATIONS
WEIGHTED AVERAGE RENTAL

SECTOR
Residential
The projected weighted average escalation for the portfolio, from 2018 to 2019, is a 4.23% (2017: 3% to 4.5%).
The average annualised property yield of the properties (based on the independent property valuations) for the 12 months ending 31 December
2018 is 8.83% (2017: 8.90%).
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Property name

Physical address and province

67 on 7th

67 Seventh Avenue, Edenvale, Gauteng

Market valuation
of the property *
(R)

Effective date
of acquisition

Total
GLA

Total
number
of units

1 Oct 16

8 478

157

127 500

1 Oct 16

16 250

325

38 800

1 Oct 16

4 005

90

97 400

Acacia Place (NCAHFS)

Mara Street, Witbank, Mpumalanga

Alpine Mews

72 Forest Road, Eersterivier, Western Cape

Birchwood Village

Corner of Cedar Road and 3rd Street, Chartwell,
Gauteng

290 100

1 Dec 18

26 232

360

De Velde

Along De Beers Avenue, De Velde, Somerset West,
Western Cape

331 200

1 Dec 18

29 330

310

Ekhaya Fleurhof

40 Salinga Crescent, Fleurhof Ext 3, Gauteng

69 700

1 Oct 16

6 642

162

Ekhaya Jabulani

2342 Dikgathlehong Street, Jabulani, Gauteng

92 300

1 Oct 16

10 004

244

Jackalberry Close

23 Sydney Road, Jansen Park, Gauteng

115 200

1 Oct 16

10 713

208

Kensington Place

26 Dover Street, Ferndale, Gauteng

35 400

1 Oct 16

2 376

56

Midrand Village

Along Porcelain Road, Clayville, Gauteng

152 400

1 Dec 18

14 280

225

Molware

Corner Rietspruit Road & Morithi Street, Kosmosdal,
Gauteng

137 900

1 Oct 16

11 937

252

Parklands

Along Southwark & Dartford Street, Parklands,
Western Cape

100 900

1 Oct 16

10 044

187

Protea Glen

Kganwe Street, Protea Glen, Ext 11, Soweto

Southgate Ridge

5 Duin Place, Naturena, Gauteng

Village Seven, Stone Arch
Village

19 Brookhill Road, Gauteng

Terenure Estate

61 400

1 Dec 18

8 480

176

214 100

1 Dec 18

21 972

412

54 200

1 Oct 16

6 039

114

Corner Oranjerivier & Bergrivier drive, Terenure Ext 70,
Gauteng

217 800

1 Oct 16

22 028

350

Theresa Park Estates

60 Burning Bush Street, Theresa Park Ext 45, Gauteng

94 300

1 Oct 16

12 388

242

Tradewinds

255 Kent Avenue, Ferndale,

49 000

1 Oct 16

3 730

85

Urban Ridge West

At 81 Fifth Road, Midrand, Gauteng

151 200

1 Dec 18

14 907

260

Urban Ridge East

At 77 Fifth Road, Midrand, Gauteng

109 800

1 Dec 18

10 140

184

Urban Ridge South

At the corner of Smuts Drive and 3rd Road, Midrand,
Gauteng

138 700

1 Dec 18

12 472

232

Vanguard Village

29 Jade Street, Klipfontein Road, Heideveld, Cape
Town, Western Cape

36 200

23 Aug 18

2 640

60

265 087

4 691

Total
* As valued by the external independent property valuer.

2 715 500
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Property name

One bed

Two bed

Three bed

Total number
of units
owned by
Transcend

Number of
vacant units

Vacancy
(% of units as at
31 Dec 2018)

Weighted
average
rental per
square metre
(R/m2)

67 on 7th

—

157

—

157

4

2.55

110

Acacia Place (NCAHFS)

—

325

—

325

124

38.15

137

Alpine Mews
Birchwood Village
De Velde
Ekhaya Fleurhof

—

90

—

90

1

1.11

105

108

224

28

360

8

2.22

104

8

172

130

310

53

17.10

107

—

162

—

162

4

2.47

106

Ekhaya Jabulani

—

244

—

244

3

1.23

100

Jackalberry Close

—

208

—

208

7

3.37

109

Kensington Place

—

56

—

56

2

3.57

147

208

17

—

225

16

7.11

110

—

252

—

252

12

4.76

117

Midrand Village
Molware
Parklands

—

187

—

187

8

4.28

113

Protea Glen

—

156

20

176

4

2.27

96

Southgate Ridge

—

412

—

412

44

10.68

106

Village Seven,
Stone Arch Village

—

114

—

114

5

4.39

102

Terenure Estate

—

282

68

350

14

4.00

101

Theresa Park Estates

68

174

—

242

12

4.96

85

Tradewinds

85

—

—

85

2

2.35

139

Urban Ridge West

—

260

—

260

11

4.23

111

Urban Ridge East

—

184

—

184

3

1.63

123

Urban Ridge South

—

232

—

232

22

9.48

119

Vanguard Village

—

60

—

60

1

1.67

138

477

3 968

246

4 691

360

7.67

109
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Shareholders’ profile and JSE information
As at 31 December 2018

Non-public

Number
of holders

Number
of shares

% of
capital

6

120 431

92.0

Public

101

10 464

8.0

Total

107

130 895

100

Number
of holders

% of total
shareholders

Number
of shares
(’000)

% of
total issued
share capital

81

75.7

351

0.3

5

4.7

734

0.6

21

19.6

129 810

99.1

107

100

130 895

100

Number
of holders

% of total
shareholders

Number
of shares

% of
total issued
share capital

DISTRIBUTION OF SHAREHOLDERS

Individuals
Investment companies
Other corporations
Total

Range analysis at 31 December 2018

1 – 1 000 shares

36

33.6

10

—

1 001 – 10 000 shares

52

48.6

163

0.1

10 001 – 100 000 shares

14

13.1

2 953

2.3

100 001 – 1 000 000 shares

—

—

—

—

1 000 0001 shares and over

5

4.7

127 769

97.6

107

100

130 895

100

Total

The following shareholders hold, beneficially directly or indirectly, at 31 December 2018 in excess of 5% of the issued share capital:
Number
of shares

% of
capital

South African Workforce Housing Fund PVE (SA)

59 046

45.1

Emira Property Fund Limited

45 682

34.9

International Housing Solutions RF (Pty) Ltd

15 099

11.5

6 600

5.0

SA Corporate Real Estate Fund

SHARE PRICE INFORMATION
Opening price on 1 January 2018

R6.10

Closing price on 31 December 2018

R5.60

Closing high for period

R8.00

Closing low for period
Number of shares in issue (’000)

R5.60
130 895

Volume traded during period (’000)

72

Ratio of volume traded to shares issued (%)

—

Rand value traded during the period
Market capitalisation at 31 December 2018

R436
R733 012
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Notice of annual
general meeting 2019
>> electronic participation in the AGM will
not entitle a shareholder to vote. Should
a shareholder wish to vote at the AGM,
he may do so by attending the AGM
either in person or by proxy.

to re-elect the rotating director (ordinary
resolution 1.4) in accordance with the
company’s Memorandum of Incorporation
(“MOI”), who, being eligible, made himself
available for re-election.

(“Transcend” or “the company”)

Purpose and general information

Notice is hereby given that the company’s
second annual general meeting (“AGM”
or “the meeting”) will be held at 54 Peter
Place, Peter Place Office Park, Block C,
Cardiff House, Bryanston, Johannesburg
on Thursday, 30 May 2019 at 14:00.

The purpose of the meeting is to present
the annual financial statements for the
year ended 31 December 2018 and to
consider, and if deemed fit, to pass, with
or without modification, the ordinary,
non-binding and special resolutions
set out in this notice.

1.1		 O
 rdinary resolution 1.1: Election
of M Dickens as independent nonexecutive director.

Transcend Residential Property
Fund Limited
Registration number: 2016/277183/06
JSE share code: TPF

ISIN: ZAE000227765

(Approved as a REIT by the JSE)

Shareholders entitled to receive this
notice are shareholders as recorded
in the company’s register on Wednesday,
18 April 2019. The record date on which
shareholders must be recorded in the
register maintained by the transfer
secretaries of the company for purposes
of being entitled to attend and vote
at the meeting is Friday, 24 May 2019.
Accordingly, the last day to trade is
Tuesday, 21 May 2019.
Kindly note that meeting participants
(shareholders and proxies) are required
to provide reasonably satisfactory
identification before being entitled to
attend or participate in a shareholders’
meeting. Forms of identification include
valid identity documents, driver’s licences
and passports.
A quorum for purposes of considering the
resolutions to be proposed at the meeting
shall consist of three shareholders of
the company personally present or
represented by proxy and entitled to vote
at the meeting. In addition, the quorum
shall comprise 25% of all voting rights
entitled to be exercised by shareholders.

Electronic participation in the AGM
Shareholders or their proxies may participate
in the AGM by way of a teleconference call,
if they wish to do so and:

AGENDA
1. Presentation of financial
statements (non-voting
agenda point)
T he audited financial statements of the
company for the year ended 31 December
2018, including the director’s report, the
independent auditor’s report, social and
ethics committee report and various other
sub-committee reports as required in
terms of section 30(3)(d) of the Companies
Act, No.71 of 2008 (“the Companies Act”) are
hereby presented. The complete set of the
annual financial statements is available
on www.transcendproperty.co.za.

2. Ordinary resolutions
With the exception of ordinary resolution
number 4, which, in order to be adopted
and in terms of the JSE Limited (“JSE”)
Listings Requirements, requires more
than 75% (seventy five percent) of voting
rights exercised in favour. The percentage
required for the ordinary resolutions
below to be adopted is more than
50% (fifty percent) of the voting rights
exercised in favour of each resolution.

>> must contact the company secretary (by
email at ewaldeck@corpstat.co.za) by no
later than 14:00 on Tuesday, 21 May 2019
in order to obtain dial-in details for the
conference call;

3. Ordinary resolution
number 1: Election and
re-election of directors

>> will be required to provide reasonably
satisfactory identification, in advance;

To elect, each by way of separate
resolutions, the following independent,
non-executive and executive directors
(ordinary resolutions 1.1 to 1.3), that were
appointed since the last AGM held on
Tuesday, 29 May 2018; and

>> will be billed separately by their own
telephone service provider for the
telephone call to participate in the
AGM; and

1.2		 O
 rdinary resolution 1.2: Election
of G Jennett as non-executive director.
1.3		 O
 rdinary resolution 1.3: Election
of V Perfect as executive director.
1.4		 O
 rdinary resolution 1.4: Re-election
of R Emslie as independent nonexecutive director.
Refer to pages 18 to 21 of the integrated
annual report for a profile of each director.
Explanatory note: The reason for proposing
ordinary resolutions number 1.1 to 1.3 is that
clauses 25.3 and 25.4 of the MOI require that
the appointment of a director by the Board,
whether to fill a vacancy or as an additional
appointment, be approved at the next
shareholders’ meeting.
The reason for proposing ordinary
resolution number 1.4 is that clause
25.12.2 of the MOI requires that one-third
of the non-executive directors retire at
each annual general meeting.

4. Ordinary resolution
number 2: Election of
Audit and Risk Committee
members
To elect, each by way of separate resolutions,
the following independent non-executive
directors (ordinary resolutions 2.1 to 2.4) of
the company as members of the Audit and
Risk Committee. The Board recommends the
election of the following members:
2.1		 O
 rdinary resolution 2.1: The election
of MS Aitken as member and chairman
of the Audit and Risk Committee.
2.2		Ordinary resolution 2.2: The election
of FN Khanyile as member of the
Audit and Risk Committee.
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2.3		Ordinary resolution 2.3: Subject to
the passing of ordinary resolution
number 1.1, the election of M Dickens
as a member of the Audit and Risk
Committee.
2.4		 O
 rdinary resolution 2.4: Subject to
the passing of ordinary resolution
number 1.4, the election of RR
Emslie as a member of the Audit
and Risk Committee, whose dual
role as Chairman of the Board
and member of the Audit and
Risk Committee be hereby
specifically approved.
Refer to pages 18 to 21 of this integrated
report for a brief profile of each proposed
member.
Explanatory note: Ordinary resolution
numbers 2.1 to 2.4 are proposed to appoint
members to the Audit and Risk Committee,
in accordance with the guidelines of the
King Report on Corporate Governance
for South Africa, 2016 (“King IV”) and the
requirements of the Companies Act. In terms
of the aforementioned requirements, an
Audit Committee must comprise a minimum
of three members, all of whom should be
independent non-executive directors of
the company. Furthermore, in terms of the
Companies Act Regulations 2011, at least
one-third of the members of the Audit and
Risk Committee at any particular time
must have academic qualifications, or
experience, in economics, law, corporate
governance, finance, accounting, commerce,
industry, public affairs or human resource
management. Mindful of the aforegoing,
the Board recommends that the nominated
directors be members of the Audit and Risk
Committee. The Board has also recommended
that the Chairman of the Board becomes a
member of the Audit & Risk Committee for
the time being.

6. Ordinary resolution
number 4: General authority
to issue shares for cash

7. Ordinary resolution
number 5: Authority to
implement resolutions

To authorise the directors of the company,
in accordance with the MOI, the Companies
Act and the JSE Listings Requirements, to
allot and issue for cash, as and when deemed
fit, the ordinary shares in the authorised
but unissued share capital of the company,
subject to the following conditions:

To authorise and empower any director
or the company secretary, to do all such
things and sign all such documents and
take all such actions as they consider
necessary, to implement the resolutions
set out in this notice.

>> the authority is valid until the company’s
next annual general meeting, provided
that it will not extend beyond 15 (fifteen)
months from the date that this authority
is given;

8. Ordinary resolution
number 6: Authority to
issue shares pursuant
to a reinvestment option

>> the ordinary shares which are the
subject of the issue for cash must be
of a class already in issue, or where this
is not the case, must be limited to such
securities or rights that are convertible
into or represent options in respect of a
class already in issue;
>> any such issue will only be made to ‘public
shareholders’ as defined in the JSE Listings
Requirements and not to related parties;
>> the number of shares issued for cash
will not in aggregate exceed 50% (fifty
percent) of the company’s listed ordinary
shares (excluding treasury shares)
as at date of the notice of this AGM,
such number being 65 447 397 ordinary
shares (excluding treasury shares) in the
company’s issued share capital;
>> any ordinary shares issued under this
authority during the period of its validity
must be deducted from the above number
of ordinary shares and the authority shall
be adjusted accordingly to represent the
same allocation ratio on the event of a
subdivision or consolidation of ordinary
shares during the same period;

5. Ordinary resolution
number 3: Appointment
of independent external
auditors

>> the maximum discount permitted at
which ordinary shares may be issued is
10% (ten percent) of the weighted average
traded price on the JSE of those shares
over the 30 (thirty) business days prior
to the date that the price of the issue is
agreed between the company and the
party subscribing for the shares; and

To approve the re-appointment of KPMG
Incorporated as the independent external
auditors of the company, with Gabriel
Stephanus Kolbé being the individual
registered auditor who has undertaken
the audit of the company for the ensuing
financial year.

>> an announcement giving full details of
the issue, will be published at the time of
any issue representing, on a cumulative
basis as contemplated in paragraph
5.50(b) of the JSE Listings Requirements,
5% (five percent) or more of the number
of the shares in issue prior to the issue.

Explanatory note: The reason for proposing
ordinary resolution number 3 is that the
company’s independent external auditors
must be re-appointed at each annual general
meeting in compliance with section 90
of the Companies Act. The Audit and Risk
Committee and the Board have evaluated
the performance of KPMG Incorporated (in
accordance with paragraph 3.84(g)(iii) read
with paragraph 22.15(i) of the JSE Listings
Requirements) and recommend their
reappointment as the independent
external auditors of the company.

In terms of the JSE Listings Requirements,
the percentage of voting rights required
to pass this ordinary resolution is at least
75% (seventy five percent) of the voting
rights exercised in favour of the resolution
by all members present or represented by
proxy at the AGM.
Explanatory note: The reason for proposing
ordinary resolution number 4 is that the
directors consider it advantageous to have
the authority to issue ordinary shares for
cash in order to enable the company to take
advantage of any business opportunity
which might arise in the future.

To authorise the directors of the company,
subject to the provisions of the Companies
Act, the company’s MOI and the JSE Listings
Requirements by way of a specific standing
authority to issue shares, as and when they
deem appropriate, for the exclusive purpose
of affording shareholders opportunities
from time to time to elect to reinvest their
distributions in new shares of the company
pursuant to a reinvestment option.

9. Non-binding resolution
number 1: Endorsement
of remuneration policy
For shareholders to endorse, through a
non-binding advisory vote, Transcend’s
remuneration policy (excluding the
remuneration of non-executive directors).
The complete remuneration policy is
available on www.transcendproperty.co.za
and a summary thereof is provided on page
49 of the integrated annual report.
Explanatory note: In terms of King IV,
an advisory vote should be obtained
from shareholders on the company’s
remuneration policy. The vote allows
shareholders to express their view on the
remuneration policy.

10. Non-binding resolution
number 2: Endorsement
of remuneration
implementation report
For shareholders to endorse, through a
non-binding advisory vote, Transcend’s
remuneration implementation report.
Refer to page 50 of the integrated
annual report for the remuneration
implementation report.
Explanatory note: In terms of King IV,
an advisory vote should be obtained
from shareholders on the company’s
implementation plan. The vote allows
shareholders to express their view on the
remuneration implementation report.
In the event of 25% or more of shareholders
voting against non-binding resolutions
number 1 or 2 or both, the Board is
committed to engage actively with
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dissenting shareholders in this regard,
in order to address all legitimate and
reasonable objections and concerns.

11. Special resolutions
The percentage of voting rights required for
the special resolutions below to be adopted
is at least 75% (seventy-five percent) of the
voting rights exercised in favour of each of
the special resolutions.

12. Special resolution
number 1: Approval of the
independent non-executive
directors’ remuneration
To approve, in terms of section 66(9) of the
Companies Act, payment of remuneration
for services as independent non-executive
directors of the company for a period of two
years from the date of passing this special
resolution, or until its renewal, whichever
is the earliest, as set out below:
To approve the independent non-executive
directors each receive R270 000 pa with
effect from 1 January 2019 until the next
AGM, exclusive of VAT.
No fees are paid to the non-independent
non-executive directors.
Explanatory note: This resolution is
proposed to comply with the requirements
of the Companies Act. In terms of section
65(11)(h) of the Companies Act, read with
sections 66(8) and 66(9), remuneration may
only be paid to directors for their services
as directors in accordance with a special
resolution approved by the shareholders
within the previous two years.

13. Special resolution
number 2: Authority
to provide financial
assistance to related
or inter-related entities
To authorise the Board, to the extent
required by and subject to sections 44
and 45 of the Companies Act and the
company’s MOI, to cause the company
to provide direct or indirect financial
assistance to a related or inter-related
company or to a shareholder of a related
or inter-related company, provided that no
such financial assistance may be provided
at any time in terms of this authority after
the expiry of two years from the adoption
of this special resolution number 2.
Explanatory note: Notwithstanding the
title of section 45 of the Companies Act,
being “Loans or other financial assistance
to directors”, on a proper interpretation,
the body of the section may also apply to
financial assistance provided by a company
to related or inter-related companies,
including, among others, its subsidiaries, for
any purpose. Furthermore, section 44 of the
Companies Act may also apply to financial

assistance so provided by a company to
related or inter-related companies, in the
event that financial assistance is provided
for the purposes of, or in connection with, the
subscription of any option, or any securities,
issued or to be issued by the company or a
related or inter-related company, or for the
purchase of any securities of the company
or a related or inter-related company. Both
sections 44 and 45 of the Companies Act
provide, among others, that the particular
financial assistance must be provided
only pursuant to a special resolution of
the shareholders, adopted within the
previous two years, which approved such
assistance whether for the specific recipient,
or generally for a category of potential
recipients, and the specific recipient falls
within that category and the Board must be
satisfied that (a) immediately after approving
the financial assistance, the company would
satisfy the solvency and liquidity test; and
(b) the terms under which the financial
assistance is proposed to be given are
fair and reasonable to the company.
In the normal course of business the
company is often required to grant financial
assistance, including but not limited to
loans and/or guarantees in favour of
third parties, such as financial institutions,
service providers and counterparties (in
respect of the provision of banking facilities,
acquisition transactions and debt capital) for
the obligations of the company or a related
or inter-related company, or to a shareholder
of a related or inter-related company, or
to a person related to any such company.
Special resolution number 2 will enable the
company to provide such financial assistance
to subsidiaries and juristic persons in the
company or other person that is or becomes
related or inter-related to the company for
any purpose in the normal course of business.

14. Special resolution
number 3: Approval to
issue shares in terms
of section 41(1) of the
Companies Act
To approve the issue by the company
of shares to any director, future director,
prescribed officer or future prescribed
officer of the company, or to a person
related or inter-related to the company,
or to a person related or inter-related
to a director or prescribed officer of the
company, or to any nominee of such person,
in terms of any placement, offer, book-build
or similar capital raising, at the same price
and on the same terms as those upon which
shares are issued to other investors in terms
of such capital raising and in accordance
with section 41(1) of the Companies Act
and the JSE Listings Requirements.
Explanatory note: The reason for special
resolution number 3 is to authorise the
issue of shares in terms of capital raisings
if and to the extent that such shares are
issued to directors of the company and
related persons.

15. Special resolution
number 4: General authority
to repurchase shares
To provide, by way of a general authority as
contemplated in section 48 of the Companies
Act, authority to the company to repurchase
or purchase, as the case may be, shares
issued by the company, on such terms and
conditions and in such numbers as the
directors of the company may from time to
time determine, subject to the applicable
provisions of the MOI, the Companies Act
and the JSE Listings Requirements when
applicable, and subject to the following:
>> the repurchase of securities is
implemented through the order book of
the JSE’s trading system, without any prior
understanding or arrangement between
the company and the counterparty
(reported trades are prohibited);
>> the company or its subsidiaries are so
authorised by their respective MOIs;
>> the general authority shall be valid
only until the company’s next AGM or 15
months from the date of passing of this
special resolution, whichever is earlier;
>> in determining the price at which the
company’s ordinary shares are acquired
by the company, in terms of this general
authority, the maximum premium at
which such ordinary shares may be
acquired will be 10% (ten percent) of the
weighted average of the market price at
which such ordinary shares are traded
on the JSE, as determined over the 5 (five)
days immediately preceding the date of
the repurchase of such ordinary shares;
>> the acquisitions by the company of its
own ordinary shares in the aggregate
in any one financial year do not exceed
20% (twenty percent) of the company’s
issued ordinary share capital from the
beginning of the financial year subject
to the Companies Act requirements;
>> at any one time the company appoints
only one agent to effect any repurchase(s)
on its behalf;
>> when the company has cumulatively
repurchased 3% (three percent) of the initial
number of the relevant class of securities,
and for each 3% (three percent) in aggregate
of the initial number of that class acquired
thereafter, an announcement will be made
containing full details of such repurchases;
>> the company will not repurchase securities
during a prohibited period as defined in the
JSE Listings Requirements unless they have
in place a repurchase programme where
the dates and quantities of the securities
to be traded during the relevant period are
fixed (not subject to any variation) and has
been submitted to the JSE in writing prior
to the commencement of the prohibited
period; and
>> the Board resolved that it authorises
the repurchase, and that the company
and its subsidiary/ies have passed the
solvency and liquidity test and that since
the test was performed there have been
no material changes to the financial
position of the company.
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The directors will ensure that, after
considering the effect of the maximum
repurchases permitted in terms of this
resolution, that:

or a person related to any of them when a
general repurchase by the company of the
company’s shares takes place in accordance
with Special resolution 5.

>> the company will be able in the ordinary
course of business to pay its debts for
a period of 12 (twelve) months after the
date of the notice of AGM;

Section 48(8)(a) of the Act provides, inter alia,
that a decision by the Board to acquire shares
of the company from a director or prescribed
officer of the company, or a person related to a
director or prescribed officer of the company,
must be approved by a Special resolution of
the shareholders of the company.

>> the assets of the company will be in
excess of the liabilities of the company
for a period of 12 (twelve) months after
the date of the notice of the AGM, which
assets and liabilities have been valued in
accordance with the accounting policies
used in the audited financial statements
of the company for the year ended
31 December 2018;
>> the share capital and reserves of the
company will be adequate for ordinary
business purposes for a period of 12
(twelve) months after the date of the
notice of the AGM; and
>> the working capital of the company
will be adequate for ordinary business
purposes for a period of 12 (twelve)
months after the date of the notice
of AGM.
Explanatory note: The reason for and
effect of special resolution number 4
is to authorise the company to acquire
the company’s issued ordinary shares on
terms and conditions and in amounts to be
determined by the directors. A repurchase
of shares is not contemplated at the date of
this notice. However, the Board believes it to
be in the best interest of the company that
shareholders grant a general authority to
provide the Board with optimum flexibility
to repurchase shares as and when an
opportunity that is in the best interest
of the company arises.

16. Special resolution
number 5: Company
acquiring the company’s
shares from a director
or prescribed officer
“	That, when any general repurchase by
the company of its shares takes place in
accordance with Special resolution 4, the
Board is authorised, as required by section
48(8)(a) of the Act, to approve the purchase
by the company of its issued shares from a
director and/or a prescribed officer of the
company, and/or person related to a director
or prescribed officer of the company, subject
to the provisions of the MOI, the Act, and the
Listings Requirements.”
Explanatory note: This resolution is
proposed in order to enable the Board,
from the date of passing of this Special
resolution 5 until the date of the next
Annual General Meeting of the company,
(such resolution not to be valid for a period
greater than 15 (fifteen) months from the
date of the passing of this Special resolution
number 5), to approve the acquisition by the
company of its shares from a director and/
or a prescribed officer of the company, and/

When a general repurchase by the company
of the company’s shares takes place in
accordance with Special resolution number
4, the company may inadvertently acquire
shares from a director and/or a prescribed
officer of the company, and/or a person
related to a director or prescribed officer of
the company and such repurchase must,
in terms of the Act, be approved by a
special resolution of the shareholders.
In terms of the Act, the Board must make a
determination for the company to acquire
securities issued by the company only if
it reasonably appears that the company
will satisfy the solvency and liquidity test
immediately after completing the proposed
acquisition and the Board has acknowledged
by resolution, that it has applied, and
reasonably concluded that the company
will satisfy, the solvency and liquidity test
immediately after completing the proposed
acquisition in accordance with the Act.
The Board has no specific intention of
acquiring shares from a director and/or a
prescribed officer of the company, and/ or
any person related to them. The authority
is intended to provide for instances where
shares are inadvertently acquired from
directors and/or prescribed officers and/or
persons related to any of them during the
execution of a general share repurchase
programme in accordance with the authority
provided for in Special resolution number 4.

Further disclosures in terms
of paragraph 11.26 of the
JSE Listings Requirements
The following information listed below
has been included in the integrated
annual report:
>> The JSE Listings Requirements require
the following disclosures, which are
contained in the annual report of which
this notice forms part:
»» major shareholders of the company —
page 98;
»» stated capital of the company —
page 75;

DIRECTORS’
RESPONSIBILITY
STATEMENT
The directors, whose names appear in
the 2018 annual financial statements,
collectively and individually, accept full
responsibility for the accuracy of the
information given in this notice and certify
that to the best of their knowledge and
belief there are no facts that have been
omitted which would make any statement
false or misleading and that all reasonable
enquiries to ascertain such facts have
been made and that this notice contains
all information required by law and the
JSE Listings Requirements.

VOTING AND PROXIES
A shareholder who is entitled to attend and
vote at the AGM may appoint one or more
proxies (who need not be a shareholder of
the company) to attend, speak and vote in his
stead. On a show of hands, every shareholder
of the company present in person or
represented by proxy shall have one vote
only. On a poll, every shareholder of the
company present in person or represented
by proxy shall have one vote for every share
in the company held by such shareholder.
A form of proxy is attached for the
convenience of any Transcend shareholder
holding certificated shares who cannot
attend the annual general meeting but
who wishes to be represented thereat.
Forms of proxy may also be obtained on
request from the company’s registered
office. For administrative purposes,
the completed form of proxy should be
deposited at or posted to the office of
the transfer secretaries of the company,
Link Market Services South Africa (Pty)
Ltd, 13th Floor, 19 Ameshoff Street,
Braamfontein, Johannesburg, 2001 (PO Box
4844, Johannesburg, 2000) or e-mailed to
meetfax@linkmarketservices.co.za.
Alternatively, the form of proxy may be
handed to the chairperson of the AGM
or the transfer secretaries, at any time
prior to the commencement of the AGM
or prior to voting on any resolutions
proposed at the AGM. Any shareholder
who completes and lodges a form of proxy
will nevertheless be entitled to attend
and vote in person at the AGM should the
shareholder subsequently decide to do so.
Attached to the form of proxy is an extract
of section 58 of the Companies Act, to
which shareholders are referred.

MATERIAL CHANGES
Other than the facts and developments
reported on in the integrated annual
report, there have been no material
changes in the affairs or financial or
trading position of the company since
the date of signature of the audit report
and up to the date of this notice.

Karen Waldeck on behalf of CorpStat
Governance Services Proprietary Limited
17 April 2019
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Transcend Residential Property Fund Limited (Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa)

Each shareholder that is entitled to attend and vote at the meeting
may appoint one or more proxies (who need not be a shareholder
of the company) to attend, speak and vote in his stead. Please print
clearly when completing this form and see the instructions and
notes at the end of this form for an explanation of the use of this
proxy form and the rights of the shareholder and the proxy.

Abstain

Number of votes:

Against

This proxy form is to be used by the shareholders of Transcend
to vote at the annual general meeting (“AGM”) of the company
that will be held on Thursday, 30 May 2019 at 14:00 at 54 Peter
Place, Peter Place Office Park, Block C, Cardiff House, Bryanston,
Johannesburg, and is for use by certificated ordinary shareholders
and dematerialised shareholders with ‘own name’ registrations
on the date of the meeting.

In favour

Registration number: 2016/277183/06 | JSE share code: TPF | ISIN: ZAE000227765 | (Approved as a REIT by the JSE) | (“Transcend” or “the company”)

1.	Ordinary resolution No. 1:
Election and re-election of directors
1.1 Election of M Dickens
1.2 Election of G Jennett
1.3 Election of V Perfect
1.4 Re-election of R Emslie
2.	Ordinary Resolution No. 2:
Election of Audit and Risk Committee members
2.1 Election of MS Aitken
2.2 	Election of FN Khanyile

I (full name in block letters):

2.3	Election of M Dickens
2.4	Election of RR Emslie
3.	Ordinary Resolution No. 3:
Appointment of independent external auditors

of (address):

4.	Ordinary Resolution No. 4:
General authority to issue shares for cash
5.	Ordinary Resolution No. 5:
Authority to implement resolutions

being a shareholder of the company and the registered holder of:
ordinary shares in the company,
do hereby appoint:

6.	Ordinary Resolution No. 6:
Authority to issue shares pursuant
to a re-investment option
7.	Endorsement of Remuneration Policy
(non-binding resolution no. 1)
8.	Endorsement of Remuneration Implementation
Report (non-binding resolution no. 2)
9.	Special Resolution No. 1:
Remuneration of non-executive directors

or failing him/her, the chairman of the AGM, to attend and participate
in the meeting and to speak and vote or abstain from voting for
me and on my behalf in respect of all matters arising (including
any poll and all resolutions put to the meeting) at the meeting,
even if the meeting is postponed, and at any resumption thereof
after any adjournment.

10.	Special Resolution No. 2:
Approval to provide financial assistance

My proxy shall vote as follows (indicate with a cross how you wish
your votes to be cast). If you do not do so, the proxy may vote or
abstain at his/her discretion):

13.	Special Resolution No. 5:
Company acquiring the company’s shares from
a director or prescribed officer

Signed at:
Signature:
Assisted by (where applicable)
Please read the notes on the reverse side hereof.

11.	Special Resolution No. 3:
Approval to issue shares in terms of S41(1)
12.	Special Resolution No. 4:
General authority to repurchase shares

on

2019
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Notes to the
form of proxy
1.	Shareholders who have already
dematerialised their shares through
a Central Securities Depository
Participant (“CSDP”) or broker and who
wish to attend the AGM must instruct
their CSDP or broker to issue them with
the necessary letter of representation
to attend. For administrative purposes,
dematerialised shareholders, who have
elected “own name” registration in the
sub-register through a CSDP and who
are unable to attend but who wish to
vote at the AGM must complete and
return the attached form of proxy and
lodge it with the transfer secretaries
of the company, Link Market Services
South Africa (Pty) Ltd, 13th Floor,
19 Ameshoff Street, Braamfontein,
Johannesburg, 2001 (PO Box 4844,
Johannesburg, 2000) or be e-mailed
to meetfax@linkmarketservices.co.za
at least 48 hours prior to the AGM.
		Alternatively, the form of proxy may be
handed to the chairperson of the AGM
or the transfer secretaries, at any time
prior to the commencement of the AGM
or prior to voting on any resolutions
proposed at the AGM. Any shareholder
who completes and lodges a form of
proxy will nevertheless be entitled to
attend and vote in person at the AGM
should the shareholder subsequently
decide to do so.
2.	All beneficial owners whose shares
have been dematerialised through a
CSDP or broker other than with “own
name” registration, must provide
the CSDP or broker with their voting
instructions in terms of their custody
agreement should they wish to vote
at the AGM. Alternatively, they may
request the CSDP or broker to provide
them with a letter of representation,
in terms of their custody agreements,
should they wish to attend the AGM.
Such shareholder must not complete
the attached form of proxy.
3.	A shareholder may insert the
names of a proxy or the names of two
alternative proxies of the shareholder’s
choice in the space provided, with or
without deleting “the Chairman of
the annual general meeting”, but any
such deletion must be initialled by the
shareholder. The person whose name
appears first on this form of proxy and
which has not been deleted shall be
entitled to act as proxy to the exclusion
of those names following.

4.	A shareholder is entitled to one vote on
a show of hands on a poll, one vote in
respect of each ordinary share held. A
shareholder’s instructions to the proxy
must be indicated by inserting the
relevant number of votes exercisable
by the shareholder in the appropriate
box. Failure to comply with this will be
deemed to authorise the proxy to vote
or to abstain from voting at the annual
general meeting as he deems fit in
respect of all the shareholder’s votes.
5.	A vote given in terms of an instrument
of proxy shall be valid in relation
to the annual general meeting,
notwithstanding the death, insanity
or other legal disability of the person
granting it, or the revocation of the
proxy, or the transfer of the ordinary
shares in respect of which the proxy is
given, unless an intimation as to any of
the aforementioned matters shall have
been received by the transfer secretaries
or by the Chairman of the annual general
meeting before the commencement
of the AGM.
6.	If a shareholder does not indicate
on this form of proxy that his proxy
is to vote in favour of or against any
resolution or to abstain from voting,
or gives contradictory instructions, or
should any further resolution(s) or any
amendment(s) which may properly be
put before the AGM, be proposed, the
proxy shall be entitled to vote as he
thinks fit.
7.		The authority of a person signing a
proxy in a representative capacity
must be attached to this form of proxy
unless that authority has already been
recorded with the company’s transfer
secretary or waived by the Chairman
of the AGM.
8.	A minor or any other person under
legal incapacity must be assisted by his
parent or guardian as applicable, unless
the relevant documents establishing
capacity are produced or have been
registered with the transfer secretaries.
9.	Where there are joint holders of
ordinary shares:
>> any one holder may sign the form
of proxy; and

>> the vote(s) of the senior shareholders
(for that purpose seniority will be
determined by the order in which
the names of ordinary shareholders
appear in the Company’s register)
who tender a vote (whether in person
or by proxy) will be accepted to the
exclusion of the vote(s) of the other
joint shareholder(s).
10.	It is requested that proxies be lodged
at or posted to the company’s transfer
secretaries, Link Market Services South
Africa Pty Ltd, 13th Floor, Rennie House,
19 Ameshoff Street, Braamfontein 2001
(PO Box 4844, Johannesburg, 2000)
meetfax@linkmarketservices.co.za
at least 48 hours prior to the AGM.
11.	Any alteration or correction made
to this form of proxy, other than the
deletion of alternatives, must be
initialed by the signatory/ies.
12.	The completion and lodging of this form
of proxy shall not preclude the relevant
shareholder from attending the annual
general meeting and speaking and
voting in person thereat to the exclusion
of any proxy appointed in terms hereof.
13.	The Chairman of the AGM may reject
or accept a form of proxy that is
completed, other that in accordance
with these instructions and notes,
provided that the Chairman is satisfied
as to the manner in which a shareholder
wishes to vote.
14.	Subject to the restrictions set out in this
form of proxy, a proxy may not delegate
the proxy’s authority to act on behalf of
a shareholder to another person.
15.	Attached to the form of proxy is an
extract of section 58 of the Companies
Act, to which shareholders are referred.
16.	In terms of section 63(1) meeting
participants will be required to provide
identification to the reasonable
satisfaction of the chairperson of
the AGM and the chairperson must be
reasonably satisfied that the right of
any person to participate in and vote
(whether as a shareholder or as a
proxy for a shareholder) has been
reasonably satisfied.
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Summary
of rights
Summary of rights contained
in section 58 of the Companies
Act 71 of 2008 (“Companies
Act”)
In terms of section 58 of the Companies
Act, read with the company’s MOI:
>> a shareholder may, at any time and
in accordance with the provisions of
section 58 of the Companies Act, appoint
any individual (including an individual
who is not a shareholder) as a proxy to
participate in, and speak and vote at the
meeting on behalf of such shareholder;
>> a shareholder may appoint two or more
persons concurrently as proxies, and
may appoint more than one proxy to
exercise voting rights attached
to different securities held by
the shareholder;
>> a proxy may delegate his authority to act
on behalf of the shareholder to another
person, subject to any restriction set out
in the instrument appointing the proxy;
>> the appointment of a proxy is suspended
at any time and to the extent that the
shareholder chooses to act directly and
in person in the exercise of any such
shareholder’s rights as a shareholder;
>> the appointment of a proxy is revocable
unless the proxy appointment expressly
states otherwise;

>> if the appointment of a proxy is
revocable, the shareholder may
revoke the proxy appointment by (i)
cancelling it in writing or making a
later inconsistent appointment of a
proxy; and (ii) delivering a copy of the
revocation instrument to the proxy
and to the company. The revocation of
the proxy appointment constitutes a
complete and final cancellation of the
proxy’s authority to act on behalf of the
shareholder as of the later of (i) the date
stated in the revocation instrument,
if any, and (ii) the date on which the
revocation instrument was delivered to
the proxy and to the company;
>> a proxy is entitled to exercise, or abstain
from exercising, any voting right of the
shareholder without direction, except
to the extent that the instrument
appointing the proxy provides
otherwise; and
>> unless revoked, the appointment of
a proxy in terms of this proxy form
remains valid until the end of the
meeting, even if the meeting or a part
thereof is postponed or adjourned.
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Glossary
“AGM”

Annual general meeting

“All Share”

The JSE All Share Index

“AltX”

Alternative Exchange of the JSE Limited

“CEO”

Chief executive officer

“CFO”

Chief financial officer

“Companies Act”

Companies Act 71 of 2008, as amended

“COO”

Chief operating officer

“Emira”

Emira Property Fund Limited

“enterprise value”

The market capitalisation plus the
aggregate debt outstanding

“GLA”

Gross lettable area

“HEPS”

Headline earnings per share

“IASB”

International Accounting Standards Board

“IFRS”

International Financial Reporting Standards

“IHS”; “IHS (RF) (Pty) Ltd”

International Housing Solutions (RF) (Pty) Ltd

“IHS AM”

IHS Asset Management (Pty) Ltd

“IHS PM”

IHS Property Management (Pty) Ltd

“IHS Res 1”

International Housing Solutions Residential
Partners 1 (RF) (Pty) Ltd

“infill development”

Infill development is the process of
developing vacant or under-used parcels
within existing urban areas that are
already largely developed

“JSE”

JSE Limited

“King IV”

King IV Report on Corporate Governance
for South Africa 2016

“NAV”

Net asset value

“REIT”

Real Estate Investment Trust

“SAICA”

South African Institute
of Chartered Accountants

“SAWHF”

South African Workforce Housing Fund
PVE (SA)

“Sunnyshore”

Sunnyshore Trade and Invest 105 (Pty) Ltd

“stabilised property”

A stabilised property is subject to the
natural turnover and vacancy rates that
can be expected on an ongoing basis

“the Board”

The Board of Directors of Transcend

“Transfer; property transfer”

The date in which the property transfers
and registers at the deeds office in the
name of the buyer i.e. Transcend

“Transcend”; “the company”

Transcend Residential Property Fund Limited
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Corporate
information
Registered office of the company

Transfer secretary

Transcend Residential Property Fund Limited

Link Market Services South Africa (Pty) Ltd

Independent reporting
accountants and auditors

(Registration number 2016/277183/06)

(Registration number 2000/007239/07)

KPMG Inc.

54 Peter Place Block C, Cardiff House

19 Ameshoff Street

(Registration number 1999/021543/21)

Peter Place Office Park

13th Floor

85 Empire Road

Bryanston

Braamfontein

Parktown

Johannesburg, 2191

Johannesburg, 2001

Johannesburg, 2193

(PO Box 1686, Randburg, 2125)

(PO Box 4844, Johannesburg, 2000)

(Private Bag 9, Parkview, 2122)

Company secretary

Independent property valuer

Corpstat Governance Services (Pty) Ltd

Legal and competition
law advisor

(Registration Number 2004/001556/07)

Tonkin Clacey Inc

(Registration number 2012/101775/07)

Hurlingham Office, Hurlingham Office Park

(Registration number 2014/082808/21)

5th Floor, North Wing

Block C, 59 Woodlands Avenue

24 Baker Street

Hyde Park Corner Hyde Park

Hurlingham

Rosebank

Sandton

Johannesburg, 2196

Johannesburg, 2196

Johannesburg, 2196

Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr

Bankers

(PO Box 724, Melville, 2109)

Property manager
IHS Property Management (Pty) Ltd
(Registration number 2015/009733/07)
54 Peter Place Block C, Cardiff House
Peter Place Office Park
Bryanston
Johannesburg, 2191

Asset manager
IHS Asset Management (Pty) Ltd
(Registration number 2016/399895/07)
54 Peter Place, Block C, Cardiff House
Peter Place Office Park
Bryanston
Johannesburg, 2191
(PO Box 1686, Randburg, 2125)

(Registration number 2008/018923/21)
1 Protea Place
Sandton
Johannesburg, 2196

Designated advisor
Questco Corporate Advisory (Pty) Ltd
(Registration number 2011/106751/07)
1st Floor, Yellowwood House
Ballywoods Office Park
33 Ballyclare Drive
Bryanston
Johannesburg, 2191

Real Insight (Pty) Ltd

The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited
(Registration number 1962/000738/06)
2nd Floor, Rosebank Corner
191 Jan Smuts Avenue
Parktown North
Johannesburg 2193
(PO Box 8786, Johannesburg, 2000)

sigil design bureau

www.transcendproperty.co.za

